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5PREFACE
The National Collegiate Honors Council (NCHC) has established
over the years twenty-two standing committees, only one of which deals
explicitly with curricular disciplines: the Science and Mathematics
Committee. It is a widespread and relatively accurate perception
among NCHC members that the academic strengths of most honors
programs are focused primarily in the humanities, with also a sizeable
fraction in the social and behavioral sciences. In a survey conducted
several years ago for the NCHC1 for example, only fifteen percent of
honors administrators reported having an academic background in the
natural sciences, and three percent in mathematics. Forty-nine percent
listed an academic affiliation in the humanities, and twenty-four per-
cent in the social and behavioral sciences.
Several reasons are likely for the apparent modest involvement of
faculty from the natural sciences and mathematics in honors programs,
chief among these being the fact that these disciplines may be per-
ceived—if erroneously—by their practitioners to be less conducive to
the small group discussion format favored in honors environments gen-
erally. Perhaps a more difficult problem to resolve is the fact that
tenure-track faculty in the natural sciences may be subject to rigid time
constraints vis-a-vis laboratory or field research that, together with the
complementary duties of administering often sizeable research grants,
can detract from the availability of such faculty for the kind of intense
and time-consuming involvement with undergraduate students that is
characteristic of honors coursework. Finally, it should be said that—
with some exceptions, obviously—departments of natural science and
their faculty often do not put as high a premium on excellence or inno-
vation in teaching, perhaps in part because they place a greater empha-
sis on research activities, given the appreciable sources of external
funding available in these disciplines, relative to the humanities and
even the social sciences.
One adverse consequence of this situation, of course, is that honors
programs often have difficulty arranging for honors sections of course-
work in mathematics and the natural sciences, and especially in arrang-
ing for the participation of faculty from these disciplines in team-
taught, interdisciplinary offerings. The implementation of this latter
pedagogical tool—which is becoming increasingly popular with some
honors programs—may also encounter problems if participating
faculty from the natural sciences insist upon incorporating laboratory
or field work into the curriculum, since such facilities may not be read-
ily available to humanities-based programs.
 
6While national data on the declared majors of honors students are
apparently not available, U. S. Department of Education statistics on
bachelor’s degrees awarded by field for all students indicate that the
percentage choosing to major in the natural sciences and mathematics
averaged 10.4 between 1995 and 2000, while the corresponding value
for humanities majors was 6.1 percent.2 While it cannot be known if stu-
dents majoring in the natural sciences and mathematics are less
inclined to participate in honors programs that have a strong humani-
ties-based focus, there is no reason to suspect that their numbers are
lower in honors programs generally. It is a matter of interest then to all
honors administrators and faculty to understand how programs that
have been successful in incorporating the natural sciences and mathe-
matics into their curricula have accomplished this, and what ideas and
options might be available to those still seeking to achieve such a disci-
plinary integration.
It is axiomatic in honors education that no two honors programs in
the country are identical. Whether literally true or not, this diversity of
form and function in honors education is at once both a great source
of inspiration and ideas for these many programs—especially those in
the formative stages—as well as a quite tangible barrier to the writers
of monographs such as this. These authors strive to make some sense
of this potpourri of organizational and pedagogic matters and to pro-
vide useful generic guidelines and practical help to the administrators
and faculty of these many program types. I think you will find that the
editors and authors of the present monograph have succeeded
admirably in this task.
—Dail W. Mullins, Jr.
Notes
1Survey by Ada Long in 1995.
2Chronicle of Higher Education Annual Almanac, 1999–2000; 2000–2001;
2001–2002; 2002–2003.
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The Other Culture: 
Science and Mathematics Education in Honors
“I now believe that if I had asked an even simpler question—
such as, What do you mean by mass, or acceleration, which is
the scientific equivalent of saying, Can you read?—not more
than one in ten of the highly educated would have felt that I
was speaking the same language. So the great edifice of mod-
ern physics goes up, and the majority of the cleverest people in
the western world have about as much insight into it as their
neolithic ancestors would have had.”
—C. P. Snow, The Two Cultures1
In the now-famous lecture given by C.P. Snow in May 1959, he raised
the issue of scientific illiteracy in the halls of academia and called for
practitioners of science, the humanities, and social sciences to build
bridges to increase human understanding of our world.2 Thinking that
this issue was resolved in the last half century would be nice, but it may
have actually become worse.3 As Dr. Dail W. Mullins, Jr., points out in
the Preface, two cultures are alive and well in the world of honors edu-
cation. Scientists and mathematicians are in a minority among honors
deans and directors, and while many, if not most, of the student posters
at the NCHC annual conferences demonstrate that honors students are
engaged in undergraduate research in STEM disciplines (Science,
Technology, Mathematics, and Engineering) that is of an extremely
high quality, relatively few of the session presentations address issues in
STEM education and the integration of science and mathematics into
multi-disciplinary honors courses.
Perhaps the most distressing issue with mathematical and scientific
illiteracy is that people often do not see it as a negative, and in some
instances people actually view it as a virtue.4 While most people would
be appalled when individuals confessed that they could not read or
write beyond the third grade level, claiming to have difficulty balancing
a check book or understanding a relatively simple scientific concept
like momentum, until of course one encounters the effects directly in
massive loan burdens or a car crash, seems to be fine. In an over-
whelmingly technical world where continued economic strength and
growth require scientific and technological innovation, a scientifically
illiterate population ultimately becomes a liability to the economic
health of the country.5
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Honors education has always taken a lead in developing new
approaches to education. In science education this leadership is sorely
needed. Science educators must bring to life in the classroom and lab-
oratories the elements of investigation that make possible the effective
and legitimate pursuit of new knowledge and new understandings of
established science. Students deserve no less than the best educational
opportunities to master scientific thought. To that end, the Science and
Mathematics Committee of NCHC began a process to collect and pub-
lish a monograph of strategies for teaching science in honors education
settings with the hope of bridging the cultural divide.
The Science and Mathematics Committee identified the need for a
dialog concerning strategies for teaching science in honors curricula.
The need arose in response to a number of forces, some internal to
honors and others external, including but not limited to the discomfort
many liberal arts programs have with incorporating principles of sci-
ence, the need to meet core curricula standards, the explosion of con-
sumer-based science, and the need for science literacy. In addition,
political processes require persons with non-science backgrounds to
take responsibility for policy decisions based in science. Complicating
these identified needs is the background dialog on the nature of sci-
ence, scientific evidence, and problem solving driven primarily from
outside the sciences by groups with essentially anti-science agenda.
Honors students and honors educators find themselves faced with
these issues in curricular settings and in general societal environments.
Responding to these imperatives, the Science and Mathematics
Committee developed a series of panels for presentation at the 2006
NCHC Conference in Philadelphia. These sessions included curricular
strategies that encouraged student civic engagement incorporating sci-
entific concepts. They suggested interdisciplinary approaches to inte-
grating science in general honors courses and ways to emphasize com-
munication and technology in science courses. One panel examined
critical thinking and thinking scientifically and argued from a cognitive
perspective how students can differentiate science and pseudoscience.
Honors educators from the natural sciences, mathematics, social sci-
ences, and applied sciences have pooled their curricular expertise to
bring new approaches and innovative practices to issues affecting sci-
ence education. The editors hope that these efforts will initiate a new
dialog on science education strategies that will be effective in develop-
ing scholastic skills in young adults and in regaining the trust and sup-
port of the public. This monograph is divided into five sections describ-
ing strategies for teaching science in honors to science and non-science
9students. It describes these strategies through courses, interdisciplinary
curricula, and engagement of the science honors student in dialog with
society.
In the introductory section, “What is Science in Honors?” educators
discuss the students and their thinking processes. Keith Garbutt’s “One
Size Does Not Fit All” describes the interaction between student types
as well as the types of science education in honors. He identifies active
teaching as essential to the honors teaching and learning environment.
In “Encouraging Scientific Thinking and Student Development,” Ellen
B. Buckner discusses the many parameters affecting science education
and the process of learning. She argues that through inquiry the stu-
dent can develop the skills and agility to reason scientifically. Paul
Mussleman and Buckner describe a partnership between a librarian
and honors educator to increase information literacy. When students
do not have the skills to access scholarly literature, the wealth of col-
lected scientific knowledge will never be part of an honors education.
Section II, Science and Society, offers an understanding of science
education in the context of society. In “SENCER: Honors Science for All
Honors Students,” Mariah Birgen describes Science Education for New
Civic Engagement and Responsibilities (SENCER), a national program
of courses that engages students in public issues based in science. The
ideals and methods of SENCER offer a novel approach to science edu-
cation that has great promise for honors students. In “Philosophy in the
Service of Science,” Thi Lam explores the evolution-intelligent design
controversy as a capstone experience in an introductory philosophy
course. Through debate students marshal evidence and hone their argu-
mentative and critical-thinking skills. In “Recovering Controversy,”
Richard England argues that in the evolution-intelligent design debate,
including the context of the positions reveals that the two sides are not
equally balanced. Finally, in discussing “Science, Power and Diversity,”
Bonnie K. Baxter and Bridget M. Newell introduce themselves, their
backgrounds and passion, to encourage discussion of the historical con-
text and the dynamics of the researcher as influencing science.
In Section III, the authors describe curricula for non-science stu-
dents. Bradley R. Newcomer queries: “Where Have We Gone Wrong?”
He explores active and passive learning and presents strategies for
increasing active inquiry. He addresses important issues in science edu-
cation: philosophy, content and delivery, and assessment. Minerva
Cordero, Theresa Jorgensen, and Barbara A. Shipman’s “Engaging the
Honors Student in Lower-Division Mathematics” discusses overall hon-
ors curriculum options in mathematics at the lower level as well as
ELLEN B. BUCKNER AND KEITH GARBUTT
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specific pedagogy for lower-division honors courses in mathematics. For
those who consider mathematics the unknown territory, these explana-
tions are encouraging. They argue for students taking ownership of
mathematics.
In “Statistics in Honors: Teaching Students to Separate Truth from
‘Damned Lies,’” Lisa W. Kay describes efforts to integrate statistics and
political science. She provides numerous examples of texts and class-
room strategies that encourage quantitative literacy. Students complete
projects that combine statistics dealing with government and political
science. They locate examples in popular literature and debate contro-
versies using statistical analysis as well as conceptual understanding.
She concludes with guidelines for statistical education including using
real data, active learning, and technology. Joe L March discusses the
overall commitment to the ideal of engaged education for freshmen
chemistry students in “Is Honors General Chemistry Simply More
Quantum Mechanics?” He suggests a range of honors chemistry labo-
ratory experiences from reordering parts of research papers to creating
experiments. His techniques engage the student’s creativity while bal-
ancing the fundamentals.
Section IV considers strategies for providing honors experience to
science majors. In “Communicating Science: An Approach to Teaching
Technical Communication,” Cynthia Ryan, Michele Gould, and Diane
C. Tucker emphasize the relationship between scientific inquiry and
communication. They offer numerous examples of scientific writing as
a mechanism for strengthening scientific thinking. In their second
essay on mathematics, Cordero, Jorgensen, and Shipman present
strategies, including honors contracts, specific courses, and indepen-
dent study projects, for pursuing an honors thesis in mathematics.
Finally in this section, Michael Doran discusses how the honors thesis
process can dovetail effectively with accreditation standards for engi-
neering and computing.
Section V explores the concept of interdisciplinary education. In
“Interdisciplinary Science Curricula in Honors,” Mullins describes two
courses on science themes that form the core of a university honors
program. One course engages the “mythology” of the grand narrations
explaining human existence; the other course undertakes an ambitious
exploration of the environment. In “The Science of Humor,” Michael
K. Cundall, Jr., argues for engaging honors students through a popular
topic common to experience. The interdisciplinary format allows biol-
ogy, neuroscience, philosophy, and social science to contribute to stu-
dent understanding. When taught by an interdisciplinary team,
INTRODUCTION
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students may also see the ways disciplines can and do interact. Kevin M.
Williams challenges students and faculty to see correlations between
disciplines in “An Interdisciplinary Understanding of a Disease.” The
students investigate biochemical, physiological, and clinical aspects of a
disease and post their contributions and research results for these
course projects via a “wiki” technology.
Finally, Section VI concludes with a toolkit for examining science in
relation to society and human development. In “Replacing Appearance
with Reality,” Larry J. Crockett describes how science can give a dis-
tinctive emphasis to an honors curriculum. He argues the importance
of deconstructing the “P word”—Prove—as the key to understanding
reality and science. Garbutt’s “Confronting Pseudoscience” describes
the often personal challenges and difficulties of distinguishing between
truth and falsehood. Students leave the course with tools to evaluate
the claims of others both logically and critically. Glenn M. Sanford
closes the volume with “Science Education: The Perils of Science
Illiteracy, the Promise of Science Education,” a balanced discussion of
the power both of science and human decision-making in secular and
religious contexts. Sanford reasons that society often fails to account
for the tentativeness of scientific findings and the role of new data in
producing theory change. He gives examples from classroom discus-
sions on current knowledge and future learning.
This monograph addresses the current needs for science education
at all levels of higher education. It proceeds from assumptions that the
national debate for scientific understanding matters. It explores sci-
ence in society and strategies for curricular integration in honors. The
hope is that this monograph will further the discussion of science and
science teaching within honors experiences and will further the
engagement of students with the tenets of science applicable to the
society and future they face. If it reveals more untapped opportunities
and legitimate questions than staid answers and predictable examples,
it will have succeeded.
—Ellen B. Buckner and Keith Garbutt
September 2012
Notes
1C. P. Snow, The Two Cultures (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University
Press, 1998).
2Snow gave the 1959 Rede Lecture, an annual public lecture given by
the Sir Robert Rede’s Lecturer at Cambridge University since 1550. He
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was not the first to address the issue of the interaction (or lack thereof)
between science and the humanities in this series; in 1882 Matthew
Arnold’s Rede Lecture was entitled “Science and Literature.”
3An extreme example may be found on the attacks on the validity of
science by some post-modern scholars and the response of scientists
such as Alan Sokal with his hoax paper published in Social Text. Alan
Sokal, “Transgressing the Boundaries: Towards a Transformative
Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity,” Social Text 46/47 (Summer/Spring
1996): 217–252.
4Lawrence M. Krauss, “C.P. Snow in New York,” Scientific American
301, no. 3 (September 2009): 32.
5National Research Council, Rising Above the Gathering Storm, Revisited:
Rapidly Approaching Category 5 (Washington, D.C.: The National
Academies Press, 2010).
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SECTION I: 
WHAT IS SCIENCE IN HONORS?
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Chapter 1
ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL: 
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS IN
HONORS PROGRAMS AND COLLEGES
KEITH GARBUTT
Introduction
The vast majority of today’s honors colleges and programs grew out
of the liberal arts traditions.1 As such, the focus of many honors pro-
grams has remained within that tradition while the sciences have
tended to have a peripheral role. With this history as backdrop, this
essay and this volume are aimed primarily at the honors dean or direc-
tor who has little background in the sciences or science education in
the hope they will offer them some important and innovative ideas.
Rightly or wrongly, honors administrators have perceived that sci-
ence is difficult to include in honors curricula because of its highly spe-
cialized and technical nature. Another impediment to including sci-
ence and math courses in honors curricula may well be the feeling,
which is frequently given by faculty as a spurious excuse for not devel-
oping honors courses, that such courses are already hard and that
developing them into honors courses would make them overly difficult
even for the outstanding students normally attracted to such programs.
Endorsing this flawed perspective, writes Samuel Schuman, assumes
that the only model for honors courses is that of “honors as harder” as
opposed to the more appropriate concept of “honors as different,”
which while it encompasses “honors as harder” is more inclusive in the
vein of “enhanced educational opportunities.”2 While the concept of
calculus on steroids does have a place, it should certainly not be the
only, nor, necessarily, the dominant, model of a science honors course.
Why Should Science Courses Be Included in an
Honors Curriculum?
The answer to this question really depends upon the audience at
whom the course is aimed. Because the range of majors within most
honors programs and colleges is wide and the students are diverse, a
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one-size-fits-all honors course simply will not work. Convincing the aver-
age English major to take a calculus course would be futile. John A.
Moore has argued that one of the main benefits of any science course
should be to develop certain habits of mind: continual questioning or
an informed skepticism, the basic skills of critical thinking, and the use
of logically constructed hypotheses that are then tested using evidential
reasoning.3 In addition, understanding the importance of tentative
solutions and having the ability to handle uncertainty are central to the
way in which scientists view the world.4 Thus honors programs need sci-
ence classes in which students have the opportunity to learn qualitative
and empirical habits of mind associated with science and the skills nec-
essary to become well-rounded citizens.
Content versus Concept
Unfortunately many science courses still require students simply to
memorize facts. While the mastery of building blocks is important, it
ultimately does a disservice to students if that is all that is delivered or
expected. The facts of today will soon become out-of-date in the light
of tomorrow’s new information. As one’s understanding of biological,
chemical, and physical systems deepens, so does the basic data on
which that understanding is based. Students will be better served if they
are required to understand fundamental concepts. Emphasizing con-
cepts teaches students the skills necessary to be able to become self-
motivated and lifelong learners in the discipline rather than simply
turning them into large repositories of facts, the knowledge and rele-
vance of which will slowly decay.5
Of course, the need to teach the facts in science cannot be com-
pletely disregarded. One of the principle reasons to place non-scientists
into the scientific classroom is so that they will have the basic back-
ground information needed to understand complex issues, such as
stem cell research, evolution, and abortion, that require a deep under-
standing of concepts from the biological sciences. Students need the
experience of constructing hypotheses and testing them through
experiments in a laboratory.6 By engaging in this process, they will
acquire cognitive tools that will benefit them later. It should be clear
however, that the content of the course should have direct relevance to
the students taking the course. Watered-down major’s curricula for
non-majors, which appears to be a common practice in the sciences if
one looks at text book offerings, may be more likely to turn students
away from science than engage them. While the habits of mind
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associated with quantitative reasoning are important, they are not suf-
ficient reason for excessively technical, non-applied content that runs
the risk of becoming a “Saber-Tooth Curriculum.”7
In many ways, an honors course should provide an example of col-
lege education at its best. In the sciences, the most effective courses,
honors or not, are based on a philosophy and approach that “involves
active learning strategies to engage students in the process of science
and teaching methods that have been systematically tested and shown
to reach diverse students.”8 Known as “Scientific Teaching,”9 after the
April 2004 Science paper that laid out its basic precepts, this pedagogy is
clearly different from the traditional pile-it-on approach that many
associate, however inaccurately, with science, math, and honors educa-
tion. Even in instances in which an increased workload might be justi-
fied, the course should be designed with clear, substantive learning
objectives that can be assessed appropriately.10 Halloun and Hestenes’
(1985) now classic work illustrated that even students who could per-
form well on tests, usually using a “plug and chug” strategy,11 still did
not grasp the underlying concepts, particularly when the concepts were
counter to their worldviews. Appropriate assessment, therefore, is criti-
cal to student success.
Who Are Honors Students and Whom Do They 
Wish to Become?
The answer to the first part of the question is relatively easy: they are
highly motivated individuals who represent a true cross section of
American society. Who they wish to be is less obvious. Even within the
following groups of archetypal students, these archetypes are not static
in any way. It is quite possible, and in fact probable, that any given stu-
dent will actually partake in one or all of these archetypes at some point
in his or her career. One might argue then that a course that combines
elements of all these approaches would be an appropriate choice, but
this may inevitably lead to the creation of a poorly fitting one-size-fits-
all course that serves no one well.
The Highly Trained Professional
Highly trained professional are the students with the potential to be
an outstanding practitioner in science, engineering, or mathematics.
These students require an extremely deep understanding of both the
concepts and the content of the scientific disciplines. These students
will benefit most from the calculus-on-steroids model. Courses that are
discipline specific and usually aimed toward advanced students can be
18
an extremely important and even a defining experience for these stu-
dents. In a recent exit interview, a graduating biology student com-
mented on an honors chemistry class that she had taken as a first-year
student. She felt that this was the first course that had ever been truly
challenging to her, but with the support of an outstanding professor,
she ultimately achieved an understanding of chemistry concepts that
she initially believed she could not attain. This heavily lab-based course
certainly conforms to the ideas of scientific teaching. The student’s
comments are similar to those that Bain suggests are indicative of trans-
formative teachers.12 Experiences like this one are important in the
development of trained professionals because they build the self-confi-
dence necessary for success. For this type of student, however, it could
be argued that the best possible experience would be undergraduate
research culminating in an honors thesis. The impact of undergradu-
ate research experience cannot be underestimated. Since the Boyer
Commission report in 1998,13 research has shown that in terms of both
motivating students to enter research careers and preparing them for
those careers, undergraduate research experiences are crucial. They
benefit not only the student but also the research lab they work in.14
The Moral Scientist or Engineer
In addition to discipline-specific courses, the moral scientist or engi-
neer will also need to take courses that integrate philosophy and ethics.
Having students rely on humanities courses for these components is
not sufficient since those courses are often disconnected from the sci-
entific process. Given the sorts of decisions that modern scientists must
make, Seebauer and Barry recognize that students need to be well
grounded in notions of moral and ethical responsibility.15 Whether
looking at concepts of academic freedom and academic dishonesty or
at moral decisions concerning the type of research in which they are
involved, science students must fully grasp the basic concepts and
choices.
Courses for this type of student should consider and debate the cur-
rent controversial areas where science, mathematics, and engineering
all come into play. These classes are often referred to as honors add-on
classes. In this model, students may take a class in the natural sciences
as well as a separate section on the issues arising out of the regular
course material. For example, an add-on biology class may look more
deeply at the biology behind stem cell research, reproductive technolo-
gies, and environmental issues and have debates on their ethical and
political implications. For science, technology, engineering, and mathe-
matics (STEM) disciplines, students might also consider the implica-
CHAPTER 1: ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL
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tions of working on weapons research: What are the ethical issues for an
individual considering a career in this area? Are there limits beyond
which one is not willing to go? The purpose of these courses is for the
students to develop a reflective mode when thinking about science and
its consequences, to view it outside the straightjacket of the scientific dis-
cipline or the search for knowledge, and to address for themselves the
broader implications. The crucial outcome of these types of courses is
not the final choice that the students make but that they have chosen a
position based on serious and informed consideration.
The Critical Thinker
The critical thinker is in many ways the gold standard of all liberal
education: the individual who can bring an incisive logical mind to any
problem. Science, with its emphasis on hypothesis testing and evidence-
based logic, provides excellent tools for the critical thinker. In addition,
science honors courses help students understand that not all knowl-
edge is currently known and that areas of uncertainty exist, areas in
which intermediate or temporary hypotheses are, at best, only tentative
and will be revised with new discoveries.
An honors science curriculum may have great impact on the critical
thinker. Because critical thinking is in itself a basic skill, it can be taught
at a series of levels. Teaching critical-thinking skills in courses where the
level of scientific literacy is not particularly high is possible because
individuals can apply the methodology of science without having to
master advanced content.
A model course for the critical thinker is “Confronting Pseudo-
science,” which is described in Chapter 19. This course is open to all
majors and introduces students to the basic principles of critical think-
ing, evidential reasoning, and analysis of authority. Using ideas that
Carl Sagan16 calls tools for the “detection of baloney,” students apply the
scientific method to ideas and issues that are purported to be scientific
but prove otherwise on close examination by using the tools of critical
thinking. Such a course enables students to develop the scientific habits
of mind in a less-threatening manner than a conventional discipline-
based course. It might be argued that unless critical thinking and the
scientific method are embedded and explicit in discipline-based
courses, then courses that explicitly teach critical thinking will be more
beneficial to students than standard science courses. Students in these
courses ultimately acquire life skills that will enable them to examine
claims in the media with skeptical and critical eyes.
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The Educated Citizen
The notion of the educated citizen hearkens back to the foundation
of the first universities in America and is related to the Jeffersonian
ideal of a polity capable of making appropriate choices.17 Courses
requiring students to address the controversial issues in science are an
excellent way to produce educated citizens.
Part of being an educated citizen is having the ability to analyze and
evaluate information and to express that information in one’s own
words. Thus courses with a significant communication component can
be especially important. While some academics (perhaps a rapidly
declining number) often view communication as predominantly the
paper or perhaps written comments on student’s work or lecture, stu-
dents certainly do not communicate solely in this fashion. Blogs, instant
and text messengers, Twitter feeds, Facebook posts, and videos
(YouTube) are all means of rapid, indeed sometimes viral, communi-
cation. Educators must be aware of these modes of communication and
consider integrating some of them into courses because they may facil-
itate learning particularly for students who have learning styles that do
not mesh well with traditional forms of delivery, and because events in
the spring of 2011 showed, they can be very powerful tools indeed.18 By
practicing communication skills in a variety of modalities, students will
learn how to communicate effectively and persuasively on issues in the
modern world. An example of such a course is “Communicating
Environmental Messages,” created by James B. McGraw of West Virginia
University. West Virginia University Honors College students embed-
ded in McGraw’s course, which is a required second-year course for
biology majors, engage in a discourse on communication in which he
introduces them to using various multimedia methods. McGraw
requires students to communicate complex ideas in a totally visual
medium. For example, the students may construct non-traditional com-
munication pieces such as music videos about environmental issues.
McGraw has recently redesigned his course to require that students cre-
ate a multimedia public-service announcement on issues in biology.19
Conclusion
Obviously, one universal model for a science course will not account
for all societal, institutional, or student needs. This observation under-
scores the obligation of educators to reflect on the nature of their
courses and the particular needs of their students. While this point may
be rather obvious, the topic does allow for reflection upon the reasons
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for incorporating science into honors programs and colleges and to
understand they are both numerous and varied. The methodologies
and techniques for presenting these courses vary as well, as this volume
illustrates.
Honors colleges and programs provide an environment for educa-
tional experimentation, innovation, and development. Honors direc-
tors should encourage faculty members, particularly those in the sci-
ences, to take the philosophy of “Scientific Teaching”20 to heart by
being as serious about scholarship pertaining to pedagogy and teach-
ing as they are about scientific research. Faculty members who pursue
this strategy will provide the type of environment where talented stu-
dents can prosper and develop the skills necessary for future success.
Of course, all educators should keep abreast of developments in peda-
gogy in designing these courses.21 Instructors must also be clear about
the learning outcomes students should achieve from these courses and
be prepared to measure them through appropriate assessment
methodologies.
The analytical tools of science can be used across disciplines and
experiences and are part of the skills that should be nurtured by the
tradition of liberal education, which is the very essence of honors
education.22
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Chapter 2
ENCOURAGING SCIENTIFIC
THINKING AND STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT
ELLEN B. BUCKNER
Introduction
Honors students are certainly multidimensional people with broadly
defined interests, but they are not necessarily interested in becoming
scientists. Nevertheless, honors students must be scholars of science
who are capable of employing scientific thinking and accurately repre-
senting science in societal contexts. Science has become increasingly
difficult especially because of the complexity of topics, a heavily
financed research industry, and threats to basic definitions of science.
These characteristics make the understanding of scientific progress
inaccessible to many. Yet science belongs to all, and in most aspects of
daily life, from the unpredictability of weather to the stability of politi-
cal power, science is an operative force. Principles of science govern the
natural environment, the creation of humans, and aspects of human
relationships themselves. Humans have historically viewed science as a
companion to be understood and employed in service to self and to
others. With increasing technological sophistication and the introduc-
tion of controversy, the study of science has become labored and hard
to master. Science teachers and students are forced to defend the basis
of their knowledge. Teachers required to meet educational testing
benchmarks may not have the interest or administrative support to
encourage students’ natural curiosity and develop in them the patterns
of scientific thinking essential to understanding the natural world.
Disclaimers and political positions have taken the place of well under-
stood and appropriately applied scientific principles for the public
good.1 To many people, scientists have become increasingly distant and
unapproachable.
Why is science so hard? Why do students have such difficulty with sci-
ence? Why does science trigger the avoidance or survivor instinct?
Honors science educators must strive to break through students’ resis-
tance to provide opportunities for learning and development. Science
educators must help students recapture the joy of discovering science.
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Modes of Reasoning and Measurement
Today, scientific methods include many approaches that scientists
once considered outside the mainstream. Scientists employ both
deductive and inductive reasoning to make inferences. Deductive stud-
ies are characterized by well-developed hypotheses, frameworks for
analysis, quantitative measures, and conclusions based on theory and
observation. Inductive studies are characterized by empirical observa-
tions (concrete or data-based) from which theoretical propositions are
developed. Both methods hold value for understanding scientific
processes and have historically been used in scientific investigation.
Human studies increasingly draw on multiple processes to define
and examine phenomena of interest. Qualitative methods involve inter-
views and focus groups to understand perceptions, and the analysis of
the transcripts allows processes and themes to emerge. Prospective and
retrospective studies of people’s perceptions can inform science but
often provide divergent descriptions. The purposes and results of those
studies must be framed in a temporal order to be science. Post-hoc
analyses cannot supplant prospective designs any more than Monday-
morning quarterbacking can alter the plays of Sunday’s games.
Learning combines science with human understanding of control and
decision making.
Both qualitative and quantitative measures are accepted in scientific
settings. From chemical determination of an unknown element to the
documentation of a person’s experiences through interviews, qualita-
tive assessment is essential to define the characteristics of science.
Qualitative approaches are particularly useful when the phenomenon
is not well understood or has not been the subject of investigation. The
accuracy of quantitative measures cannot be assumed without estab-
lishing adequate standards of validity, reliability, calibration, and appli-
cation. Skills for the science student to master include demonstrating
competence in the techniques and procedures of the measurement
device—whether that device is a thermal sensor, cardiac monitor, or an
interview.
Science is creative and accountable. Combining these efforts keeps
science education honest, progressive, and applicable in today’s com-
plex world. The task of science educators, especially those engaged in
honors education, is opening the world of science exploration to stu-
dents in ways that build their understanding as well as their participa-
tion in science-related activities. As lifelong learners and engaged mem-
bers of society, honors students need the critical ability to understand
science and the processes of science.
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Honors students should graduate not as scientists but as science
scholars using the language of science to understand its meaning and
to create meaning within their own environment. This is no small task.
It includes recognition of the sources of observation and the commu-
nication of observations in ways that can be comprehended by others
from diverse backgrounds and experiences. It requires the weighing of
interpretation in conjunction with human values. Educators must not
only overcome any aversions to science but also engage students in
meaningful scientific lessons that underscore the accomplishments of
science. Whether the lesson is why a cake or soufflé rises or why clean
water transforms the health of a village, the lessons must register with
students as scientific thinking. The goal of this essay is to suggest ways
and approaches to stimulate students’ development of scientific think-
ing as well as to assist students in realizing the power and ownership of
science needed by all.
Pedagogy of Inquiry-Based Learning
Primary Source Data in Science
Teaching science in honors requires two basic ingredients: content
and process. Although the content that students must acquire is sub-
stantial, this discussion will focus on the process of learning in science.
This process needs improvement at every level. Inquiry-based science
learning gives students the tools to create meaningful studies as they
use the language and tools of science to view the earth through the eyes
of science. Students participating in inquiry-based science at under-
graduate levels are not established scientists but rather are science
scholars using the language of science to understand its meaning.
Students then can begin to create meaning within their own environ-
ment. The single-most important concept in inquiry-based learning is
recognition of primary source data. Students must rely on primary
source data in appraising research done by others or initiating inquiry-
based activities of their own. By reading original research, the students
can come to know a subject and recognize how the subject is known. By
doing original, though limited, research, the students experience the
underlying processes of making assumptions and recognizing the limi-
tations and power of conclusions. The most elemental understanding
of primary sources supports student development across multiple
domains.
Students may express an underlying assumption that all science has,
of course, been properly developed and linkages well established.
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Seasoned scientists know that is not always the case. A series of pub-
lished student quotations comically reveal their naiveté on this notion.
Rambur described the difficulty of students who struggled woefully
with concepts of primary sources.2 The following true confessions
reveal the typical student plight:
“All the textbooks said the same thing so I expected to find a
lot of primary sources, but I can’t find any.”
“Most of the references cite an earlier source. Eventually it con-
verges to one person’s statement, but it wasn’t based on
research. How can they do that?”
“I can’t write this paper. All the sources say something
different!”
Each of these passages can be teachable moments for astute honors
educators as they encourage students to probe further, identify the
assumptions, raise counter arguments and identify testable hypotheses
that could provide evidence to support or refute the finding. Students
can be taught to question textbooks to find the original research under-
lying a conclusion or principle. They can be encouraged to focus on
the time and place of data collection and the limits of the technology
employed. Every question begets other questions with assurance and
fact emerging as rare qualities indeed. Students who begin to recognize
contradictions are at the perfect place cognitively for understanding
why and how scientists know what they know and do not yet know. This
awareness is critical for science understanding.
The communication of science in a logical argument strengthens sci-
entific thinking and application through the language of science. As
with any language the vocabulary, relationships, and building of argu-
ment are keys to linguistic analysis, understanding, and persuasion.
These skills of language and science are inextricably entwined.
Transforming the honors student to science scholar requires a founda-
tional understanding of the origin and application of primary source
data. Developing this awareness will require meaningful assignments
and constant engagement by the honors educator to link the disbelief
of a student’s initial encounter with the reality of the phenomenon and
its developed knowledge base. Then and only then can meaningful dis-
cussions of science and its significance be initiated.
Teaching Strategies for Inquiry
Several authors have suggested strategies for encouraging the schol-
arship of inquiry.3 One of these, sensitizing students to research-related
ideas, can begin as historical research to find the original data
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answering a scientific question. With access to literature via the Inter-
net, students can easily scrutinize original publications.
An example of the process of conducting historical research to find
the original reference began when I was a student and encountered the
prohibition of administering a particular antibiotic, chloramphenicol,
to premature neonates. The pharmacology textbook reported that it
caused “gray baby syndrome,” a toxic and life-threatening effect. I duti-
fully memorized the fact and the prohibition. Years later I was asked to
speak on the topic, and I located the original case reports and research
done decades earlier. Only then did I really see firsthand the state of
pharmacology knowledge then and now. When I read reports in that
era that documented the syndrome and resulted in stopping the use of
the medication in that age group, I began to see the way science inves-
tigation informed the safety of drug therapy today. It also contributed
to a then-nascent research enterprise now dedicated to creating new
drugs with fewer toxicities and more effectiveness. The link over the
decades was the language of science through peer-reviewed publica-
tion. This kind of study is available to students if they are assigned the
task of locating and relating historical scientific discoveries to the text-
book principles of today. Furthermore, a detective-like investigative
spirit of finding the lost data can be effective in engaging the novice sci-
ence student.
Individual exploration is one format for student learning, but anoth-
er gaining increasing endorsement in educational circles is that of col-
laborative learning. Students can work together using online collabo-
rative tools such as a Wiki, role play a group activity such as developing
a biotechnology company, or develop an inquiry-based science project
as an active-learning experience. (See the suggested assignments and
references at the end of this essay.) Students who are unseasoned in the
strategies and learning techniques of group activities may require
coaching from faculty, especially when the strains of collaboration may
be keenly felt by the strong individualists who often come to honors.
The best method of stimulating collaborative learning may not be
group projects, however, but students reporting to the group on their
individual projects through a seminar format. This is especially effec-
tive for honors students completing thesis work. Students like to sec-
ond-guess one another’s conclusions, find more worth in another’s
work, seek to understand one another’s ideas, and engage in active dis-
cussion of the ideas. The experiences are also part of the process of sci-
ence. Students often leave such seminar presentations discussing ways
they can help or collaborate with other students on their projects.
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Sharing the Language of Science
Another teaching strategy for science education in honors is setting
up an environment in which students field questions from one another.
These can be formal paper or poster presentations or even less formal
presentations during a seminar session. Students enhance their analytic
skills when they assimilate the material and context and then pose a rel-
evant query. Student presenters must then understand, translate, and
choose from a range of options from technical to conceptual to answer
questions in ways that relate and create a bond. Both scientific and
communication skills are embedded in fielding questions about each
other’s work. Seminars emphasizing individual inquiry provide numer-
ous opportunities for developing the language of research and verbal
and written communication. Debates where opposing views are pre-
sented using evidence-based literature can be a way of responding to
questions or differences in the interpretation of evidence. All of these
strategies develop the ability of questioners and responders to accu-
rately define the question and answer.
Relationships are important in building an understanding and
appreciation of science. Faculty and clinician mentorships provide a
window into the ongoing use and application of research and inquiry.
Students see the larger context and can ask questions about relevance,
history, and future trends. Students see the relationships among larger
ongoing works and their own ideas. With a good mentor, the student
can gain both confidence and a structural view of scholarship. The sci-
ence scholar who can effectively question has the ability to gain new
knowledge over a lifetime and bring relevant skills and preparation to
any decision. Students can, for example, detail the growth, difficulties
and outcomes of such student-mentor relationships in reflective
journals.
Assignments, projects, or reflective journals can nurture inquiry-
based learning. Inquiry-based honors science education is highly effec-
tive when students complete an honors thesis or research project, but
inquiry may be undertaken at any level. In an inquiry-based program,
teachers encourage students to read research, to look at and access
information databases, and to develop information literacy. Through
the different skills students acquire in inquiry-based teaching and
learning, educators engage the students actively, encourage their
responses, and strengthen their autonomy so that they leave the inter-
action with a sense of why science matters to them as individuals and as
members of society.
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Developmental Issues and Pedagogy
Critical thinking progresses in developmental stages.4 As freshmen
and sophomores, most students are just beginning to acquire basic sci-
entific critical-thinking abilities. At this level of age and experience,
they may have only minimal awareness of how they make their own
judgments, how they make observations, or how they describe what
they experience and understand. At higher levels, students possess
these basic skills and also recognize their own need for further learn-
ing. They can identify when their routines are not adequate and when
change is needed. When these students are fully engaged, they have the
potential to expand and hone their abilities to think critically.
Science pedagogy both influences and is influenced by the develop-
mental level of students. With increasing levels of development comes
the ability to apply and synthesize knowledge. Students gain a creative
sense of how, when, and why to apply theories and processes in differing
settings. Group-based collaborative science experiences encourage
development of interpersonal skills as the students gain insight into
empowering others and collaborating on a shared goal. Through col-
laborative learning, the relative isolation often ascribed to science
becomes a shared enterprise with common ground rules and tenets.
The results, too, are shared and can be the subject of analysis that
underscores the social nature of science. In an analysis of levels of cog-
nitive development, Perry lists the early stages of cognitive develop-
ment. The first stage is dualism, viewing issues as right or wrong.5 In this
stage students often seek concrete answers without recognizing the
underlying forces at work. Part of the scientific approach is deciphering
ambiguity and reasoning through competing questions and hypotheses.
This form of scientific thinking is particularly difficult for beginning stu-
dents and may give rise to defensive responses based on prior concep-
tions. The educator’s role may first be to establish the communication
and trust to allow students to formulate honest questions. The second
stage is that of multiplicity or the ability to accept diverse opinions but
with truth personalized and subjective. Through continued learning,
these budding science scholars may accept diverse conceptualizations
and empirical findings but still lean on their own interpretation for
meaning. These stages are part of the students’ progression, but, if per-
manent, could reduce the study of science to hollow or egocentric argu-
ments. As the students move from passive to active learners, the foun-
dations of science become the underpinnings of a growing articulation
with scholarship. Primary source data and reasoning replace reliance on
seeming facts. As the students enter the higher stages that Perry
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describes, they demonstrate relativism and formulate opinions and val-
ues in the context of their learning. The students redefine science as
functional, instrumental toward substantive ends, and solidly falling
within the domain of human capacity. Empathy, doubt, and objectivity
become the hallmarks of this transition.
In Perry’s fourth stage, commitment-in-relativism, individuals can
make personal choices and are capable of integrated knowledge. The
learners are part of that process and have the capacity to listen with
responsibility to self and others. This concept of honors student as sci-
ence scholars is not focused on the scientist in the laboratory who is
creating new knowledge but on the student as societal being with
responsibility and insight. In teaching science, educators must include
the interpretation and application of science in a human context. This
stage is the goal of science pedagogy. Thus, as methods, strategies, sem-
inars, and assignments proceed, the goal is not only the clear compre-
hension of the known content but the engagement of the honors stu-
dent in the process of personal development as a scholar. The learning
of science occurs in the developmental context of human growth.
Educators must adapt teaching strategies to the learner’s progress.
Educators establish the formal teaching-learning environment and
build in informal processes to engage the learner. Therefore, the edu-
cator’s recognition of student growth is essential to effectiveness from
the earliest stages of resistance to the later stages of metacognition.
Promoting Learning in the Cognitive and 
Affective Domains
In order to engage the science scholar effectively, educators must
build positive responses in the affective or emotional domain. This
process includes building confidence and strengthening autonomy.
Haffer and Raingruber show the crippling effects of diminished confi-
dence on learning.6 When confidence decreases, the student becomes
overwhelmed by inexperience, perceives peers more capable, lacks the
confidence to ask questions, focuses on potential harm and total
responsibility, and becomes disorganized or scattered. With increased
confidence the student has the energy and cohesiveness to draw
strength from others’ experiences, recognize comparability to peers,
discover power in questioning, experience shared responsibility, and
focus under stress. The challenge for the educator is to change the ped-
agogy to develop and produce confidence.
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Autonomy develops in inquiry-based learning from struggling to
define the situational, clinical, or research question. The abstractness
of the concepts and interrelationships, the practicality of the question,
and its ability to be answered in a known time frame encourage the stu-
dents’ manipulation and real-world analysis of the idea or project. The
cited literature, data, and evidence further define it in terms of science.
Krathwohl, Masia, and Bloom describe the stages of educational
development in the affective domain with the highest level being that
of characterization by the values of the organization or profession.7
Because science is a mainstay of scholarship, its general mastery is
essential for basic literacy. Through the development of active learning
of science through inquiry-based projects, the student experiences a
firsthand definition of the scientific process. Autonomy can also be
strengthened through communicating the results of an inquiry-based
activity or project. The experience of communicating findings forms
the basis for growth in the affective domain when students present their
ideas in the classroom or to other groups. Continuation of this spirit of
inquiry can promote enduring patterns of research use and supports
lifelong learning. Competence produces knowledgeable consumers of
research and productive researchers.8
Strategies for Promoting Reasoning Skill 
and Reflection
Strategies to promote reasoning skills must include opportunities for
reflection about content and the learning process itself. Reflection is a
strategy to enhance metacognition: thinking about thinking or know-
ing about knowing. Kuiper and Pesut believe that effective clinical rea-
soning skills depend on both cognition (critical thinking) and meta-
cognition (reflective thinking).9 Their literature review identified
numerous strategies for promoting reasoning. They found that strate-
gies to stimulate both critical thinking and reflective thinking were
linked in the development of clinical reasoning and judgment. They
recommended emphasizing reflective thinking when teaching. Such
strategies included consideration of context and the situational aspects
of clinical practice in multiple disciplines, dialog and discussion, diaries
and journaling, guided discussion to develop self-monitoring of feel-
ings and attitudes, and construction of meaning through experiences.
The primary window into student growth was observing the students’
abilities to explain the basis of their judgments. Students at lower levels
were characterized by an absence or minimal awareness of judgments,
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observations, and descriptions. Students at higher levels recognized the
need for further learning and an awareness of situations when their
routines for studying were inadequate or in need of change. Kuiper
and Pesut found the following teaching strategies critical to developing
cognitive growth: a) recognizing students’ fear of judgment and evalu-
ation; b) providing community-based experiences; c) fostering confi-
dence and responsibility; d) discouraging premature closure; e) avoid-
ing negative situations that promote helplessness; f) instilling the idea
that growth requires valuing experience; g) giving opportunity for
structured reflection; h) creating dialog to expose contradiction and
conflict; i) making a commitment to expose and confront distortion; j)
understanding one’s own limitations; k) nurturing commitment; l)
gaining insight to resolve contradiction; and m) facilitating the devel-
opment of clinical reasoning skills and judgment over time and with
practice.10 These strategies, developed in clinical practice settings (med-
icine, nursing, allied health, or others) can also be transmitted to other
hands-on or experiential settings of community service, active engage-
ment with individuals and groups, and study abroad.
In Knowledge for Healthcare Practice, Sarah J. Brown described the rela-
tionship of reflective thinking about professional practice as essential to
the ability to appraise, practice, and formulate a clinical question. She
stated that most clinical questions have their origin in the patient-
provider encounter or in the clinical thinking of the provider as he or
she decides what care to provide. Others are formulated during pro-
fessional dialog or while examining quality improvement. All originate
in the minds of reflective practitioners.11 Many students seeking profes-
sional education and employment beyond the academy sorely need
these skills.
Conclusions
Through engagement, encouragement, and a support system for
autonomy, honors students can develop competence as scholars of sci-
ence in an information-rich society. Teaching strategies for both critical
thinking and reflective thinking are needed. These strategies can be
employed in diverse educational settings and with assignments in varied
contexts. Literature-based and experiential research or other means to
promote scholarship and inquiry can cause science scholars to develop
an awareness of primary source data based on the evidence. Individual
and collaborative inquiry-based active-learning experiences not only
encourage questioning but also assist the student in developing
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intellectually and personally. This growth is essential to establishing
autonomy as a fully functioning scholar with the ability to contribute
meaningfully to a changing society. Strategies that promote cognitive,
affective, and metacognitive development strengthen the appreciation
and perspective the student brings to lifelong learning. The role of the
honors educator in preparing the teaching-learning environment for
students’ developmental growth as science scholars is a required part of
the educational mission.
Assignments and Discussion Questions
1. Have students work in groups to choose a current issue; develop a
bibliography on the subject, including less-than-optimal sources; and
then weigh the evidence pro and con.
2. Write a position paper advocating a particular policy or approving a
new procedure or project that is built on scientific principles. Locate
sources and critically appraise those in the position taken. How dif-
ficult would it be to persuade others to adopt your position?
3. Develop an inquiry-based proposal. Include rationale, methods, and
expected outcomes. Keep the total length relatively brief to conform
to the requirements of a funding agency and develop a work plan or
timeline for implementation. What are the points of interface with
others such as approval bodies, partners, agencies, or sponsors?
What parts need to be technical and what parts must be conceptual
to gain support?
4. Choose a currently accepted “fact” and trace the knowledge of that
fact historically. Was it based on observation or other evidence? Was
the data systematically collected or acquired anecdotally? Does it rely
on primary source evidence?
5. Differentiate what is known by objective and subjective methods.
How do we know what we know?
6. Have students present a data-based report and assign 1 or 2 students
to critique the presentation. They may be given the topic in advance
or just work from the content presented. Students may be assigned
to give a negative or positive critique. The class may use clickers or a
show of hands to vote for the best argument.
7. Ask students to reflect on an educational experience in science or
mathematics in their youth. How was it positive or negative? What
did the students learn at the time? How did they feel at the time?
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How did it affect their later learning processes? How does past expe-
rience affect their learning processes now?
8. Create a collaborative opportunity in science using online collabo-
ration (Wiki), role play, or group inquiry.
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Chapter 3
INFORMATION LITERACY AS A CO-
REQUISITE TO CRITICAL THINKING:
A LIBRARIAN AND EDUCATOR
PARTNERSHIP
PAUL MUSSLEMAN AND ELLEN B. BUCKNER
Background
In 2007, the University of Alabama at Birmingham’s Lister Hill
Library of the Health Sciences and the School of Nursing Departmental
Honors Program created a partnership to integrate the use of library
resources more effectively into the honors curriculum. Based on several
years of introductory experiences, similar to orientations, on how to
begin searches using databases, the new paradigm would enmesh these
skills and the course requirements more deliberately. Although the skills
pertained to work within a clinical discipline, the skills and knowledge
acquired by the students could be applied to more general honors edu-
cation environments. An honors curriculum should integrate resources
at the highest level; access to and appreciation for the intellectual dia-
log available through published works are a critical part of the honors
students’ education. In science, development of evidence and critical
appraisal of existing evidence require the ability to connect with the
appropriate literature. Information literacy is the key to that kingdom.
Information Literacy
The Association of College and Research Libraries defines informa-
tion literacy as the ability to “recognize, when information is needed
and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed
information.”1 Information literacy develops over time with skills and
practice, feedback, and integration. The role of the faculty member is
assisting students in learning judgment within the context of the disci-
pline. This includes recognizing when information is needed and eval-
uating the quality of the source. A critical step to information literacy,
however, is accessing the literature that is focused on the particular
topic and the level of evidence required.
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Setting information literacy benchmarks for students throughout
their education is an important practice, and students must have suffi-
cient training in finding and evaluating resources to reach these bench-
marks. Students should be taught to become increasingly proficient at
recognizing and utilizing scholarly literature, and they will also need
direction to make use of library databases and resources in a progres-
sively sophisticated manner. Along with the ability to competently oper-
ate library databases and tools, students also must know about their area
of study in order to discover and make use of the scholarly literature of
their field. Under the tutelage of professors and library instructors, stu-
dents learn to critically appraise and evaluate the literature of their
field; library instruction, integrated into classroom instruction, provides
students with a solid foundation for accessing and using that literature.
Often professors will invite librarians to introduce library resources
and services. Typically these library orientation sessions occur during a
student’s freshman year, and librarians, having a brief period of time to
spend with a class, provide, above all else, students with a general
overview of library services and resources as well as a friendly face to
attach to the library. For some students, these presentations are suffi-
cient to adequately immerse them in all the library offers. For others,
especially perhaps those lacking computer skills or those who believe
Wikipedia or other non-scholarly sources are sufficient, the library and
its resources appear unnecessary and but another hassle to avoid in the
course of their studies. At many institutions students never receive
library instruction beyond their freshman year, which makes reaching
the information literacy milestones that faculty expect them to attain
more difficult.
Progressive, dynamic, and multi-session library instruction, coupled
with curricular instruction and assignments, increases the probability
that students will effectively access and utilize library resources.2
Library instruction should progress with and correspond to the infor-
mation literacy benchmarks established by a school or department. For
instance, if departments expect freshmen to find articles, librarians
should then provide instruction on selecting and searching appropri-
ate databases. If sophomores must access peer-reviewed literature,
librarians should instruct those students on the search features and lim-
its of the tools that are most appropriate. Similarly, the content of
library instruction provided to juniors and seniors should address
advanced topics: exploring varying levels of evidence in the literature;
employing bibliographic management software, such as Endnote,
Endnote Web, and Zotero; and critically evaluating resources.
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A librarian’s regular presence in the classroom ensures that a librar-
ian is accessible to the students and that assistance is available at the
time of need. The presence of librarians makes approaching them less
threatening and increases the likelihood that students will use the
library and seek their assistance in the future. One librarian working
closely with students noted that the students he had worked with were
“apt to use more sources, as well as more reliable and credible
sources.”3 By explaining library tools and resources, librarians remove
anxiety surrounding their use. A librarian’s presence in the classroom
can similarly remove unfavorable perceptions or anxieties students
might have regarding librarians. Students often discover, once they uti-
lize the services and expertise of librarians, that librarians are
approachable and that their services are vast. Students quickly recog-
nize the benefit to their school work and research. And it is not just the
students who benefit from these relationships: librarians who are active-
ly involved with their student-patron base can better determine what
resources and services to cultivate and develop, what assignments and
papers are coming up, and other information vital to having a useful
library on campus.
Specific honors assignments that complement these skills involve
taking the novice student into the literature in ways that match both
their interests and the resources of the university. Early in their intro-
duction to the literature, students may explore areas of interest or
research articles authored by the faculty who mentor them. These ini-
tial access searches should culminate in assignments requiring sum-
maries and critiques, such as the development of an annotated bibliog-
raphy for a select number of articles. Annotated bibliographies have
three components: the bibliographic citation, a summary of the article,
and the student’s critique of the article. These annotations are usually
no longer than one single-spaced page. The annotated bibliography
builds specific skills in the novice student pursuing honors work. It
instills an appreciation for the accessibility, indexing, and reference
capability of bibliographic data. In the summary the students practice
paraphrasing and succinct summary of the content from the author’s
perspective. In science literature that often includes research, the stu-
dent summaries require identifying the elements of scientific process:
problem statement, hypothesis, methods, sample, instrumentation,
findings, and conclusions. After following this brief and repetitive for-
mat for these summaries, students realize quickly that the formats vary
across academe from discipline to discipline. The student choosing an
interdisciplinary approach can recognize convergent and divergent
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processes in the literature of different disciplines. Students can explore
with faculty or mentors the process of adapting and reconciling diver-
gent philosophies. Finally, in the critique students must interpret the
reading in ways that apply to their own projects. They must define the
directions they will be pursuing and connect the literature to that jour-
ney. Even this task, as simple as a short paragraph critique, demands an
affective connection with the students as they struggle with what they
want to prove in the cognitive development of this area of interest and
investigation. When students annotate the bibliography of a mentor’s
collected works, for example, the project is invaluable in introducing
students into the professional development of a scientist or scholar in
the field. They may use an author search to identify articles by their
potential mentor and immediately connect with that person’s early and
current scholarship. They will recognize journals in their field and dif-
ferentiate the level of scholarship and writing associated with each.
They can see how faculty members’ current research grew from build-
ing blocks present in earlier publications and developed to higher lev-
els during the course of their career. They have an immediate connec-
tion with the language and principles through which the faculty mem-
ber’s current activities are communicated. This familiarity prepares
them to discuss possible honors work realistically, integrated with the
resources the faculty member is able and willing to provide. A set of
three to five annotated bibliographies will certainly be sufficient to
acquaint the students with the literature in ways that develop critical-
thinking skills.
Information Literacy Skills
Students must acquire numerous skills in order to be information lit-
erate. Students must learn to differentiate between scholarly and non-
scholarly sources. Scholarly works are typically defined as being peer
reviewed and published in sources with extensive criteria for publica-
tion. Peer-reviewed sources use a pool of scholars with expertise in the
appropriate academic area to review the manuscript. They are deemed
peers because they are professionals in the field who have credentials
equal to or higher than those of the author. They may also have
received special training on the review process. Peer review includes
discussion of the significance, theoretical basis, methods, results, rele-
vance, implications, and ethical considerations. Peer reviewers
4
typically
identify the connections with existing literature and whether the
research paper follows a sound structural methodology and accurately
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references sources.5 Sources with open editing, such as Wikipedia, may
be helpful to students, but they do not provide that professional level
of review for accuracy and quality although they can be helpful in locat-
ing other peer-reviewed sources. General searching on the Internet will
likewise locate a wide diversity of sources, some being of high quality
and value and many being unreliable and erroneous. If a website is affil-
iated with an organization replete with dedicated experts, such as the
American Heart Association (AHA), then its panel-authored position
papers are the opinions of experts and therefore a strong source for use
in a research paper. An anonymous blog, however, cannot be treated as
containing reliable information. Students should be cautioned on two
points: one is that online sources representing the individual perspec-
tives of an author may indeed be beneficial for certain purposes and
therefore a support site for cancer survivors may well provide tips and
strategies that represent first-person evaluations. From the perspective
of survivors, this information and these narratives are significant. The
second caution is that unusual or creative work may not always be rec-
ognized early in its development. In numerous instances, people ahead
of their time were ridiculed or thrown out of professions because their
observations contradicted the accepted canon. Without a doubt, appro-
priate referencing of sources and the development of independent crit-
ical judgment of a work demand engagement and understanding by
the reader to fully comprehend its worth.
Of course, students must select and use the appropriate databases
and resources to locate the relevant literature from their disciplines.
Before learning the particulars of any one database, students must
know how to design an effective search strategy. The first step is identi-
fying key concepts in their research statements or questions. Then they
must learn how to narrow key concepts into keyword components to
build a search string. Students also exercise advanced skills by using the
tools needed for effective search-string construction, such as the use of
Boolean Operators (and, or, not), and the truncation of search words.
Once students understand how to build an effective search string,
they are ready for instruction about selecting and using relevant data-
bases. Librarian instruction and assistance regarding database selection
can insure that time is not wasted searching databases that lack the
information being sought. Guiding students to topically relevant data-
bases can be accomplished through library presentations, especially
when librarians arrange database collections into groupings by subject
so that discovery of relevant databases becomes an intuitive process.
The next step, of course, is teaching students how to use the
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databases. Instruction on any database or resource should begin with a
basic overview of that product. Basic features should at least include:
• How to access it.
• Its purpose.
• The types of publications included.
• Available formats of information (PDFs, images, video, etc.).
• Span of publication years included.
• If it contains full-text, some full-text, or no full-text.
• How to connect to full-text (if available).
The next phase is for librarians to teach students to use advanced
database features. Advanced features should include:
• Conducting keyword searches.
• Using Boolean and special operators.
• Setting limits and applying expanders.
• Using history to revise and combine searches.
• Building searches using subject headings.
• Managing search results.
Over time, students will realize that many of the same functions are
available across a number of databases. As they gain familiarity with one
or two databases, their increased comfort and confidence will help
them to effectively utilize other databases.
Although effectively using databases is important, database literacy
does not equal information literacy; of course, without a certain fluency
in the use of library databases and other library resources, students will
not be able to meet the information literacy standards expected of
them by their instructors, colleagues, and other professionals.6
Because novices often conduct searches in a trial-and-error process,
faculty guidance about where the keywords and operators will lead
them can be immeasurably important. In many databases, for example,
input of a keyword can give students a list of subject headings that are
well-designed classifications of knowledge. Instructors should explain
the difference that using a simple keyword or a subject heading can
make in regards to search precision. The cognitive concept of general
to specific, or broad to focused, is an important operative search con-
cept as students refine their searches to obtain relevant articles on a
cohesive topic. The ability to pursue or disregard articles is a technique
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that involves decision-making skills. For example, a student search may
identify 100 articles on a focused topic. In the process of reviewing
these, the student may see that an unrelated concept with the same key-
word appears in the list. The initial reading of the list of articles can
help the student decide which articles may prove helpful and which
should be purged from the list. In these initial searches, the goal is
learning to tailor a search that progresses from a general to an increas-
ingly specific topic. The decision making involved in reviewing the list
of articles is more demanding than merely looking at how many articles
a particular search retrieved. The process of introducing information
literacy instruction over time means the students gain experience in
searching and other skills in manageable doses. A conceptual approach
defining the sphere of interest with progressively more clarity has more
meaning for the student than constructing the perfect mechanism for
the search engine. Assimilation of the content of the articles using titles
and abstracts to construct the search constitutes the honors component
to the work.
Developing these skills in honors students is one of the quickest and
easiest ways to infuse the knowledge into the whole class or major
cohort. An additional benefit is that once assertive honors students find
educational meaning in these literature-acquisition processes, they
rapidly pass the information on to non-honors peers. Some students at
UAB have conducted teaching sessions with friends and even groups of
peers who were struggling to find sources for a course paper. In this
information and technological age, the ripple effect accelerates and
travels digitally. Because all students in the university have access to
these resources, placing the information literacy skills in the hands of
students with leadership ability is an effective way to engage the student
body as a whole.
International Perspectives and Freely Available and
Discounted Resources
Students throughout the world soon recognize that these processes
are international in scope. Certainly faculty involved in international
collaborations are aware of the extent to which obtaining knowledge
electronically is critical to scholarship worldwide. An honors study
abroad course may provide a mechanism for students to draw on the lit-
erature of the destination country. Questions developed in one culture
may be shared with and considered by students from another. Student-
to-student exchange can recognize the contributions of each to
scholarship.
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Students also recognize that major research databases facilitate
access to the literature worldwide and opportunities for potential col-
laboration across geographic distances. Databases such as PubMed,
Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), Cumulative Index to Nursing and
Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC), and the Cochrane Library are comple-
mented by Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO), Latin
American and Caribbean Health Sciences (LILACS), Health
InterNetwork Access to Research Initiative (HINARI), and others that
open connections between continents, peoples, and cultures.
While in many cases the shift from print to electronic form has gen-
erated greater access to publications, students pursuing advanced
research will likely realize that in some situations it has created new bar-
riers. Major institutions, libraries, and library cooperatives purchase
access to large online collections, enabling their patrons to access
scholarly literature. At the same time, many locations in the United
States and around the world lack the computer hardware, Internet
access, and funding for accessing licensed resources. Fortunately, a
number of resources provide scholars with free or discounted access to
scholarly literature. Selected databases available to students in the
United States and to international scholars worldwide are listed and
described in Appendices A and B. These examples represent the ways
that the international academic community has increased access to lit-
erature. During their interactions with the librarians, students also
learn about projects in the health sciences that enable people to access
a wealth of online and electronic health science resources.
In 2001, the WiderNet Project, a service program based at the
University of Iowa’s School of Library and Information Science,
launched the e-Granary Digital Library. The e-Granary Digital Library,
also known as the Internet-in-a-box, is a digital storage device that is
loaded with content from numerous websites and other content
providers and then sold for use in areas with limited or no Internet con-
nectivity. The device can be run on one computer or on a server with a
network of computers. There are approximately ten million docu-
ments, including books, journals, entire websites, and educational and
computer software, in each e-Granary device, all of them searchable
using a powerful, built-in search engine. The low cost of the service
makes it an excellent way for developing countries to gain access to a
vast health library.
7
In 2008, the director of the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) mandated that any peer-reviewed journal article result-
ing from NIH-funded research must be deposited into the free, publicly
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accessible database PubMed Central <http://www.pubmedcentral.
nih.gov/>. These articles must be deposited in the database no later
than twelve months after they are published to provide researchers
worldwide with a number of free and relatively new works. In addition
to works resulting from NIH research, PubMed Central also contains
many biomedical articles that have been submitted voluntarily by jour-
nal publishers whose journals meet PubMed Central’s editorial stan-
dards. As part of its mission, PubMed Central agreed to provide access
to articles in the database in perpetuity.8
Conclusion
Information literacy is an essential quality for serious students.
Librarians contribute to information literacy through building and
maintaining the best possible collections, providing library instruction,
and assisting in literature searches. Instructors provide students with
subject expertise and related skills, thus enabling students to critically
appraise and digest the information they have discovered in their
searches. Ideally, both librarians and instructors will work in conjunc-
tion with one another, using and sharing their own unique and valuable
skill sets with the students and each other. Honors students are partic-
ularly suited to developing skills of information literacy because of their
academic sophistication, their thirst for knowledge, and their assertive-
ness. Their skill development will infuse the academic institution as a
whole with intellectual curiosity and ways to locate resources and knowl-
edge. Honors curricula should support information literacy through
specific partnerships and collaborations with librarians. This inten-
tional educational process can build skills that are precursors for schol-
arship and lifetime learning.
Assignments and Questions for Discussion
1. Locate three journal articles on the selected topic and write an anno-
tated bibliography for each. An annotated bibliography consists of
the bibliographic citation, a short summary of the article, and a cri-
tique of the article. The annotated bibliography should be one sin-
gle-spaced page and meet the formatting requirements (APA,
Chicago, or other style) of the disciplines. The summary should be
your summary and not the author’s abstract. The critique should
relate the article to your honors work and project/paper idea or
development.
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2. Discuss the development from student to professor of a scholar.
What are the stages evident in that scholar’s published works?
Include information from your interview of this scholar as a poten-
tial mentor and a description of current work in progress.
3. How does information literacy support the development of
humankind worldwide? Are we in the US ahead or behind others
internationally?
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APPENDIX A:
Some Commonly Used Academic Databases
Academic Search Premier is comprised of citations and abstracts from
over 8,200 journals, with full text for more than 4,500 of those titles.
The database contains articles from business, education, biology, chem-
istry, engineering, physics, psychology, and theology publications.
Contains citations from as far back as 1975. <http://www.ebscohost.
com/academic/academic-search-premier>.
CINAHL (Cumulative Index to Nursing & Allied Health Literature)
provides access to citations from over 2,938 journals from the fields of
nursing and allied health. Within the database are over 1,000,000
entries dating back as far as 1981. More comprehensive versions of
CINAHL are available, which provide an even greater range of publi-
cation dates covered. <http://www.ebscohost.com/thisTopic.php?mar
ketID=6&topicID=53>.
Cochrane Library is comprised of evidential literature to be used in
healthcare decision making. The database contains systematic reviews
of evidence from Cochrane as well as systematic reviews from other
sources. The Cochrane database has a reputation for being one of the
most-respected evidence-based-practice databases. <http://www.thecoc
hranelibrary.com/>.
ERIC (Educational Resource Information Center) provides access to
education literature and resources. The database contains more than
1,194,000 bibliographic records and includes links to more than
100,000 full-text documents. ERIC is sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Education, Institute of Education Sciences (IES). <http://www.
eric.ed.gov/>.
PsycINFO provides abstracts and citations for scholarly works from over
2000 journals in the behavioral sciences and mental health fields. The
database has over 2.2 million citations from mostly peer-reviewed jour-
nals from the 1800’s to present. PsycINFO is a product of the American
Psychological Association (APA). <http://www.apa.org/pubs/databa
ses/psycinfo/index.aspx>.
PubMed is a free database providing access to millions of bibliographic
citations and abstracts in the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry, vet-
erinary medicine, the health care system, and preclinical sciences. It
was developed and is maintained by the National Center for
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Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the U.S. National Library of
Medicine (NLM). <http://www.pubmed.gov>.
SSCI (Social Sciences Citation Index) contains citations from over
1,700 of the world’s most prominent scholarly social sciences journals
from over fifty disciplines. They also cover individually selected, rele-
vant items from approximately 3,300 of the world’s leading science and
technology journals. <http://scientific.thomsonreuters.com/produ
cts/ssci/>.
Web of Science is a database containing citations from over 9,200 jour-
nals in 45 different languages. The database includes citations from the
science, social science, and arts and humanities publications. Web of
Science is often utilized to discover who is citing whom in scholarly
works. <http://scientific.thomson.com/products/wos/>.
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APPENDIX B:
Selected Latin American and International Databases
LILACS (Latin American & Caribbean Health Sciences Literature) cov-
ers literature related to the health sciences that has been published in
Latin American countries and the Caribbean since 1982. It is published
by WHO Regional Offices. It contains articles from about 670 of the
most well-known journals in the medicine field, plus other documents
such as theses, books, conference proceedings, scientific reports, and
governmental publications. LILACS is a cooperative product of the
Latin American and Caribbean Centre on Health Sciences
Information, coordinated by BIREME (Biblioteca Regional de
Medicina). <http://www.bireme.br>.
eGranary Digital Library provides access to online and electronic doc-
uments to portions of the world where there is no or ineffective inter-
net access. eGranary bills itself as “the Internet in a box”; it is com-
prised of a 750gb hard drive that contains millions of pages of infor-
mation pulled from many prominent websites whose owners have given
permission for their content to be used in this project. Those purchas-
ing an eGranary drive can connect it to a server on a local computer
network or connect it to a single computer. <http://www.egran
ary.org/>.
HINARI (Health InterNetwork Access to Research Initiative) is a prod-
uct of the World Health Organization. HINARI provides developing
countries online access to the world’s biomedical and related subject
areas journals at little or no cost. <http://www.who.int/hinari/en/>.
SciELO (Scientific Electronic Library Online) is a virtual library for
Latin-America, the Caribbean, Spain, and Portugal. The following link
provides some info on SciELO’s model <http://www.scielo.org/php/
level.php?lang=en&component=42&item=1>.
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Chapter 4
SENCER:
HONORS SCIENCE FOR ALL 
HONORS STUDENTS
MARIAH BIRGEN
Introduction
The Science Education for New Civic Engagement and
Responsibilities (SENCER) project, which has its roots in a CDC-spon-
sored initiative that focused higher education’s attention on HIV,
robustly connects science and civic engagement by teaching current,
contested, and unresolved public issues in basic science courses.
SENCER features thirty-nine field-tested courses, programs, and learn-
ing communities as well as the SENCER Models that take rigorous
interdisciplinary approaches to teaching basic science and strengthen-
ing students’ capacities to become engaged citizens. The models
embody aspects of the SENCER Ideals and focus on some of the most
complex and vexing issues of the time. These ideals and models,
although originally designed to help students overcome both
unfounded fears and unquestioning awe of science, could be used as a
way of developing honors science courses and programs. By focusing
on contested issues, the SENCER project encourages student engage-
ment with troublesome problems requiring solutions from a multitude
of disciplines, so-called “multidisciplinary trouble,” and with civic ques-
tions that require immediate attention. SENCER shows the power of
science by identifying the dimensions of a public issue that can be bet-
ter understood through certain mathematical and scientific ways of
knowing while also revealing the limits of science by identifying the ele-
ments of public issues where science does not help people decide what
to do. The SENCER Ideals include conceiving of the intellectual pro-
ject as practical and engaged from the start as opposed to other science
education models that view the mind as a storage shed where abstract
knowledge may be secreted for vague potential uses and locating the
responsibility as well as the burdens and the pleasures of discovery as
the work of the student.
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History and Overview of SENCER
Sponsored by the American Association of Colleges and Universities,
SENCER received the first of a series of Course, Curriculum, and
Laboratory Improvement (CCLI) grants from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to create a nationwide project in the fall of 1999.
SENCER is now the signature program of the National Center for
Science and Civic Engagement, which was established in affiliation with
Harrisburg University of Science and Technology (National Center for
Science and Civic Engagement 2012). The original description of the
SENCER project connected science education with civic engagement
by teaching science through the study of complex public issues.
SENCER models teach biology through the study of HIV disease or the
Human Genome Project; physics is taught through the study of the
challenges of nuclear disarmament or hypotheses about the origins of
the universe; chemistry is taught through the study of air pollution,
water quality, or crime; and mathematics is taught by examining the
reliability of statistics or studying risk/benefit analysis. The ultimate
outcome for students is connected learning.
SENCER promotes large-scale reform in undergraduate science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education through
intensive professional development for faculty, a strong focus on local
systemic change, and the use of improved assessment practices.
SENCER faculty use an assessment instrument developed with partial
support from several NSF initiatives to improve undergraduate educa-
tion. This instrument is known as the Student Assessment of Learning
Gains (SALG) and is freely available for public use at <http://www.salg
site.org> (Seymour, Carroll, and Weston 2007).
SENCER Institutes are the core activity of the project. These are
team-based residential institutes for faculty, administrators, and
advanced graduate students who are planning to initiate SENCER
approaches. Additionally, the SENCER Virtual Community links inno-
vators together and supports the dissemination of resources to encour-
age reform. Finally, the sencer.net website is a source of materials col-
lected over the last twelve years. The materials are all available for use
to improve the teaching of science.
The first SENCER Summer Institute was held in August 2001 at
Santa Clara University. The following year, international scientists
joined the institute. Soon after, a strong emphasis on pre-service sci-
ence education developed; however, the core of the SENCER mission
stayed strong: teaching science skills and science concepts by engaging
students with civic issues. Through the years, several universities have
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sent honors teams to the SENCER Summer Institute specifically to
develop honors science courses. Some of these have become Model
courses and can be found on the website.
SENCER Ideals
The SENCER Ideals form the core of the entire SENCER project.
Although they are not a set of goals and student outcomes, they are
assessable statements. These ideals include a set of concepts around
which a new or renewing honors science curriculum can be built.
Because SENCER originally focused on science courses for non-science
students, these ideals work for all honors students, not just those major-
ing in Pre-Med. The Ideals also subtly address the views of science fac-
ulty that all courses are honors courses and that honors courses mean
more work for students.
The SENCER project includes eight Ideals (National Center for
Science and Civic Engagement 2012):
• SENCER robustly connects science and civic engagement by teach-
ing through complex, contested, capacious, current, and unresolved
public issues to basic science.
• SENCER invites students to put scientific knowledge and scientific
method to immediate use on matters of immediate interest to
students.
• SENCER helps to reveal the limits of science by identifying the ele-
ments of public issues where science does not help people decide
what to do.
• SENCER shows the power of science by identifying the dimensions
of a public issue that can be better understood with certain mathe-
matical and scientific ways of knowing.
• SENCER conceives of the intellectual project as practical and
engaged from the start, as opposed to science education models that
view the mind as a storage shed where abstract knowledge may be
secreted for vague potential uses.
• SENCER extracts from the immediate issues the larger, common
lessons about scientific processes and methods.
• SENCER locates the responsibility as well as the burdens and the
pleasures of discovery as the work of the student.
• SENCER, by focusing on contested issues, encourages student
engagement with “multidisciplinary trouble” and with civic questions
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that require attention now. By doing so, SENCER helps students over-
come both unfounded fears and unquestioning awe of science.
The foundations of these ideals appeal to students who join honors
programs because they place the responsibility of learning on the
shoulders of the students. These students desire an engagement with
the intellectual project and quickly see that they will need to become
multidisciplinary problem solvers (National Collegiate Honors
Council 2012).
SENCER Models
As of spring 2012, forty-four SENCER Models existed. Most of these
are single-semester courses that have been offered repeatedly at col-
leges and universities around the country. A few of them are two-semes-
ter sequences, and some of the most recent are “emerging models” that
have been developed as a result of the faculty involvement in SENCER
although they have not yet been fully field-tested. Courses that have
been specifically created for honors program are listed below with the
associated college or university:
• Science and the Connecticut Coast (Southern Connecticut State
University)
• Addiction: Biology, Psychology, and Society (Indiana University-
Purdue University Fort Wayne)
• Chance (Spelman College)
• Life Science in Context: Sub-Saharan Africa and HIV/AIDS (North
Carolina Wesleyan College and Meredith College)
• The Power of Water (Longwood University)
By going to SENCER.net, one can download full .pdf documents for
each of the model courses. Each model includes information that
explains why the model works with SENCER, a description of the
course or courses, and a description of the individuals who created the
course. Also included is a description of the college or university where
the course is offered, the role of the course in the larger institution,
and various assessment strategies. Contact information is available, and
the instructors are often interested in helping other faculty adapt their
model for future use. These models form an excellent framework for
an honors director. With few adjustments, many of these courses can be
used within one’s own curriculum to provide an honors science course
for non-science majors.
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Held every summer since August 2001, SENCER Summer Institutes
offer teams of faculty the chance to come together to work on science
courses that use civic engagement and responsibility to teach basic sci-
ence. In the beginning, teams included non-science faculty, science fac-
ulty, and education faculty and were required to include an adminis-
trative member. Now that SENCER is more nationally established, the
teams are still encouraged to be interdisciplinary, but they are no
longer given any strict requirements. Teams are placed in homerooms
with other teams from similar backgrounds and are given a homeroom
instructor who is on the SENCER faculty. The main responsibility of
each team is either to create or to modify a course to fit with the
SENCER ideals.
To help with this task, teams received a course-development tem-
plate that walks team members through a goal-centered course-creation
process. Faculty are asked questions about the course goals and student
goals; what research questions may be raised by the course; and what
anticipated changes in the student, the department, and the commu-
nity would be expected as a result of the course. Teams are also asked
about the structure and pedagogy of the course, what the student-learn-
ing objectives are, and what learning assessments would accompany the
course to match the student-learning objectives. Teams have several
hours, spread out over the course of the institute, to complete this
course-development template.
Other parts of the institute include plenary sessions with respected
experts in the field of science education, concurrent sessions to help
faculty and administrators make the case for changing science educa-
tion, concurrent sessions on new pedagogies in teaching science, and
pre- and post-institute workshops including a very popular post-insti-
tute workshop on NSF grant writing. Each year, alumni from the previ-
ous institute attend, providing support and advice for the hardworking
teams. Also, members from teams planning to attend the following
year’s institute often preview the program for their institution.
Overall, the SENCER summer institutes are hardworking, fast-paced,
and intensive three- or four-day opportunities for both course and fac-
ulty development. The summer institutes are an excellent way of
revitalizing tired and overworked faculty and are often the best way to
revamp honors science courses and curricula. On the other hand, if the
Science faculty are too overworked to attend an institute, representa-
tives from SENCER will do site visits. House calls are campus visits by
SENCER leadership fellows, alumni, and national program staff. These
MARIAH BIRGEN
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peer consultation visits are tailored to specific needs and challenges
ranging from basic orientation to the SENCER approach to help with
course design, implementation, assessment, and expansion.
Conclusion
Over the years, several SENCER Institute teams have specifically
focused on honors courses and programs. The University of Southern
Maine has an honors sequence called the Body Strand, which includes
“Religious and Scientific Perspectives on Human Origins and the
Human Body” and “Interdisciplinary Inquiry in the Sciences of the
Human Body.” Alma College offers two honors seminars that link pub-
lic policy to environmental sciences. Through SENCER, Chapman
University developed a required science course for all non-science hon-
ors students, and Augsburg College developed an interdisciplinary
course for sophomore and junior non-science honors students.
In addition to SENCER model courses and the SENCER Summer
Institute, SENCER provides background papers encouraging faculty to
teach sensitive subjects like stem cell research or AIDS in Africa. The
SENCER house call program can provide consultation on campus to
further one’s reform efforts and can even recommend appropriate out-
side consultants if necessary. The SENCER community itself can be a
resource for honors science instructors as they strive to create a valu-
able science experience that interests, challenges, and educates honors
students in their scientific specialties.
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Chapter 5
PHILOSOPHY IN THE SERVICE 
OF SCIENCE: 
HOW NON-SCIENCE HONORS
COURSES CAN USE THE 
EVOLUTION-ID CONTROVERSY TO
IMPROVE SCIENTIFIC LITERACY
THI LAM
Explanation of the Method
Why does a significant proportion of the American public reject evo-
lutionary science in favor of intelligent design (ID)? A 2005 national
opinion poll, for example, revealed that only 40% of U.S. adults accept
evolution as a scientifically sound theory. The rest of the 60% surveyed
were either unsure of or outright rejected evolution.1 The politically
charged controversy surrounding evolution and ID, which pits a view of
humanity as a complex product of nature against a view of humanity as
the creation of an intelligent designer, is an excellent topic of study for
honors students. The topic usually has a high level of student interest
because of the media coverage of this controversy and the religious
implications.2 Students can explore the controversy from a myriad of
perspectives in an honors curriculum: philosophically, scientifically,
legally, religiously, sociologically, and politically. Pedagogically then, the
topic is conducive to an interdisciplinary approach. Non-science
courses can significantly improve students’ understanding of evolu-
tionary theory, and science in general, by exploring the non-scientific
impediments that students often have against evolution.
Among the general public, including students, impediments to the
acceptance of evolution are usually non-scientific in nature; mostly they
are philosophical or religious.3 Honors courses, especially those in the
humanities, can help students explore these non-scientific objections
in greater depth. Evolutionary theory is not without its critics, of
course, and should be aggressively studied as much as Intelligent
Design. For the instructor, such courses can provide opportunities to
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clarify the scientific and philosophical misunderstandings of evolution
and ID.4 The topic can serve as a stand-alone course or as a major com-
ponent of a broader course. How the material is structured is left to the
discretion of the instructor based on factors such as student demo-
graphics, pedagogical objectives, and type of course.
A particularly effective pedagogical strategy is to have students com-
pare and contrast the philosophical and scientific underpinnings of the
two theories. Such side-by-side comparisons allow students to examine
the arguments for and criticisms of each theory. This strategy can alle-
viate the following impediments to scientific proficiency among stu-
dents: scientific illiteracy, ignorance of current research and findings,
and skepticism or incredulity about scientific findings.5 Furthermore,
students can discuss the philosophical and religious ramifications of
accepting evolutionary theory, especially whether such acceptance nec-
essarily entails a rejection of their religious beliefs.6 The rest of this
chapter will present one example of how this topic can be studied in an
honors philosophy course.
Philosophy as an Illustration
Philosophy is the academic discipline that analyzes and critiques fun-
damental beliefs and concepts. In the author’s introductory philosophy
courses, the topic of evolution and ID are designated as a capstone pro-
ject reserved for the end of the course. As such, every relevant philo-
sophical concept, theory, and idea that students addressed throughout
the course is brought to bear on this topic.
To this end, the author reviewed the materials in the course that
could shed light on students’ understanding of the evolution-ID con-
troversy. In the epistemology chapter, for example, students learn the
various theories of knowledge such as rationalism, empiricism, tran-
scendental idealism, and skepticism. These theories account for how
people acquire, justify, and evaluate knowledge beliefs. In the meaning
of life chapter, students discuss the three broad theories that account
for life’s meaning: the religious, subjectivist, and nihilistic theories. In
particular, students are encouraged to reflect upon whether accepting
evolutionary theory is consistent with leading a meaningful life. That is,
if evolution is accepted as true, what implications, if any, can be drawn
about life’s meaning? For the philosophy of science chapter, students
explore the following questions: What is science (as opposed to reli-
gion, mythology, art)? What makes an explanation scientific (as
opposed to religious)? How does science (as opposed to religion)
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substantiate its knowledge claims? Are there any limitations to science?
This chapter provides an excellent opportunity to discuss the distin-
guishing hallmarks of science (e.g., evidence-based, testability, peer-
review, fallibility).7 Regardless of the branch of philosophy under dis-
cussion, then, each chapter contains a plethora of competing theories
for students to compare and contrast.
By the time the students encounter the evolution-ID chapter, they
are already familiar with comparing and contrasting two or more theo-
ries. They should feel comfortable setting two theories side by side and
assessing their relative strengths and weaknesses. Students can better
understand a theory if they see how it measures up to another. Figure
1 is a sample comparison chart for science and religion. It makes a use-
ful pedagogical springboard for further class discussion, especially in
clarifying the common misunderstandings that plague each theory.
Figure 1: Sample Comparison Chart for Science and Religion
Science
Human scientists make
mistakes.
Scientists have not explained
every natural phenomenon.
Scientific theories must be
supported by adequate
evidence before the scientific
community accepts them.
Scientific knowledge is
provisionally accepted.
Scientific theories can change
over time.
Scientific theories can be
overthrown.
Religion
Deities cannot make mistakes.
Natural phenomena can be
explained by reference to
deities.
One may exercise faith in
deities and the written
scriptures of a religion.
Divine revelation can be trusted
with absolute certainty.
Divine revelation does not
change.
Divine truths are timeless.
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Maximizing Critical Thinking; 
Minimizing Rationalization
Due to the inherent nature of philosophy, critical thinking is the cor-
nerstone of the discipline. Such thinking should be carefully distin-
guished from something that is often mistaken for it: rationalization.
The problem with rationalization is that any person can commit it.
Given sufficient time and ingenuity, a person can marshal evidence in
support of virtually any position. This kind of thinking is not what is
sought in philosophy, or in most academic courses, because it only rein-
forces rather than evaluates people’s existing beliefs. Even when stu-
dents adduce evidence in support of their position, they need to be
wary of committing the confirmation bias, which says that people have
the tendency to seek evidence that confirms already-held beliefs but
ignore, reject, or explain away evidence that counters those beliefs.
When discussing an emotionally charged topic such as evolution and
ID, there are several ways to minimize, though perhaps not completely
eradicate, the intellectually deleterious effects of rationalization and
the confirmation bias. Here are some suggestions for setting up the
classroom:
• Create a nonthreatening classroom environment that is conducive to critical
discussion. Students are willing to share their views when they feel
comfortable with their classmates and the instructor. Students often
take their cues from the instructor. If they feel that the instructor
desires their input and respects their class contribution, then they
will feel more comfortable disclosing their personal opinions.8 No
one student or select group of students should dominate the discus-
sion. Everyone’s participation should be equally encouraged.
• Be as objective as possible. This posture might be challenging for an
instructor who feels very strongly towards one side of the contro-
versy. Instructors should present both sides as fairly as possible. They
should then encourage their students to evaluate the evidence (pros
and cons) for themselves. Some instructors may even want to refrain
from giving their personal views on the topic. This tactic may be nec-
essary if the instructor feels that such personal disclosures would bias
classroom discussions.
• Refrain from passing judgment on students’ opinions. Students will not
open up to the instructor if they feel that their beliefs will be publicly
ridiculed. They do not want to appear unintelligent in the presence
of their classmates. This suggestion does not imply that the instruc-
tor has to agree with the student’s comments. Even if instructors
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completely disagree with a comment, they should not publicly
embarrass the student, but should rather use that opportunity to
explore the comment in a nonconfrontational, albeit Socratic, man-
ner. If instructors fail to follow this rule, then that occasion will most
likely be the last time that they will hear from the student.
• Incorporate humor to lighten the mood. The topic of evolution and ID is
a weighty subject in any course. Tactful humor can help to lighten
the gravity of the topic and contribute to the creation of a non-
threatening classroom environment. Students who find the class-
room enjoyable will more likely attend class, contribute to class dis-
cussions, and score high marks on exams than their counterparts
who lack this enjoyment.
These classroom preparations could be even more effective if the stu-
dents were intellectually prepared to absorb the course content. To this
end, instructors should encourage the students to do the following:
• Have an open but critical mind. Critical thinking is a mean between two
extremes: closed-mindedness and gullibility. On the one extreme,
people are so closed-minded that new information no longer gets
through to them. When this scenario occurs, the learning process
shuts down. On the other extreme, people will believe anything that
they read or hear. When that happens, the person becomes gullible.
Students should avoid those two pitfalls; they should think, but think
critically.
• Examine an argument’s presuppositions, one’s own as well as others.
Students come into the classroom with a wide range of beliefs and
opinions. Most of these beliefs have probably not been subjected to
critical, systematic scrutiny. What better place to do this than an hon-
ors class? The goal of the inquiry is not to necessarily destroy those
beliefs, but, rather, to explore the strength of the arguments that
support those beliefs. How strongly they should hold onto a belief
should correspond to its evidential support.
• Characterize your opponent’s position fairly. For the sake of intellectual
fairness, do not commit the straw man fallacy. That is to say, when
presenting an opponent’s argument, do so in a nonbiased way, giv-
ing that person the benefit of the doubt. Students should summarize
their opponent’s arguments in a way that does justice to the full
force of the arguments. They must avoid simplistic generalizations or
caricaturized summaries of the opposing viewpoint. Students will
better appreciate the significance of this advice if they were to ever
become the target of such unfair attacks.
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• Do not get defensive. In an academic setting, especially in an honors
course, there should be no reason for students to become defensive.
All the participants can learn from each other; they should respect
other viewpoints, even those they reject. When students feel emo-
tionally overwhelmed at any point in the discussion, encourage them
to take a moment to collect their thoughts and then articulate the
reasons for their disagreement.
• Do not let one’s ego impede the critical-thinking process. The point of a class
discussion or presentation is to encourage the participants to reflect
critically on the material. The goal is not to win an argument or one-
up a classmate. As a sign of intellectual humility, students should be
prepared to modify their beliefs if they do not stand up to critical
scrutiny. When beliefs become sacrosanct, critical thinking will be sti-
fled and intellectual development will be hindered.
Conclusion
The author uses the evolution-ID controversy in philosophy courses
to introduce students to the wonders of science and philosophy. For
students to benefit from such classes, however, honors instructors need
to carefully structure the course in a manner that is conducive to max-
imizing learning and minimizing rationalization. The evolution-ID con-
troversy is a provocative issue that captures students’ attention and
forces them to explore the similarities and differences between science
and religion.9 In the process, they should better understand the funda-
mental nature of science, its differentiation from various non-scientific
ways of understanding, and the importance of scientific knowledge to
their future personal and professional lives. A well-structured honors
course has the ability to accomplish all of these things.10
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their acceptance of evolutionary science with their religious commit-
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Evidence for Belief (New York: Free Press, 2007) and Kenneth Miller’s
Finding Darwin’s God: A Scientist’s Search for Common Ground Between God
and Evolution (New York: Harper, 2007).
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and the distinguishing hallmarks of pseudoscience, see Michael
Shermer’s The Borderlands of Science: Where Sense Meets Nonsense (New
York: Oxford, 2001).
8Myra Sadker and David Sadker, Teachers, Schools, and Society (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 2003): 102.
9For book-length discussions of how evolution has profoundly
affected our understanding of ourselves, our place in the universe, and
our religious beliefs and aspiration, see Philip Kitcher’s Living with
Darwin: Evolution, Design, and the Future of Faith (New York: Oxford,
2007) and Daniel Dennett’s Darwin’s Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the
Meanings of Life (New York: Touchstone, 1995).
10For more pedagogical suggestions, see Alters, Defending Evolution,
chapter 10.
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APPENDIX A:
Group Discussion Questions
1. Does your church, synagogue, or temple have an official position on
evolution? If so, do you agree with it? Why or why not?
2. Do you see any necessary conflict between evolutionary science and
religious commitment? Can a person of faith consistently accept evo-
lution and still maintain his or her faith?
3. What do the various religions say about the origin, development, and
diversity of life? Are any religious accounts compatible with the evo-
lutionary account?
4. Read the following court cases involving the teaching of Intelligent
Design and summarize the court’s position in each one: Scopes v.
State (1927), Epperson v. Arkansas (1968), Seagraves v. State of
California (1981), McLean v. Arkansas Board of Education (1982),
Edwards v. Aguillard (1987), Freiler v. Tangipahoa Parrish Board of
Education (1999), Selman v. Cobb County School District (2005),
and Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District (2005).
5. Interpret and evaluate the following quotation by Charles Darwin:
“There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having
been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into one,
and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the
fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being evolved.”
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APPENDIX B:
Web Resources Supportive of Evolution Education
• American Association for the Advancement of Science <http://
www.aaas.org>.
An international non-profit organization dedicated to advancing sci-
ence around the world by serving as an educator, leader, spokesper-
son and professional association. In particular, the AAAS’s Dialogue
on Science, Ethics, and Religion facilitates communication between sci-
entific and religious communities.
• Becoming Human <http://www.becominghuman.org>.
Contains interactive multimedia, research, and scholarship to pro-
mote greater understanding of the course of human evolution.
• The National Academies <http://www.nas.edu>.
Brings together committees of experts in all areas of scientific and
technological endeavor. These experts serve pro bono to address crit-
ical national issues and give advice to the federal government and
the public.
• National Center for Science Education <http://ncse.com>.
Provides information and advice as the premier institution dedicated
to keeping evolution in the science classroom and creationism out.
Web Resources Supportive of Intelligent Design
• Discovery Institute <http://www.discovery.org>.
A pro-ID nonprofit center for national and international affairs.
Skeptical of claims for the ability of random mutation and natural
selection to account for the complexity of life. Encourages re-exam-
ination of the evidence for evolution.
• Michael Behe <http://www.lehigh.edu/~inbios/faculty/behe.html>.
Lehigh University faculty homepage of one of the prominent figures
of the ID movement.
• Phillip Johnson <http://www.touchstonemag.com/leadingedge.php>.
Monthly column in Touchstone Magazine penned by retired UC-
Berkeley law professor and founder of the ID movement.
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• International Society for Complexity, Information, and Design
<http://www.iscid.org>.
Headed by William Dembski, the ISCID is a cross-disciplinary pro-
fessional society that investigates complex systems apart from exter-
nal programmatic constraints like materialism, naturalism, and
reductionism. Its aim is to pursue the theoretical development,
empirical application, and philosophical implications of informa-
tion-and-design theoretic concepts for complex systems.
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Chapter 6
RECOVERING CONTROVERSY: 
TEACHING CONTROVERSY IN THE
HONORS SCIENCE CLASSROOM
RICHARD ENGLAND
The phrase “teach the controversy” might be taken as the central
mantra of honors education. Undergraduate honors classes are often
advertised as hothouses of conversation, the essence of a liberal educa-
tion. Ideally, they are small classes with excellent students, who, guided
by passionate, open-minded instructors, tackle fundamental issues and
questions through free discussion and debate. The Socratic Method
and its myriad variants are celebrated in honors journals and are exem-
plified in “fishbowls” on hot topics at honors conferences.1 Attempting
to help students learn through reasoned argument, honors instructors
often focus on hot topics by teaching the controversy.
The difficulty, of course, is that this slogan has recently been rein-
vented by those who support the teaching of intelligent design theory
in public school science classrooms. In 2005, President George W.
Bush, speaking about the debate between evolution and intelligent
design, said that “both sides ought to be properly taught,” so that peo-
ple can properly understand the controversy.2 The strategy was
advanced in its current incarnation by the Discovery Institute’s Center
for Science and Culture in 2002 and remains a key part of the intelli-
gent design campaign.3 This argument was especially prominent in the
2005 intelligent design trial in Dover, Pennsylvania. In this context
then, teaching the controversy becomes a tactical move to introduce
alternatives to evolution in the science classroom; those who celebrate
controversy as an idealistic pedagogical tool find that their cherished
method of teaching has become a pawn in a broader culture war.
This chapter briefly reviews the rhetorical role of controversy in recent
attempts to find a place for intelligent design in the public schools, dis-
cusses its place in honors education, and attempts to recover teaching
the controversy fairly without implicitly taking sides and without letting
open-mindedness give more prominence to alternative scientific theo-
ries than their scientific merits demand. This approach has the potential
to reclaim controversy for honors more completely and to make students
better scientists and better citizens in a scientific age.
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Intelligent Design—Then and Now
The complexities of nature have long seemed to observers to have
been the products of a divine creator. While the psalms of the Bible glo-
rify the Creator’s works in nature, one does not see the analogy
between human artifacts and the devices of nature made clearly until
Plato in the Timaeus, Cicero in De Natura Deorum, and Galen in De Usu
Partium. Centuries later, as science and technology emerged as impor-
tant cultural enterprises in the Middle East and later Western Europe,
the analogy between the genius of seventeenth-century clockmakers
and the incomparably greater genius of God was made explicitly and
repeatedly, with contributions by such major figures as Robert Boyle,
John Ray, and Carolus Linnaeus. In the history of evolutionary
thought, Archdeacon William Paley often figures as the high-water
mark of this kind of argument: his Natural Theology (1802) was part of
his larger project of Christian apologetics and was intended to answer
the skepticism of David Hume, whose Dialogues Concerning Natural
Religion (1779) cast doubt on the idea that human artifacts were any-
thing like divine productions.4 Paley, mining the rich vein of discover-
ies of enlightenment physiology, amassed a dazzling array of examples
of the perfection of organic contrivances, focusing on the way that
parts were carefully adapted to work together for particular ends. Paley
carefully dismantled two arguments: adaptations could occur by chance
and that nature could be self-organizing was impossible. He argued
instead that the evidence of design in nature demanded a designer.5
While there were other forms of natural theology, Darwin most directly
responded to Paley in his Origin of Species (1859), and many of Darwin’s
contemporaries thought his theory of natural selection had dealt a dev-
astating blow to Paley.
Two centuries after Paley, the same basic argument is made today by
intelligent design theorists. Looking at the astounding complexity of
cells, some people recognize how they function together to produce an
end but cannot see a natural way for this arrangement to come into
being. They conclude that an intelligence must be guiding the process.6
Of course, current intelligent design theory is a sophisticated response
to modern neo-Darwinism, and it bolsters its claim to be a scientific
alternative to evolution by positing a category labeled “irreducible com-
plexity.” That said, the fundamental argument for design essentially
offers arguments that have existed for at least two thousand years: the
relationship between structure and function is best explained by an
intelligence analogous to a designing human intelligence. If imagining
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how the apparent ingenious designs of nature could have evolved nat-
urally is impossible, then design is the best inference.7
This last claim is, of course, contested. Many philosophers and sci-
entists believe that the view is either nonscientific or “dead science.”8
Almost all biologists are united in opposition to this view; even if intel-
ligent design were to be accepted as a scientific alternative to evolution,
which critics see as simply a religious position in scientific dress, grant-
ing such a minority view in science a place in the high school science
curriculum would seem problematic.9 Yet, by virtue of a campaign of
political pressure exerted largely through school boards, the intelligent
design movement has succeeded in raising the public profile of their
argument to the extent that it is popularly recognized as an alternative
to evolution. In this context, claiming to “teach the controversy” has
become powerful and problematic. On the surface, teaching both sides
of an argument simply seems fair; to do otherwise is to be close-
minded. Likewise, the appeal to teach students through argument
makes pedagogical sense. Students should be treated as agents in their
own education and be given the tools to make up their own minds on
controversial issues.
Certainly, science advances through argument. Observations and
experiments do not inevitably lead to one theory, and scientists inter-
pret data in different ways. Philosophers of science call this predica-
ment the problem of under-determination. Even the most hard-nosed
scientific realists admit that the process of arriving at a scientific truth
involves discussion and argument with opponents. After all, science is
the work of human beings in historical and social contexts.
Nonetheless, while recognizing the importance of controversy within
their own disciplines, defenders of evolutionary theory oppose teach-
ing the controversy of intelligent design in the public school science
classroom, but this stance leaves them open to charges of dogmatism
because only a dogmatist would oppose teaching the controversy.
Biologists interested in a legitimate, useful biology curriculum find
themselves trapped in an unpleasant rhetorical corner.
Honors and the Traditions of Liberal Education
Controversy, in the broadest sense, is central to a liberal education.
Whether discussing literature, arts, politics, or science, educators are
constantly making, defending, critiquing, and evaluating claims and
evidence. A liberal education, unlike a vocational or professional edu-
cation, is about learning how to think clearly; it is less about being
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educated than it is about being educable and developing the skills to
learn on one’s own.
Given the mandate of many honors programs to serve students from
all majors, most programs concentrate their courses in liberal arts or
general education requirements shared by all students. Too often stu-
dents and faculty alike perceive these general education requirements
as freshman-year drudgery, a tedious obstacle that must be surmounted
before students can get on with their more narrowly focused major
courses. That a liberal education is vital to giving students the oppor-
tunity to learn how to think and argue is too often forgotten or rele-
gated to institutional boilerplate statements. Honors programs have a
role to play here in reminding the university at large that such intro-
ductory classes can make a vast difference in the lives and minds of stu-
dents. The Socratic Method is not about arguing for argument’s sake;
by laying out and presenting opposing points of view, in all their rich-
ness and complexity, students learn how to think about and perhaps
approach truth.
But how can educators teach the controversy fairly? Can educators
steer between the Scylla of dogmatizing about what may seem to be the
right side of the argument and the Charybdis of letting the love of dis-
cussion artificially inflate the importance of alternatives? Can teachers
guide students through complex debates without so shaking their con-
fidence in the certainty of conclusions as to weaken their faith in rea-
son altogether?
In his Idea of a University, John Henry Newman, a great theorist of lib-
eral education, envisioned the liberal arts and sciences as complemen-
tary contributors to a well-rounded vision of truth, each with their own
sphere but also mutually reinforcing. Fairness requires teaching the
controversy over evolution in its entirety and avoiding the perils of dog-
matism and relativism while helping students to perceive the true rela-
tionship between Darwinism and its critics.
The controversy over intelligent design theory is like many polarized
debates in that it can be viewed as a complex network of intertwined
issues crossing disciplinary fields. The most prominent range of fields
under discussion are of course scientific; ID theorists and their evolu-
tionary opponents discuss the core evidence of cellular biology and bio-
chemistry in great detail. Too often educators give up teaching a con-
troversy because of issues too complex for students to understand.
Naturally, the range of scientific questions when it comes to intelligent
design is too great to make it possible for students to master the argu-
ments, but even an elementary scientific literacy can be helpful. A nice
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example of a popular scientific treatment of the subject is the collec-
tion of essays published in Natural History in April 2002.10
This discussion must also incorporate one of the fundamental ques-
tions of the philosophy of science: what is science? What is the differ-
ence between science and pseudo-science? A basic introduction to
these questions could include reviewing Karl Popper’s falsificationism
as well as critical responses to this kind of demarcation criterion. While
many philosophers of science have grown skeptical of attempts to ban-
ish intelligent design to the realm of non-science, they have responded
to the theory in other ways, examining problems with its logic and its
conception of causation.11
Perhaps one of the least examined but most important fields in con-
sidering this controversy is that of history. To consider the intelligent
design controversy without its context makes it easy to imagine that the
two sides are as symmetrical in reality as their arguments are in the
abstract: X says this and Y says that. Evolution and intelligent design
become two characters fighting it out over historical evidence. The
introduction of even a smattering of recent history and context can
provide information that changes the way students read abstract argu-
ments. For instance, instructors can have students do online research
into the supporters of the National Center for Science Education and
the Discovery Institute, the two think-tanks whose lawyers have battled
in courtrooms across the country. They can also consider the role of
previous attempts to teach creationism in the public school science
classroom and the way that intelligent design theorists portray their
work as non-religious in order to avoid falling foul of the First
Amendment. They can examine the locations of the controversy,
largely in rural school boards, blogs, and popular magazines but not in
scientific journals or societies. Asking where scientific consensus and
knowledge are most reliably produced becomes a useful question.
Students should consider the similarities between the strategies used by
intelligent design theorists and late twentieth-century creation scien-
tists. Ultimately they will want to determine what these historical facts
suggest about the nature of the controversy.
Other disciplines also bring different lights to this particular contro-
versy. Insights from rhetoric, theology, political science, educational
theory, and even literature contribute to a richer understanding of the
intelligent design controversy. Naturally, not even an honors liberal
education will be able to touch on all of these fields or absorb the vari-
ety of arguments that might be relevant, but by thinking about contro-
versy in a well-rounded way, students will be better able to cautiously
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and intelligently evaluate claims and think critically about the rhetori-
cal moves used to introduce alternative theories into science class-
rooms. In short, educators might well teach the controversy about
“teach the controversy.” A liberal education becomes a hothouse for
lively discussion that helps students practice how to think about con-
troversial claims in their complex contexts.
Teach the Controversy Thoroughly
To teach the controversy properly, faculty must teach it thoroughly.
Students should not simply consider the two opposed positions and the
statements of their respective champions; that might produce an illu-
sion of fairness, but it actually does a disservice to students.
Withholding contextual information that would help them to discrimi-
nate between the two positions and to understand their respective
strengths and weaknesses undermines the thorough teaching of the
controversy. Teaching the controversy in this sense becomes an ugly
parody of open-mindedness. Applied consistently, it might as well lead
to presentations about geocentrism in astronomy classes or phlogiston
theory in chemistry classes.
Teaching the controversy cannot absolve teachers from the duty of
teaching how to think and should not make them abandon students to
the temptations of an easy relativism. This would make education an
easy but vapid exercise. Arriving at a clear conclusion at the end of
teaching any controversy should be praised, not because students have
been taught what to think, but because it may well be evidence that the
conclusion has been thought through; in short, it means that students
are learning how to think. Socrates always saw argument as a path 
to truth.
Educators should adhere to the claim that a controversy is compli-
cated at the beginning but not at the end of a discussion. Controversies
are jumping-off points for investigating the nature of a complex situa-
tion and for understanding its sources and history. Educators must not
reduce education to politics; partisan squabbling makes a mockery of
the idea of fair and balanced and poisons the wells of learning. If edu-
cators teach students that claims of knowledge depend on political con-
victions, then they have given up on the pursuit of knowledge. That
said, students interested in the pursuit of science should know the polit-
ical context of controversies and should know that there are good sci-
entific answers to objections to mainstream theory as well as complex
social and historical reasons driving dissent. Students who understand
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this dynamic should be better able to defend the value of scientific
knowledge claims both as scientists and as citizens.
In high schools, students are sometimes told that they do not have to
believe in evolution, they just have to know it. Of all the problems of
teaching to the test, perhaps this statement is the most cynical and sub-
versive of real learning. It seems calculated to alienate the learner from
the point of learning: using discussion and argument to gain under-
standing and to approach, albeit incrementally, the truth. This strategy
can provide a way for students with particular religious beliefs to learn
about evolution while holding it at arm’s length from their core con-
victions. But if one does not believe what one knows, does one really
know what one believes?
Teaching the controversy, understood as part of the evolving tradi-
tions of liberal education, can be recovered and reclaimed as one of the
best strategies for teaching and learning. A high school science teacher
will probably not have the time to teach any controversy thoroughly,
but a professor teaching honors students from all majors in a science
liberal education class can provide an essential learning opportunity by
doing so.12 This approach to challenging and divisive issues can help
educators avoid mere dogmatism or relativism in the science classroom,
can properly situate conflicting claims, and ultimately, can help stu-
dents to learn how to think about science and its place in 
their lives.
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APPENDIX:
Introducing Students to the Controversy over 
“Teach the Controversy”
In this brief lesson, students from diverse backgrounds can be intro-
duced to the controversy over the strategy of “teaching the contro-
versy.” The aim is to get students to see that something as apparently
self-evident as allowing critical thinking and letting both sides have
their say can be more problematic than it seems. In the articles by
Meyer and Santorum below, the strategy of teaching the controversy is
defended. The responses by Scott and Branch (leaders of the National
Center for Science Education (NCSE)) suggest that there is no real
controversy to teach. As students read, instructors should encourage
them to consider the following questions.
• What assumptions are the authors making about the “controversy”?
• Where are the articles being published? What does this point of ori-
gin suggest about the nature of the controversy?
• What constructive role does controversy have in education? In
science?
• Are there situations (real or imagined) where you can see contro-
versy being an obstacle rather than facilitating progress?
As in most honors classes, instructors should act as facilitators and
guides. They should help students to understand the non-scientific
aspects of what is claimed to be a scientific controversy.
Stephen C. Meyer. “Teach the Controversy.” Cincinnati Enquirer. March
30, 2002. Web. Discovery Institute. <http://www.discovery.org/a/1134>.
Rick Santorum. “A Balanced Approach to Teach Evolution.” The
Morning Call. January 23, 2005. Web. Discovery Institute.
<http://www.discovery.org/a/2396>.
Eugenie C. Scott and Glenn Branch. “Evolution: What’s wrong with
‘teaching the controversy.’” Trends in Ecology and Evolution 18.3
(2003). 499–502.
—-. “The Latest Face of Creationism.” Scientific American Jan. 2009, 92–99.
Further Viewing
In addition to the readings suggested in the References section, the
following video presentations can make a useful contribution to learn-
ing about the controversy. All should be accompanied by readings such
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as those above. Good critical reviews, particularly for Expelled, are widely
available.
• Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed, DVD. Directed by Nathan Frankowski.
2008, Universal City, CA: Vivendi Entertainment, 2008.
This controversial work outraged evolutionists, but it is an interest-
ing attempt by intelligent design sympathizers to portray themselves
as victims. It contains a variety of exaggerated claims, but it also
includes some compelling, if sometimes unfair, interviews with lead-
ing figures in the controversies. In my experience this film has been
an excellent conversation starter.
• Flock of Dodos: The Evolution-Intelligent Design Circus. Directed by Randy
Olson. 2006, New York, Docurama Films, 2007.
While somewhat less polished than Expelled, this documentary
explores evolutionary questions in an insightful, humorous narra-
tive. It humanizes the figures central to the controversy and reminds
us that science is not only political but also personal.
• Judgment Day: Intelligent Design on Trial. Directed by Gary 
Johnstone and Joseph McMaster. 2007, Boston, Nova and WGBH
Productions, 2007.
This documentary offers students a close reading of the latest evolu-
tionary court case, in which scientific and philosophical witnesses
battled in Dover, Pennsylvania. Because it closely follows the turns of
the argument, it reveals some telling weaknesses in the claim that
Intelligent Design is scientific rather than religious in nature.
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Chapter 7
SCIENCE, POWER, AND DIVERSITY:
BRINGING SCIENCE TO HONORS IN
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY FORMAT
BONNIE K. BAXTER AND BRIDGET M. NEWELL
Finding the Place for Science in Honors
Because honors programs have been situated in the humanities
since their conception in early twentieth-century America, the traject-
ory of a science curriculum in honors is still in its infancy.1 A recent
scan of large university programs reveals that some major-specific hon-
ors programs exist in science, usually in the add-on format: they aug-
ment curricula with additional requirements, such as a thesis, to meet
the needs of the advanced student. Liberal arts colleges with core hon-
ors requirements, however, that are more integrated across disciplines
may wrestle with developing science courses that can meet the needs of
honors students in all majors.
Typical of many liberal arts colleges, Westminster College’s Honors
Program grew out of the philosophy department. The program was
designed to replace the core of general education requirements with
courses that featured team-teaching, an interdisciplinary focus, and an
emphasis on primary literature. The initial two-semester science course
series stressed the history and philosophy of science and was team-
taught by a science professor and a philosophy professor. Several years
ago, the professors realized that these courses did not meet important
goals in learning science because they lacked experimentation and an
emphasis on science as a process as well as discussions of modern sci-
ence and contemporary science criticism. Since these courses were the
only college-level science requirements for honors students who were
not science majors, the students were indeed ill-prepared to engage in
scientific discourse.
Revision of Westminster’s science sequence involved bringing in new
faculty and emending the course goals. The first course remained
“History and Philosophy of Science,” but the second semester presented
natural science to the students and engaged them in content from con-
temporary discoveries. In addition, the honors program was missing a
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diversity course, a gap the college would soon require everyone to fill.
The goal became incorporating diversity into a new science course. A
new course, “Science, Power and Diversity” (SPD), enriches the honors
curriculum with scientific inquiry in the framework of diversity, using
genetics as a thread to bring concepts of science and society to light.
Course Description and Objectives
Science, Power and Diversity: 
• Explores the social construction of science-power relationships that
influence the discovery and applications of technology.
• Emphasizes seminal scientific issues of the last century and the
present.
• Highlights the language and values of science.
• Investigates the status of women and minorities in science.
• Delves into concepts of race and diversity in science.
• Analyzes portrayals of science in the media.
• Stresses science as a force for social change.
• Integrates genetics throughout to explore human diversity at the
molecular level.
The class learning goals and objectives are
• To understand science as a powerful social and political force.
• To gain the ability to examine scientific discourse critically.
• To learn concepts in genetics as they apply to human diversity.
• To develop scientific writing skills.
• To learn basic lab techniques and process skills.
(Course readings and topics are located in the Appendix.)
Teaching and Learning Strategies: 
The First Day and Beyond
Teaching and learning strategies are informed not only by academic
backgrounds and interests but also by feminist and other contemporary
science criticisms that are integrated throughout the course. One sig-
nificant aspect of contemporary science criticisms is the focus on prob-
lematizing traditional scientific concepts such as value neutrality and
objectivity. Another is the focus on the standpoint theory and identity
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of knowers. In Whose Science? Whose knowledge? Thinking from Women’s
Lives, Sandra Harding outlines the evolution of standpoint theory,
focusing on the claim that the achieved identity of the knower shapes
the kind of knowledge sought, the methodology selected and utilized,
and the knowledge achieved.
Additionally, in the introduction to Feminism and Methodology,
Harding notes that feminist analysis requires that the knower’s position
be subject to critical scrutiny in the same way as the research and knowl-
edge he or she achieves:
The best feminist analysis . . . insists that the inquirer her/him-
self be placed in the same critical plane as the overt subject mat-
ter, thereby recovering the entire research process for scrutiny
in the results of research. . . . [In feminist research] we are
often explicitly told by the researcher what her/his gender,
race, class, culture is, and sometimes how she/he suspects this
has shaped the research project—though of course we are free
to arrive at contrary hypotheses about the influence of the
researcher’s presence on her/his analysis. Thus the researcher
appears to us not as an invisible, anonymous voice of authority,
but as a real, historical individual with concrete, specific desires
and interests.2
Given that the position of the researcher is highlighted in the explo-
ration of the ways science has historically been used to perpetuate and
validate the subordination of women and minorities and the ways that
science can be improved, the professors do not present themselves as
uninterested, value neutral, and objective. From the first day of class,
they acknowledge that their own positions are informed by feminism
and political views; as such they are open to criticism as are the issues
presented in class. This situation sets the stage for encouraging open,
critical discussion and ideally positions students to think critically about
bias, value neutrality, and objectivity—issues that are explored through-
out the term.
Modeling Learning
In sharing their backgrounds and interests, the instructors explicitly
state that they learn from each other and about each other’s disciplines
while teaching the class, and they intentionally model this learning
throughout the term by raising questions and interjecting ideas while
the other is presenting or discussing ideas. Their questions demystify the
image of the all-knowing philosopher and scientist, reveal their genuine
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interest in and respect for the other’s discipline, and illustrate to stu-
dents the value of and need for raising questions through the learning
process. Given that one of the most basic college-wide learning goals is
preparing students to be critical, analytical, and integrative thinkers, the
instructors emphasize discussion and questioning in the classroom;
modeling this behavior from the first day sets the stage for the future.
Introductions: 
Perspective Sharing
Bonnie K. Baxter, PhD (Biology): In introducing herself, she discuss-
es her background in Genetics/Biochemistry and Science Education.
She informs the class about her passion regarding issues of women and
minorities in science and her work in this area; this information is sup-
plemented with anecdotes about her experiences as a woman in
Biochemistry. As a scientist, she was trained to let the data speak for
itself and not to apply value or bias to her work. She learned that soci-
ety at large was incapable of understanding science. In developing this
course and reading philosophical discourse about and critiques of sci-
ence, she learned that scientists have a responsibility to engage the soci-
ety that funds and is enhanced by the operations of their endeavor.
Scientists have a responsibility to consider the social outcomes of their
discovery. By introducing her background and the evolution of her
views on science and the role of a scientist, she brings the students into
this course from the perspective of a scientist who is discovering how
social concepts apply.
Bridget M. Newell, PhD (Philosophy): When introducing herself, she
clarifies that her PhD is in philosophy, not science. She stresses that her
interests in developing, teaching, and revising this class stem from her
study of feminist philosophy, feminist science criticism, science ethics,
and her dissertation, which integrated these issues in an exploration of
scientists’ obligations to educate the public. While writing her disserta-
tion, she became interested in the actual workings of science and
learned that it was much more interesting than the science she had
learned in school. That school science was distanced from the real
world, and learning it required memorizing facts, not asking questions.
Real science, the science she eventually learned and teaches, focuses on
problem solving and working through puzzles: it is intricately connected
with society, politics, and ethics. It is a social and political endeavor.
As she learned about this socially situated science via her studies of
feminist science criticisms and feminist epistemology, she often
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wondered, “What would a scientist think of these concerns and criti-
cisms?” This class, she tells students, investigates this question.
Together, she and the students learn firsthand how one scientist and
perhaps others respond to philosophical analyses and criticisms of sci-
ence, and because of the lab components, the students also learn to do
science along the way.
The background and context provided on the first day allow students
to begin to see how their interests and politics influence their work.
They also provide an entrée for clarifying that students need not agree
with them or the course readings in order to pass the class. What the
professors do want to show is that scientists and philosophers do have
and take positions both as they do their research and as they teach their
classes. With these acknowledgments, the instructors begin the course
dialogue in an open, honest manner reflective of many of the issues
and theories raised throughout the semester.
Interdisciplinary Approach
The professors deliberately integrate their disciplines throughout
the course. As much as possible, they designed each class period to
allow for a collaborative discussion based on readings from more than
one discipline. If one of them takes the lead in discussions of a partic-
ular topic, they construct entry points for the other to raise questions
and issues that might arise in the other’s discipline. This process
ensures that the content is interdisciplinary. They believe that this
interaction helps students to see and to make connections more easily
than the tag-team approach, wherein one discipline is the focus for a
particular period of time, perhaps one day, week, or segment, until the
tag occurs and the other discipline then dominates for a comparable
timeframe.
The course segment on homosexuality, for example, incorporates
the following readings:
• Brookey, “Beyond the gay gene”
• National Library of Medicine Gene Database, “Homosexuality 
1; HMS1”
• LeVay, “A difference in hypothalamic structure between heterosexu-
al and homosexual men”
• Stein, “Choosing the sexual orientation of children”
(See Appendix for full reference information.)
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As the class discusses the LeVay article and “homosexuality gene”
research, they examine and critique the methods, experiments, and
findings as well as the language and its implications. Although Baxter
leads this discussion, both of the professors participate throughout the
class. In the following class period, they discuss the social, political, and
ethical implications of research on homosexuality based on reading the
chapter from Brookey.
Brookey’s chapter also addresses scientific turf wars regarding
whether the study of homosexuality is the domain of genetics and other
natural sciences or psychology and the other soft sciences. Brookey’s
discussion of this aspect of research ties back to earlier discussions of
prestige hierarchies among and between scientists raised in Addleson’s
“The Man of Professional Wisdom.”
For this discussion, as well as that of Stein’s article on the ethical
issues related to the potential to select the sexual orientation of chil-
dren, Newell takes the lead, but again Baxter draws connections to hard
science and highlights insights she has gained from studying the poli-
tics of science. This discussion and others with a similar structure rein-
force issues raised at the beginning of the course, particularly those
highlighting the notion that science is both a social and political
endeavor. This looping back to key issues, which strengthens old mes-
sages while introducing new ones, is a strategy used throughout 
the term.
Science-Society Connections
This interdisciplinary perspective allows students to envision the
institution of science both from the inside and the outside. To some
extent, each side sees science as somewhat elevated in relation to soci-
ety at large. The students recognize that scientists’ language and their
depth of understanding about the natural world are not readily acces-
sible to the people who fund or benefit from it. How does this chasm
affect the political, social, and ethical impacts of science? Should sci-
entists be concerned with applications of their work? Is science value-
neutral? Excerpts from written reflection assignments from the course
illuminate student understanding of the discourse on this topic:
“I believe science influences society because scientists come
from society and study things that are of concern to society. So
science, in a way, revolves around society.”
“Before I thought that scientists were concerned with their own
issues, or more bluntly, self-absorbed.”
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“Scientists need to critically think about what the ramifications
of what they are studying are and decide from there whether or
not the course of study should be pursued.”
“This course has helped me realize that scientists don’t just do
experiments, but are influenced by many other factors when
going about their research. I never really thought about spe-
cific biases affecting the way one chooses to perform science.”
“It’s quite nice to see a more holistic view of science and scien-
tists. While abandonment of scientific idealism may seem dis-
heartening, the destruction of scientific rigidity actually made
science seem more free and hopeful.”
“I still wonder . . . about the value of science as a value neutral
system at all. If value neutrality is so impossible for human
beings to attain, why, then, do we base our entire society and
notions of “reality” on it?”
At the completion of the course, almost every student expresses similar
conceptual shifts in their thinking about science and its interplay with
societal values. Focused reflections have been a successful way of having
the students tune into the development of such ideas.
Interdisciplinary Diversity Focus
The understandings of diversity emphasized in the class are broadly
based. In the scientific sense, the term diversity is taken almost literally
to note an examination of genetic/biological differences and similari-
ties among people in terms of gender, race, ethnicity, geographic ori-
gin, and sexual orientation. In the broader sense, the instructors focus
on diversity as it is understood in gender, race, and ethnic studies,
examining the practitioners and subjects of science and scientific
research as related to issues of privilege, oppression, and social justice.
They explore the ways science has historically been used to perpetuate
social isms such as racism, sexism, heterosexism, among others, and
they discuss the extent to which science criticisms and politicized epis-
temologies are positioned to reduce or eliminate these problematic
uses of science.
Some of the discussions have explored the question of whether sci-
ence’s part in perpetuating or reinforcing racism and sexism are illus-
trations of science as usual or of bad science.3 In these cases, the simi-
larities and differences in positions made for lively class discussion.
These discussions also return to pivotal questions: “Do the identity and
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social position of the scientist shape knowledge sought and found?”
“How and to what extent do metaphysical assumptions shape results of
scientific research?” and “Does the gender of scientists or their position
in the scientific hierarchy shape what becomes the current accepted
body of knowledge in science?” Interweaving examples of hard science,
such as the work of Barbara McClintock and Rosalind Franklin, and the
experiences of these scientists makes discussions of social criticisms of
science much richer.
When preparing students to address scientific diversity, the profes-
sors provide an overview of Mendelian genetics mainly to review con-
cepts students may have encountered in the past and to set the stage for
studying genetics and human diversity. From there the discussion grav-
itates towards more complex issues like genetic research on homosex-
uality, the science behind intersex conditions and sex chromosome
abnormalities, and genetic research on race. These discussions are
accompanied by and complicated by the social, political, and ethical
concerns and implications of the research. In some cases the instruc-
tors specifically address how science reinforces or shapes social under-
standings and policies. In other cases, they explore how the scientific
and social understandings of the issue differ and raise questions about
potential findings of future studies.
When the class examines issues of race and science, they start with
historical context, reading two chapters of Stephen J. Gould’s The
Mismeasure of Man. From there they move to Jones’ “The Tuskegee
Syphilis Experiment: A Moral Astigmatism.” The former points to ways
science has validated and perpetuated societal assumptions about
inequities among races, genders, and classes; the latter allows the pro-
fessors to layer in ethical concerns related to race, class, and scientific
research.
Owens and Claire-King’s “Genomic Views of Human History” and
Risch, Ziv, and Tang’s “Categorization of Humans in Biomedical
Research: Genes, Race, and Disease” take the discussion to contempo-
rary research on race. These readings emphasize the fact that more
variation exists within a certain racial or ancestral population than exists
between different racial groups. Thus, they position the class to raise the
question of whether race is a valid scientific concept. In addressing this
issue, students also see how scientific research on race has been and can
be used in a positive way, particularly to determine appropriate pre-
ventative and treatment options for individuals with different ancestral
backgrounds and genders.
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Class discussions of contemporary scientific studies of race are also
informed by Bamshad and Olsen’s “Does Race Exist?” This article rais-
es important questions about the value of race as social and scientific
concepts. One class exercise divides students into groups to discuss how
the articles might help them to answer the following questions:
• Does race have a biological basis according to Risch?
• Should people of different geographic origins be given identical
treatment for diseases?
• How do the genetics of skin color variation relate to current con-
cepts of race, and what implications do they have for racism?
• Is race a valid scientific concept? Is it a valid social concept? Why or
why not?
Promoting Various Modes of Thinking
The activity discussed above positions students not only to teach key
concepts to each other but also to work together to draw their own con-
clusions about the implications of scientific research. Within the six-
member groups, two students read Bamshad, two read King, and two
read Riche so that each pair brings different content to the discussion.
Students realize that the articles conveyed different information so they
must provide each other with a context for understanding their
position.
This activity promotes critical and analytical thinking by providing
practice in clarifying and summarizing ideas and oral argumentation.
Other course activities promote creative thinking as well as visual think-
ing. In addition to full-class discussions, small-group discussions, and
presentations, the professors stimulate various kinds of thinking with
these assignments:
• Design a future scientific study on a topic covered in a recent class
discussion; this includes the development of a hypothesis, experi-
mental design, and methods for data collection. After presenting
their ideas to the class, students are asked to examine their study for
hidden biases or assumptions and potential ethical concerns that
could arise from the study.
• Create and explain a visual representation of concepts examined in
class. For example, after discussing various understandings of the
relationship between science and the world, and scientists and
society (relevant reading: Merchant), students illustrate one of these
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relationships as it might be seen by Francis Bacon, those with a pre-
mechanistic view of the world, or contemporary scientists and envi-
ronmentalists. After initial concerns about artistic skills are put aside,
students become involved in considering options for illustrating the
relationship, and in some cases groups create more than one image.
The explanations of their illustrations reveal a depth of understand-
ing that may otherwise have been untapped.
• Engage in role-playing to take on and analyze the perspective of
those involved with specific scientific problems. Depending on the
scenario, roles may include scientists, ethicists, members of society,
government officials, and study participants.
Science as a Process
Research reveals that inquiry-based approaches to teaching science
are effective for all students.4 In the SPD course in particular, however,
the goal is for honors students to comprehend what scientists do
because the discussions necessitate an understanding of the scientific
endeavor. Engaging students in the process of science is critical for
achieving the goals of the course. To meet this goal, the instructors
have developed a series of laboratory exercises that reinforce class con-
cepts and engage students in contemporary techniques while pointing
to the pitfalls of bias in antiquated techniques. One set of experiments
focuses on isolating, amplifying, and identifying a human genetic
sequence with documented variation in the U.S. population. The lab is
divided into five sessions, allowing for flexible scheduling in a two-hour
class block. Students examine their own DNA and analyze their results,
which they then compare with the whole population of students in the
class and the U.S. population. This experiment lays the foundation for
understanding diversity at the molecular level and variation in genes.
Another lab based on the Gould reading emphasizes measuring the
cranial capacity of class members. This task is accomplished using two
methods taken from historical experiments. First, students measure the
volume of human skulls by pouring lentils into the cavity and calculat-
ing the volume of lentils with a graduate cylinder and associating this
finding with cranial capacity. Students then measure the skulls of their
classmates; they compute the cranial capacity by following a particular
protocol and equation. Data are sorted by gender and shared with the
class, illustrating clear gender differences in cranial capacity since
females on average have smaller brain compartments. This experiment
was woven in with Gould’s essays, which highlight the use of such
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studies in “verifying” the intellectual inferiority of women and minority
populations. Gould points to other data indicating that skull volume
relates to body size but not gender or race per se.
Scientific Writing
Scientific writing is another means by which the instructors encour-
age content integration and enable students to develop at least a par-
tial sense of being a scientist. Given the latter goal, students do many of
the assignments in groups, mirroring the practice of scientists who
work together to write primary manuscripts or grants. Laboratory
reports from the exercises described above give the students the expe-
rience of writing as a researcher, paying careful attention to methodol-
ogy as well as drawing conclusions. They follow a prescribed format
although they may choose to focus their analysis on any aspect of the
data they collect.
Perhaps the most interesting scientific writing task is the “Media
Trace.” This assignment highlights the reporting of data in science and
compares it to the reporting of discoveries in the mass media. To begin
this assignment, students choose a news article reporting a recent sci-
entific study. From this article, they trace the data back to the original
science journal article, read the primary literature, and delve into the
analysis. Ultimately, the students’ papers compare and contrast the two
pieces, discussing whether science is shaped by media in ways that are
helpful or detrimental to a lay audience attempting to understand the
scientific research. This assignment clearly fulfills the goals of intro-
ducing students to the primary scientific literature and underscoring
the science-society connection.
The last part of the course is spent immersed in a group grant-
writing assignment. Illustrating yet another type of scientific writing,
this proposal must advocate novel experiments based on previously
reported results. Students must access scientific journal articles for the
background and methodology of the proposed work. The grant must
be associated with the theme of diversity but can be in any field of sci-
ence. Critical in this assignment is the devotion of in-class time to facil-
itate group work, discussion of writing and group writing, and assis-
tance in locating and reading articles. The semester culminates with
group presentations to the putative funding foundation.
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Reflecting, Assessing, and Revising
In addition to positioning students to undertake research to identify
potential scientific projects based on existing research and to learn an
important kind of scientific writing, the grant project has helped the
instructors to identify new course content. For example, one student
group proposed a project that built on current biological research on
race, genetics, and athletic abilities. Inspired by their project, the
instructors enhanced the race segment of SPD with an article that dis-
cussed the ethical and social impact of advancing the scientific claim
that Africans are better athletes. Next year, the professors plan to use
this article in conjunction with science articles describing the muscle
fibers of East African marathon runners or the fatigue resistance of
South African runners.
The instructors have also used student reflection papers, including
the students’ final reflections on the class, as resources for deciding
whether and how to revise or change class content or the approach to
specific topics. The course evolves as students’ knowledge bases change
and as new science and scientific issues emerge.
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HONORS SCIENCE FOR THE 
NON-SCIENCE-BOUND STUDENT:
WHERE HAVE WE GONE WRONG?
BRADLEY R. NEWCOMER
The State of Science Education in Today’s Colleges
Today’s college students are not developing an enduring under-
standing of the science and mathematics subject materials they are sup-
posedly learning in college. According to Lord and Bavishkar,
Benjamin Bloom first noted this trend in a 1989 New York Times report;
Bloom states that there is a “sharp gap emerging between the ability of
students to learn basic principles and their ability to apply knowledge
or explain what they learned.”1 Interestingly, this trend has reached a
critical level today and transcends all institutional types and sizes. Lord
and Bavishkar attribute these disturbing trends to the following three
factors:
• How college science and math curricula are set up;
• How college professors teach science and math courses;
• How college professors assess student learning in science and math
courses.
In terms of the curricular set-up, college science and math courses are
traditionally developed and taught as a series of isolated specialized
courses. These courses are traditionally not integrated well with one
other, either within a discipline or between disciplines. This curricular
arrangement fosters a compartmentalized and fragmented knowledge
set in today’s students. This in turn reduces the student’s ability to
apply knowledge from these isolated courses to the complex issues and
problems that society faces today.
In terms of how courses are taught, the traditional lecture format in
most science and math courses reduces student learning and creates a
learning environment in which students passively rely on experts or
instructors to deliver course content and information to them.
Students do not actively participate in this environment unless instruc-
tors take great care to include supplemental engagement activities such
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as discussion, debates, experiments, or field experiences. This tradi-
tional format for delivering content is driven more by cost considera-
tions and less by learning effectiveness and has fostered a generation of
passive learners divorced from any responsibility for their own learning
and education. This system has bred students who expect to have the
course materials miraculously imparted to them without any work on
their part to actively learn the material. When combined with poor
assessment practices, this passive-learning environment encourages stu-
dents to memorize rather than comprehend course content.
Furthermore, as Lord states, “rarely are students asked to apply infor-
mation being taught to different situations, to give examples of items in
the lesson outside the books listings, or to develop their own investiga-
tive activities in the lab.”2 Most agree that this strategy is not the most
effective way to develop true understanding of science and mathemat-
ics concepts. A better option would be to integrate many forms of
instruction as well as intentional content integration throughout a stu-
dent’s undergraduate education instead of fostering a system of iso-
lated and independent courses based on certain subject areas or disci-
plinary fields
The traditional student assessment methods for science and mathe-
matics require students to regurgitate large amounts of information
and factual knowledge. This practice emphasizes the ability of students
to memorize large amounts of information, regardless of whether they
truly understand the material.3 Furthermore, traditional assessment
methods rarely ask students to apply their knowledge to real-world
problems or to integrate information from multiple courses into a solu-
tion. Overall, this traditional method of student-learning assessment
emphasizes memorization instead of comprehension of the course
content.
Overall, these three issues have been an outgrowth of the “content
driven, professional indoctrination” model of science and math educa-
tion developed in the 1950s and 1960s.4 Developed during the height of
the cold war and space race to train America’s professional scientists,
this model trains specialists rather than generalists. Furthermore, the
current realities in extramural funding for higher education has created
a publication and grant system that rewards these types of specialists and
has given rise to the environment operating at most research universi-
ties. Unfortunately, in this type of science education model, students are
not given the opportunity to draw connections between the different sci-
entific disciplines nor between the sciences and humanities. Further,
this educational model does not give students an opportunity to
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discover the big pictures in science nor does it inspire them to realize
how science, math, and the humanities are all important to modern
society and the human condition. In today’s world, this model will not
work and certainly should not be tolerated in honors educational
opportunities for non-science-bound students.
The remainder of this chapter will focus on these three dysfunc-
tional areas of today’s science and math education as it pertains to hon-
ors experiences for non-science majors in science and math courses.
This chapter will also provide a conceptual framework to address these
issues in addition to briefly discussing the general characteristics of
honors-level science courses for non-science majors.
General Characteristics of Honors-Level Science and
Math Courses for Non-Science Majors
Honors-level science courses for non-science majors should be dif-
ferent from comparable non-honors courses in three ways:
• Honors science courses for non-majors should have different
Philosophical Goals from their non-honors equivalent courses.
• Honors science courses for non-majors should have different Content
Delivery Methods and Course Learning Experiences from their non-hon-
ors equivalent courses.
• Honors science courses for non-majors should have different
Assessment Methods from their non-honors equivalent courses.
Philosophical Goals
For non-science majors, these honors-level science courses should
connect science and math to the social, political, and ethical areas of
humanity in an integrated, generalized, multi-disciplinary set of
courses. These courses should provide a “unifying explanation of many
separate areas of study.”5 Institutions need to think about and reevalu-
ate their science and math curricula in this way. Unfortunately, these
reemerging trends in multi- and interdisciplinary education often focus
on the general education and core curricular courses taken during the
initial years of an undergraduate’s education. One option would be to
create a series of upper-level multi-disciplinary courses focused on inte-
grating various science and math concepts with courses in the non-sci-
ence and non-math departments. This could be done as a series of
courses spread across the continuum of a student’s undergraduate
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education. Alternatively, these courses could be linked together within
selected semesters along a student’s undergraduate education to form
a series of multi-disciplinary learning communities. Philosophically,
these efforts would create an institutional focus that emphasizes scien-
tific and quantitative literacy for all undergraduate students regardless
of major or academic discipline.
Furthermore, in multi-disciplinary honors-level science and math
courses, the instructors should design activities and work that produce
a deep understanding of the subject matter. These activities should
emphasize experiential-learning opportunities over activities in which
students merely assimilate information. These courses should also use
tasks, activities, and assessment methods that emphasize higher levels of
learning, such as application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, as
opposed to the lower levels of knowledge and comprehension that
most courses focus on today.
These non-major honors-level science and math courses should also
focus on developing the students’ quantitative and scientific literacy.6
This objective is completely in-line with the 1989 report of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the
1996 report of the National Research Council (NRC), which recom-
mended that science curricula focus on the “nature of science” and the
development of “scientific literacy” in students.7 Consequently, honors-
level science and math courses should improve students’ quantitative
literacy through increasing their everyday understanding of mathemat-
ics as a language that expresses relationships and patterns. Too often
math courses concentrate on the mechanics of solving specific types of
problems and lose sight of the way average citizens use basic mathe-
matical information and skills, such as understanding basic ratios and
graphical representations of data and interpreting basic statistical rela-
tionships. These courses should also increase students’ understanding
of the scientific method, their understanding of the nature of data and
evidence, and their ability to assess the reliability of data. In the end,
students should be able to distinguish quantitative and scientific evi-
dence from political propaganda and pseudoscience. The ability to
engage these scientific and quantitative literacy issues will be one of
most important skills the next generation of students will learn.
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Content Delivery Methods and Course 
Learning Experiences
Instructors of honors-level science and math courses for the non-
major should consider balancing traditional lectures with complemen-
tary teaching approaches. For example, instructors should structure
courses to allow for greater self-exploration and self-discovery of the
course’s main concepts and content.8 One approach would be using
context-based and real-world problems and examples.9 Case-study
analyses and field-work activities are ideal for fostering these types of
learning experiences in a science classroom.10 One example of a case-
study approach in physics would be using data from actual vehicle acci-
dent reports to predict if a car was traveling at the speed limit prior to
the accident by performing a simplified forensic analysis of the acci-
dent scene data. The use of real data and real-world situations can stim-
ulate a student’s interest and focus their attention long enough for
them to start studying and applying the basic concepts being taught in
the class. Unfortunately, all too often instructors settle for idealized lab-
oratory exercises and experiments. An example of such an idealized
exercise would be an introductory physics lab experiment in which stu-
dents measure various parameters on an aluminum sled sliding on an
air track. Although this type of laboratory experiment is simple to
implement and does allow the demonstration of some basic principles
of motion and momentum, such activities generally bore the students
and destroy their ability to see any relevance of the course content to
their existence or sphere of concern. It is hard to imagine a student
who would find the air track experiment more relevant or enjoyable
than applying some of the same theoretical concepts to the simplified
forensic analysis of vehicle accident data. In today’s educational envi-
ronment, the value of doing a set of idealized laboratory experiments
for the sake of teaching the students the scientific method is question-
able. Without much difficulty, real world situations, problems, and data
can be integrated into many science and math courses.11
Another possibility for bringing the real-world into the science and
math classroom is to increase the integration of service-learning activi-
ties and opportunities into these honors-level science and math cours-
es.12 A valuable resource for linking science with civic engagement is the
Science Education for New Civic Engagement and Responsibility
(SENCER) initiative.13 SENCER, a program of the National Center for
Science and Civic Engagement, was initiated in 2001 by the National
Science Foundation to help educators and to provide resources for
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incorporating civic engagement into the science classroom. The types
of activities and resources from the SENCER initiative not only enhance
the relevance of the science and math content but also increase the stu-
dents’ civic engagement and exposure to current societal problems and
opportunities.14 Furthermore, these types of learning activities and
opportunities provide a natural bridge from the sciences and math to
the humanities. Through civic engagement and service-learning activi-
ties, students attain an enhanced understanding of how science and
math are important to modern society and related to their non-science
fields of study. In the end, these learning experiences will increase the
motivation of non-major students to study and learn science and math.
Furthermore, students will develop an increased realization of the
importance of these science and math courses to modern society and
to the human condition.
Assessment Methods
Assessments of student learning in the sciences needs to rely less on
testing for fact recitation. Course assessments should instead focus on
assessing the students’ understanding of the scientific method and
their ability to identify and explain the values and limitations of their
methodologies. Furthermore, assessment methods should focus on the
students’ abilities to interpret data and apply these interpretations to
contemporary problems in the real world. Course assessments in these
types of honors-level science and math courses should minimize quizzes
and exams while concentrating on projects and written and oral
reports. Where possible, these courses should emphasize team projects
to foster collaboration, cooperation among peers, and learning com-
munities. Assessments of these projects should be based on reports,
evaluations, and summaries of their projects, and activities and exercis-
es should include an opportunity for reflection. These reflective activi-
ties can enhance these courses if they focus on the scientific and quan-
titative processes. Students should analyze their projects and activities
for limitations and areas for future improvements, even suggesting
areas that could be done differently if the experience or activity were to
be repeated in the future. Assessments in these courses should also
encourage frequent feedback from peers, mentors, and teachers and
should provide opportunities for students to revise conclusions and
reflective components when necessary. Instructors should base their
overall grades and assessments more on the students’ analyses and pre-
sentations of their experiential-learning encounters and less on
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students’ abilities to recite chapters full of factual content or on their
mechanical skills when solving idealized mathematical problems. In the
end, the goal for these courses should be teaching students how to
apply the course content and knowledge and then assessing them based
on their abilities to work with real-world problems and situations.
Final Thoughts
By concentrating on new philosophical goals, content delivery meth-
ods, learning experiences, and assessment methods, educators have the
opportunity to create a new generation of honors-level science courses
for non-majors. They have the opportunity to move away from the cur-
rent educational model that promotes extreme specialization and to
return to an integrated and more generalized approach to teaching sci-
ence and math. Today’s curricula should concentrate on the inter- and
multi-disciplinary nature of science and math and their relationship to
the humanities and non-science disciplines. Lower-level courses should
focus on the processes of science (i.e., the scientific method) and on
interpreting and understanding scientific data and discoveries (i.e., sci-
entific and quantitative literacy). Today’s courses for non-science
majors should focus more on real-world applications and less on theo-
retical ideas. Overall, undergraduate courses in science and math for
the non-majors should focus less on details and more on teaching stu-
dents how to use scientific data and ideas in their own lives as they
encounter real-world problems and issues.
This focus should produce students who are better able to draw con-
nections among the different scientific disciplines and to math and the
humanities. Educators have the opportunity to reinvent an educational
model that emphasize students’ abilities to think critically in terms of
quantitative and scientific literacy issues. Instructors can also increase
students’ motivation by engaging them actively in the learning process
and by bringing the real world back into these science and math
courses. Two quotations summarize these ideas:
“I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I under-
stand.” (Confucius, 551–479 B.C.)15
“I never teach my pupils; I only attempt to provide the condi-
tions in which they can learn.” (Albert Einstein)16
These quotations articulate the ultimate goals for the next generation
of honors-level science and math courses. Educators should create an
environment and orchestrate conditions in which students learn by
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doing. Only through participating in the scientific method, evaluating
the outcomes, analyzing the limitations, and applying the results to
real-world scenarios and situations will this next generation of students
truly learn, understand, and develop an appreciation for science and
mathematics.
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Chapter 9
ENGAGING THE HONORS STUDENT
IN LOWER-DIVISION MATHEMATICS
MINERVA CORDERO, THERESA JORGENSEN, AND
BARBARA A. SHIPMAN
Mathematics in the Honors Curriculum
In 2010, the National Collegiate Honors Council published a set of
twelve recommendations for fully developed honors colleges.1 Those
that refer to curriculum suggest that the program offer significant
course opportunities across all four years of study, that the honors cur-
riculum constitute at least twenty percent of a student’s degree pro-
gram, and that an honors thesis or project be required. Because math-
ematics is a core academic subject in most undergraduate degree pro-
grams, offering lower-division honors courses in mathematics is an
appropriate means to increase the options students have for earning
honors credits in courses that will be required for their degree
program.
The lower-division honors courses in mathematics offered every year
at the University of Texas at Arlington (UT Arlington) are an honors
mathematics course for non-science majors and Honors Calculus I and
II for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics majors.
Common questions that arise about teaching honors mathematics
courses include the following: What mathematics should be taught in a
course for honors liberal arts majors, and how can it be taught to pro-
vide an honors experience? How do instructors make a calculus course
honors? What should instructors expect from the students? After
addressing characteristics and expectations of honors students, this
article discusses ideas for creating meaningful honors experiences in
lower-level honors courses in mathematics, both for non-science majors
and for science majors. We consider first an honors course in mathe-
matics for liberal arts majors and second, an honors course in calculus.
The Honors Student
In honors calculus the students are typically freshmen who are math
or science majors. In contrast, students pursuing liberal arts majors may
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be taking their final mathematics course before graduation. In both
cases, however, by designating themselves as honors students, they have
invoked the following high expectations: Honors students should have
the desire and motivation during their undergraduate years to educate
themselves beyond the requirements of the degree they seek. They
should want to understand what they study in great depth and within a
broad context with a vision toward developing their career and becom-
ing lifelong learners. Honors students should also be actively engaged
in their learning and take ownership of their education; they should be
in a class because they want to be there.
In new groups of honors students in lower-division mathematics
courses, these qualities might not yet be well developed: the students
might not be ready to actively learn on the first day of class. The quali-
ties listed above must be taught and nurtured in the students as part of
an honors education. Honors students, like other students, have heavy
course loads and commitments outside of classes that may tempt them
to not put enough time into homework, skip class occasionally, and not
take the initiative on their own to excel to the best of their capabilities.
Instructors of honors courses need to be aware of these pressures on
the students and be armed with instructional strategies that will
develop the qualities expected of them.
Expectations of an Honors Course in Mathematics
The following are goals for any honors course in mathematics. The
institution offering these honors sections should carefully consider the
appropriate maximum class size that will allow these goals to be accom-
plished effectively.
Ownership
Honors students should become the owners of the mathematics they
study. They must take the initiative in deciding whether mathematical
statements are true or false, whether a question is worthy of investiga-
tion or not, and how new mathematical concepts should be formally
defined.
Communication
In an honors course, students should communicate and defend their
arguments, both formally and informally and both orally and in writ-
ing, to the instructor and to their classmates.
Greater Maturity
An honors course should expand the students’ view of what mathe-
matics is and how to think about it so that, after completing the course,
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students can look back and be amazed at how their mathematical matu-
rity has developed.
Broader Context
An honors course in mathematics should give the students a per-
spective on how the subject has developed and how it is still evolving.
This can include how other disciplines have influenced the develop-
ment of mathematics or how mathematics has driven advances in other
sciences or in the fields of mathematics.
Mathematics for the Honors Liberal Arts Student
Many students, even honors students, may enter mathematics
courses with a fear of the subject. In UT Arlington’s mathematics
course designed for honors liberal arts students, entitled Honors
Liberal Arts Mathematics, fear of mathematics is the invisible gorilla in
the room at the beginning of the semester. The majors most repre-
sented in this class tend to be English and journalism, and, as a whole,
the students do not project much confidence in their mathematical
ability. The course is designed, however, to allow students to discover
and explore topics in mathematics that may be completely foreign to
them and may not even seem to be mathematics at first glance. Because
of this structure, the students transcend many of their mathematical
hang-ups and open their minds to the possibility of enjoying mathe-
matics. The mathematical situations they study are often simple to state
but incredibly rich in their depth. The students encounter and interact
with mathematical areas that open problems that are understandable
by novices. Faculty members expect these students to do mathematics
that they initially believe to be far beyond their abilities, and it is amaz-
ing how they rise to the occasion.
Honors mathematics for liberal arts majors offers the opportunity to
study all sorts of mathematics that are accessible to students at the col-
lege freshman level but have been omitted from the high school math-
ematics curriculum. Books used as sources for topics, discovery prob-
lems, and projects include The Heart of Mathematics: An Invitation to
Effective Thinking, To Infinity and Beyond, and Knots and Surfaces: A Guide
to Discovering Mathematics.2 Readings are supplemented with articles
from journals such as the Mathematics Magazine, the American
Mathematical Monthly, and the Notices of the AMS and occasionally an
interesting movie on mathematics. Some of the topics that can be
included are graph theory, knot theory, the mathematics of voting, fair
division, cryptography and coding theory, Fibonacci numbers, the
Golden Rectangle, and notions of infinity.
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The course also includes a few topics that the students have either
studied or heard of, but it treats them in a new way. The following pro-
ject is a good starting point to give the students a full flavor of the course.
Activity 1: The Pythagorean Theorem
After students are reminded of the famous Pythagorean Theorem,
the first activity integrates two well-known geometric arrangements that
provide visual ways of seeing why the Pythagorean Theorem is true.
This geometric approach is taken in many textbooks, including The
Heart of Mathematics: An Invitation to Effective Thinking3 by Burger and
Starbird (2010).
The Statement
This exercise begins with the class being asked to state the theorem
and provide a few examples where the lengths of the sides are integers
(Pythagorean triples). Students invariably recall studying the
Pythagorean Theorem, and many of them are able to state it and use it
correctly. The instructor can prompt the class to suggest finding such
triples by listing the squares of the first fifteen or so positive integers
and checking to see which two squares have a sum that is equal to
another. The instructor then asks the class whether the theorem holds
for right triangles where the lengths of one or more sides are not inte-
gers and, if so, to give some examples.
The Question
The challenge now comes when the class is asked: “How do you know
that the Pythagorean Theorem is true? Is there a right triangle for
which it does not work?” For many students, this moment may be the
first time they have considered the question of why in mathematics.
Now, not only are they confronting the question, but they must discover
a solution themselves and defend their answers. The class as a whole
should have a few minutes to think about this question. The purpose of
this phase is for students to realize that throughout their study of math-
ematics, they have been using formulas without understanding why the
formulas are true. They should now be curious to find an explanation
for the Pythagorean Theorem.
Group Discovery
The students gather in groups of three to four around tables and
work with cutouts to devise a geometric proof of the Pythagorean
Theorem. The textbook by Burger and Starbird (2010) comes with a kit
that contains cutouts of four identical right triangles and one square.
These five shapes can be arranged in multiple ways. One possibility is
as a large square whose edges are the hypotenuses of four right
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triangles as in Figure 1. Another arrangement is as two concatenated
squares as in Figure 2. The groups are asked to place their cut-outs, one
set per group, on the table. For purposes of consistency in classroom
conversation, the groups agree to denote the length of the long leg of
each right triangle as a, the length of the short leg as b, and the length
of the hypotenuse as c.
The assignment is to find two ways to arrange all five shapes to pro-
duce either one or two squares and to compute the area of each of
these arrangements. After about 15 minutes, some groups will have
found both configurations, perhaps aided by focused questions from
the instructor. In calculating the areas, students will find that the area
of the large single square, as in Figure 1, is c2and that the area of the
concatenated squares, as in Figure 2, is a2 + b2.
Class Discussion
Finally, the instructor invites the students to explain how this exer-
cise provides a justification of the Pythagorean Theorem. There are
many alternative visual proofs of this theorem available in instructional
materials. The benefits of this method are that the areas to be comput-
ed are for rectangular shapes and that algebraic manipulations are
avoided, thus not frightening the students in the first activity. The two
figures below are simple renditions of these geometric visualizations of
the Pythagorean Theorem. Similar figures, in full color, may be found,
for example, in Burger and Starbird (2010).
Figure 1: Geometric Visualization of the Pythagorean Theorem—1
c
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During class discussion, the instructor should ask students to explain
how they know that Figure 1 is actually a square. They should observe
that the two angles at each corner are complementary, adding to 90º,
and that the sides all have the same length. That Figure 2 is made up of
two squares can be deduced from the first arrangement; the instructor
should make sure that the class understands how to see this
arrangement.
Writing Mathematics
To develop students’ abilities to communicate mathematics accu-
rately in writing, an assignment such as the following is a valuable exer-
cise: Explain your proof of the Pythagorean Theorem, in writing, to a
friend who may not clearly remember the theorem or be able to
explain why it is true. (a) Give a clear statement of the Pythagorean
Theorem and a few examples illustrating it. (b) Tell the reader that you
are about to give a pictorial proof of why this theorem is true, and
describe the set of cut-outs that you will use to do this. (c) Sketch the
two arrangements of the cut-outs and explain how you can determine
the area of each. (d) Explain how the Pythagorean Theorem emerges
from this sketch.
Broader Context
After seeing that Pythagorean triples, such as (3, 4, 5) and (5, 12,
13), provide integer solutions of the equation x2 + y2 = z2, the class will
have an appreciation for the question of whether the corresponding
equation, with the squares replaced by cubes, has integer solutions. The
instructor can present the problem as a challenge exercise for home-
work: find a triple of integers (x, y, z) that satisfies x3 + y3 = z3 and bring
Figure 2: Geometric Visualization of the Pythagorean Theorem—2
a
b
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it to the next class meeting. This can be assigned to one or two groups,
and other groups can be asked to find a triple satisfying xn + yn = zn for
other values of n>2.
Of course, the next class meeting may be disappointing if the num-
ber of solutions is small. This results will lead-in to a discussion of the
history behind Fermat’s Last Theorem and its eventual solution in
1992. A great way to conclude this study is by viewing The Proof, a 1997
NOVA production.4 This documentary tells the story of Fermat’s Last
Theorem in a way that can inspire and excite liberal arts students about
mathematics.
Other Variations
Students can prove the Pythagorean theorem by using other geo-
metric configurations of squares and triangles. This assignment can
serve as a bonus problem for interested students or as an end-of-class
project.
For honors students, communication is rarely a problem, but com-
municating mathematics, especially for liberal arts majors, offers a new
twist. One way in which students’ mathematical confidence grows is in
the realization that a mathematical argument does not need to consist
of a two-column proof: it can be a convincingly rigorous prose argu-
ment. Honors students love to discuss ideas, and so they naturally build
their understanding of the mathematics by verbalizing it. Hearing stu-
dents, especially those who considered themselves math-phobic at the
beginning of the semester, heatedly and reasonably arguing about
mathematics is wonderful.
Activity 2 is an adaptation to a liberal arts honors setting of materials
by Shipman that appear in Chapter 2 of Active Learning Materials for
Critical Thinking in a First Course in Real Analysis5 and in “Determining
Definitions for Comparing Cardinalities,”6 in which the author explains
in more depth the mathematical ideas and teaching strategies that she
used in creating and implementing these materials. Activity 2 illustrates
how one can structure a discussion for honors liberal arts students
about whether it is possible to take something away from a set and still
have a set of the same cardinality. The discussions integrate questions
and ideas from two activities in the references by Shipman cited above:
Relabeling doors: A dilemma in comparing quantities, and More circles or more
squares? Further activities on counting from these references that work
nicely in an honors course for liberal arts majors are Handing out cards
and An orange tiger.
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Activity 2: The Counting Numbers and the Even Counting Numbers
The Context
Instructors can present this exercise before any discussion of finite
or infinite cardinalities. Traditionally, before instructors introduce infi-
nite cardinalities, they show students that when comparing two finite
sets, they can determine that the sets have the same size by construct-
ing a one-to-one pairing between them rather than counting each set
and comparing the two numbers. Presenting the following exercise
before any discussion of one-to-one correspondences gives honors stu-
dents the opportunity to explore their own notions about counting and
come up with their own arguments and ideas before being exposed to
the ways that mathematicians have, after decades of work, agreed to
understand counting.
The Question
Does the set of counting numbers {1, 2, 3, . . . }, which we denote by N, con-
tain a greater quantity of elements than the set of even counting numbers, 
2N = {2, 4, 6, . . . }? The students should offer their initial opinions so
that they can discuss various points of view.
Initial Responses
The following are three common responses. (1) No, because both
sets are infinite. (2) Yes, because N contains twice as many numbers as
2N. (3) It does not make sense to compare the sizes of infinite sets. The
instructor will recognize a misconception about cardinality in each of
these responses. The first correctly claims that N is not larger than 2N
but incorrectly attributes this conclusion to the fact that both sets are
infinite. The second response incorrectly assumes that a proper subset
has a smaller cardinality than the original set. It also fails to recognize
that the magnitudes of the numbers in a set has no influence on how
many elements there are. The third response tries to avoid both dilem-
mas by claiming that comparing the sizes of two infinite sets is not rea-
sonable. These three responses should be written on the board for the
class to consider in the next step.
Group Discussion
The class may now discuss these options in groups of four. The
assignment is for each person in the group to make a clear argument
for or against each of the three responses and to present these argu-
ments to the group. The students should base their arguments on clear
mathematical reasons rather than on personal opinions or emotional
inclinations. The goal is for each group to decide on one of the
responses and, together, to formulate an argument to present to the
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class. The group should also formulate a clear argument against each
of the other two responses. If a group remains sharply divided, then the
members should craft two dissenting opinions. All arguments, once
agreed upon by the group, should be expressed clearly in writing. This
part of the exercise may take up to twenty minutes.
Presentation of Arguments
Once all the groups have produced their written statements, each
group should write the argument for its chosen position on the board
under the statement it supports and give a brief explanation. Even if
one group’s explanation seems to mirror the argument that has already
been recorded, the group should still write it down since slight changes
in wording may have dramatic effects on meaning. After all the groups
have recorded their statements, the counter-arguments can be pre-
sented and recorded, perhaps in a different color, under the support-
ing arguments for each statement.
Reflection
After hearing all arguments for and against each of the three initial
responses, the students should quietly reflect for a few minutes on what
they have heard and possibly modify their positions. Instructors will
also need some time to reflect on what the class has said in order to
make a logical transition to the next stage of the exercise. Usually the
groups articulate one or two strongly stated arguments for and against
each of the first two responses. Some key opinions that the students will
have presented take into account what the numbers in each set are
rather than focusing exclusively on how many there are. This observa-
tion is the motivation for the next sequence of questions.
Further Questions
Instructors can now direct the class as a whole to the following ques-
tions: Do the names of the people on a committee affect how many
there are? Do the heights of the houses in a neighborhood affect how
many there are? Do the sets {3, 6, 9, . . . , 300} and {5, 10, 15, . . . , 500}
have the same size? How can you explain your answers? Students will
generally agree about the answers to the first two questions : “No. What
the items are does not affect how many there are.” The students should
then recognize without much help that constructing a one-to-one pair-
ing between two sets in the third question is an intuitive and natural
way to show that one set contains exactly as many elements as the other.
Armed with this observation and a clear acceptance that what the mem-
bers of a set are does not affect their quantity, the students are ready to
accept as reasonable and correct the following definition.
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Definition 1: Two nonempty collections have the same cardinality if
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between them. 
Instructors should ask the class to give examples of collections or sets
that have the same cardinality according to this definition. Most stu-
dents will see an obvious pairing between N and 2N (pairing a natural
number k with 2k) and conclude correctly that the sets have the same
cardinality. It is instructive here to offer the counter-argument that 2N
can be mapped into N by sending n to n. Does this contradict the defi-
nition? This discussion provides a good opportunity to emphasize the
importance of carefully reading mathematical statements.
Checking Students’ Confidence
The following true/false question tests students’ acceptance of the
perhaps unintuitive outcomes of Definition 1: True or False? After all the
work that mathematicians have put into comparing infinite cardinalities, it is
still true that there is a greater quantity of counting numbers than even count-
ing numbers. Even after working through Activity 2 up to this point,
some students may admit that they still secretly believe that there is a
greater quantity of counting numbers than even counting numbers,
despite openly acknowledging that the two sets have the same size by
Definition 1. The activity More Circles or More Squares? in Determining
Definitions for Comparing Cardinalities (Shipman, 2012) is designed to
help students out of this uncomfortable position. The investigation that
follows is a simplified version of this activity for liberal arts honors stu-
dents. It will help them to dispel any lingering belief that the counting
numbers should be more numerous than the even counting numbers.
First, the class is divided into two groups. For the purpose of the
exercise, Group 1 takes the position that the counting numbers are
more numerous than the even counting numbers, and Group 2 takes
the position that these two sets of numbers have the same size.
The students are asked to imagine that we have infinitely many solid
circles and infinitely many solid squares (made of cardboard, for exam-
ple). Each circle is white on one side and black on the other side. On
the white side, the circles are numbered in black by the counting num-
bers. On the black side of each circle, the number 2k is written in white,
where k is the number that appears on the opposite side. (For example,
the circle with the number 5 written on its white side has the number
10 written on its black side.) The squares are colored and numbered in
the same way.
Now imagine that the circles and squares are lined up on an infi-
nitely long piece of glass. Figure 1 shows the view from the front of the
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window, exhibiting the white sides of the circles and the black sides of
the squares.
The students now think quietly about the following question before
answering it:
Question: Judging by the position that your group has been asked to
take, and looking at the numbers in figure, which are more numerous:
the circles, the squares, or neither?
Group 1 will find the circles to be more numerous while Group 2 will
conclude that the two sets have the same size.
The class then views the display from the back side and answers the
question again:
From this perspective, Group 1 now finds the squares to be more
numerous while Group 2 finds again that the two sets have the same size.
Figure 3: Front View (white sides of circles and black sides of squares)
Reprinted by permission of the publisher (Taylor & Francis Ltd, <http://www.tandf.
co.uk/journals>) from B.A. Shipman, “Determining Definitions for Comparing
Cardinalities,” Problems, Resources, and Issues in Undergraduate Mathematics Studies 22, no.
3 (2012): 239–254.
Figure 4: Back View (black sides of circles and white sides of squares)
Reprinted by permission of the publisher (Taylor & Francis Ltd, <http://www.tandf.
co.uk/journals>) from B.A. Shipman, “Determining Definitions for Comparing
Cardinalities,” Problems, Resources, and Issues in Undergraduate Mathematics Studies 22, no.
3 (2012): 239–254.
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Conclusion
The class will see that the position of Group 1 (that the counting
numbers are more numerous than the even counting numbers) gives
contradictory answers, depending on which side of the window one is
viewing, while the position of Group 2 (that the two sets have the same
size) gives the same answer from both perspectives. This situation pro-
vides convincing grounds for liberal arts students to abandon the
deceiving perception that the counting numbers are more numerous
than even counting numbers and to accept Definition 1 as the “right”
way to compare cardinalities.
A final phase of Activity 2 is to have the students decide whether
comparing the sizes of infinite sets is an interesting question or whether
it even makes sense to talk about it. Additional questions may be con-
sidered in a similar manner: Are some infinite sets larger than others?
If more elements are added to an infinite set, must the set become larg-
er? What do “larger” and “smaller” mean in terms of infinite sets?
Through discussions like these, instructors can lead students to for-
mulate reasonable and self-consistent definitions of mathematical con-
cepts. They will recognize that they have no alternative but to accept
the often counterintuitive outcomes: there are exactly as many even
integers as integers, and there are exactly as many numbers between 0
and 1 as there are on the whole infinite real line. Someone encounter-
ing such statements for the first time may think that mathematics is sim-
ply outlandish, but these honors students, from any major, can now
offer solid explanations for why these outcomes, strange as they may
seem, are indeed properties of infinite sets.
Two essays, “Cantor’s New Look at the Infinite” and “To Infinity and
Beyond” from the collection of essays in To Infinity and Beyond,7 offer a
historical perspective on the development of the mathematical concept
of cardinality. In reading them, students are relieved to learn that the
same questions that gave them headaches in class gave the most bril-
liant mathematicians at least as hard a time and caused at least as many
arguments among them. Even Leopold Kronecker, Georg Cantor’s
mentor, refused to accept Cantor’s rigorous and ingenuous formula-
tion of cardinality. For more on the intriguing topic of infinity,
Jorgensen and Shipman’s Limits of Infinite Processes for Liberal Arts Majors:
Two Classic Examples8 offers engaging classroom activities that recast
complex ideas on limits into settings that are tangible and visual, open-
ing up new ways of mathematical thinking for the honors liberal arts
student.
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In Honors Liberal Arts Mathematics, students also learn to write
mathematics with precision and clarity so that someone who does not
already know the mathematics can read their work and understand the
question, the method of solution, and the conclusion. Giving writing
assignments to groups of two or three students allows them to check
each other’s writing for completeness and clarity. A writing assignment
is usually based on a problem that has been discussed at length in class;
thus the students have already explained their solutions verbally. The
paper should include the following components.
Statement of Purpose
The introduction should state the purpose of the paper, which could
be to present a mathematical problem, explain its solution, or verify
that the solution works, and give examples to illustrate the results.
Statement of the Problem
This section should include, as appropriate, clearly labeled dia-
grams, definitions of concepts used in stating the problem, and a few
illustrative examples.
Definitions
Before solving equations or analyzing a table or diagram, writers
must tell their readers what the equations mean and what the entries
and notations in the table or diagram are. This section should define
all variables, with units if appropriate, and state the meaning of any
equations, tables, or diagrams that will be considered.
Explanation of the Solution
The writers must take the readers carefully through each step of the
solution because they must assume that the readers do not already
know how to solve the problem.
Statement of the Result
After guiding readers through the solution and arriving at the final
result, the writers should clearly state what has just been shown. This
section will confirm that the arguments presented have indeed
answered the problem posed at the beginning.
Verification of the Solution
Unless the problem is to prove a statement, checking the solution in
some way is usually possible. This may be as simple as plugging in the
answer to see that it works or it may involve verifying a strategy for 
winning a game by testing it on examples that cover a variety of possi-
ble cases.
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In writing projects such as these, instructors have the opportunity to
help the students, many of whom are English majors, to write precisely.
What the students write should express what they mean, but often it
does not. To help with this problem, one may assign shorter writing
exercises in which students work in small groups to formulate in writ-
ing, without the help of the textbook or notes, a definition or mathe-
matical result that has either been discussed previously in class or that
they have seen in their previous mathematics education.
The task may be writing down what it means for a number to be
prime or explaining clearly in writing how to put a fraction into lowest
terms. Other challenges are to give a good definition of a function and
to state in writing, without equations, what a circle is. Students can
experiment with writing a clear algorithm to find the least common
multiple or the greatest common divisor of two positive integers.
After each group has produced a written statement, the students
should write them on the board. Each statement should be read care-
fully and taken at face value for exactly what it says, without interpret-
ing it according to what the writer meant to say or according to what
the readers believe that the writers meant. When a statement does not
correctly express what is being defined, the instructor should present
examples that satisfy what is written but do not correspond with what is
intended. An example follows Statement A: To find the greatest com-
mon divisor of two positive integers, multiply the factors that go into
both numbers. This claim means, then, that to find the greatest com-
mon divisor of 12 and 18, one must multiply 2, 3, and 6 to obtain 36.
The students will readily agree that this statement is not correct but that
this process is what the statement says to do. They might then modify
this to Statement B: To find the greatest common divisor of two positive
integers, multiply the prime factors that go into both integers. Now, to
find the greatest common divisor of 24 and 36, Statement B instructs
students to multiply 2 and 3 to obtain 6. The students will agree that
this process is not correct either, and the discussion continues until the
students write a correct statement.
After weeks of working together in this way, students will come to
know each other well and will find peers with common interests and
goals. The class often culminates in formal small group presentations
on topics chosen by the groups. Some topics on which students have
become the house experts include chaos, interconnections between
mathematics and music, deciphering bar-codes, and the role of game
theory in jury selection and medical decision-making.
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Honors Calculus
The second major component of the lower-division honors experi-
ence in mathematics is Honors Calculus. A sequence of Honors
Calculus courses is a wonderful opportunity to build a mathematical
learning community among students. Many honors freshmen entering
a college or university may not yet be sure what their career goals or
major will be but will want to take enriched courses such as Honors
Calculus. Indeed, this course may be for many honors students, of any
potential major, a first experience in seeing, discovering, and under-
standing the richness of ideas that mathematics has to offer.
UT Arlington offers a year-long sequence, Calculus I and Calculus II,
as honors courses. Roughly the same group of students takes both
semesters of the course, so they receive an academic year of exposure
to the same instructor and the same peers. Many of the students share
common schedules in their other courses as well. Thus, the learning
community fostered in their calculus course spills over and supports
interactions in their other courses.
In a traditional calculus class, students spend much of the time
understanding and practicing techniques for the computation of limits,
derivatives, and integrals. As all mathematics instructors know, students
can quite easily mistake the forest for the trees. In an honors course,
instructors have the luxury of expecting and requiring the students to
reflect upon and understand how the topics fit into their cumulative
mathematical knowledge. All four primary expectations of an honors
mathematics course can be developed in the context of an Honors
Calculus sequence: ownership, communication, mathematical maturi-
ty, and broader context. While one instructor may choose a reform cal-
culus text,9 another may use a more standard text.10 Shipman’s “A
Comparative Study of Definitions on Limit and Continuity”11 is an addi-
tional resource well-suited for honors calculus; it takes a penetrating
look at definitions on limit and continuity in a way that will prod stu-
dents to think carefully about how every part of a definition is con-
structed.
The structure of the course rather than the textbook, however, pro-
vides the enrichment expected in an honors class. Each week of Honors
Calculus consists of three hours of lecture and two hours of lab. Instead
of conducting recitation in the traditional way by simply going over
homework problems, instructors base each lab session on a worksheet
of problems that they construct; these problems are much more chal-
lenging and far-reaching than those assigned from the textbook, and
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numerous resources for engaging projects, problems, and lab work-
sheets on topics in calculus are available.12 In the labs, the students work
in small, self-selected groups to find satisfactory solutions to the prob-
lems. The instructors serve as facilitators, posing questions that help
the students gain a deep understanding of the problems but rarely
answering questions. This approach serves many purposes. First, the
students develop working relationships with the other students in class,
relationships that will carry through to other courses that they will take
together. Second, the students develop a sense of mathematical confi-
dence. Because they become accustomed to instructors responding to
all of their questions with more questions, they develop an ability to
know when they are on the right track and begin to answer their own
leading questions. This lab structure is modeled in part after the format
utilized by the Emerging Scholars Program at the University of Texas at
Austin and the MathExcel Program at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln. Epperson’s seminal and widely disseminated set of work-
sheets13 for these programs served as a catalyst for worksheets devel-
oped for this setting. To emphasize accountability, all students must
submit their solutions to the lab worksheets the following week.
In one type of problem considered in the lab sessions, the students
play the role of the teacher in that they need to create problems or find
examples fitting specifications to illustrate key ideas. By building their
own examples rather than simply applying theorems or results derived
in class, the honors students develop a more complete understanding
of the concepts and an ownership of those ideas. The following exam-
ple is typical of the problems found in the reform calculus text or the
worksheets referred to above.
Example 1: A Sum Rule for Non-Existent Limits?
The Problem
Do there exist two functions f(x) and g(x)and a constant c such that lim f(x)
does not exist, lim g(x) does not exist, but lim (f(x) + g(x)) does exist? Either find
an example, or prove that no such example exists.
To solve this problem, students must know more than how to com-
pute a limit: the students must put their knowledge of functions into
the context of limits to try to create a counterexample to a common
mistaken theorem that calculus students often try to apply. First, they
must think about how to build a function for which the limit does not
exist at some value x = c. Then they need to consider how they can fix
the bad behavior by adding another function. This problem can be
adapted or expanded by considering a different limit rule, e.g., the
xgc xgc
xgc
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limit of the product of functions or the limit of the composition of
functions, and also by changing the limit behavior of the constituent
functions. There are infinitely many solutions to this problem, but one
simple solution is to let f(x) = and g(x) = - and consider their behav-
ior at x = 0.
A second type of problem emphasized on the lab worksheets asks stu-
dents to explain concepts in their own words: Give an explanation of the
Mean Value Theorem that a pre-calculus student could understand. Your expla-
nation should be both verbal and pictorial. These may also be interpretation
problems explaining what a derivative means. The reform calculus text-
book Calculus: Single Variable by Hughes-Hallett et al. offers many prob-
lems of this kind. One such example taken from the Hughes-Hallett
text is the following:
Example 2: A Derivative in Practical Terms
The Problem
A company’s revenue from computer sales, R, measured in thousands of dol-
lars, is a function of advertising expenditure, a, also measured in thousands of
dollars. Suppose R = f(a). Explain what the statement f ’(301) = 2 means in
practical terms.
It is important, especially on these interpretation problems, to
require the students to really answer the question. Students will often
solve the previous problem by saying that f’(301) = 2 means the deriva-
tive of f at 301 is 2. The instructor’s job is to draw out the answer by ask-
ing a sequence of scaffolding questions that guide the groups to fully
consider the problem. For example, what are the units of the number
301? What are the units of the number 2? What does f measure? Do you
have any information about the value of f(301)? Do you need it? How
would the computer company use information about f’? If the compa-
ny is already spending $301,000 on advertising, would it be wise for the
company to increase its advertising expenditures? If, f’(301) = 0.3,
would your answer to the previous question change?
A complete answer to this problem should include the following
information: f’(301) = 2 means that if the company is already spending
$301,000 on advertising and it spends a little bit more on advertising, it
would expect its revenue to increase by approximately twice the
amount of increase in advertising expenditure. For instance, if it
spends $301,100 on advertising, it would expect its revenue to go up by
about $200, so it would make back the extra $100 it spent on advertis-
ing, plus $100 more.
These problems seek to make connections between the computa-
tional and conceptual ideas of calculus and hone the honors students’
1
x
1
x
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abilities to communicate and to justify their perceptions. Instructors
should expect students to periodically present their ideas and solutions
to problems to the rest of the class, further reinforcing the need to
communicate mathematics. To encourage the students to keep up with
the regular homework assignments, one lab each week starts with ten
to twenty minutes of presentations of homework problems by students.
Instructors can select three homework problems assigned the previous
week. The students do not know ahead of time which problems will be
presented. Three randomly selected students present their homework
problems. During the semester, each student will have the opportunity
to present.
The following grading scheme has worked well. If students are not at
lab that day, they earn zero points for the presentation. If students are
at lab but do not feel ready or willing to present the requested problem,
they earn two points for attendance. Five points are awarded if a stu-
dent presents a solution. The atmosphere during the presentations
should not be stressful or pressured. They are opportunities for the stu-
dents to practice communicating mathematics and refining their solu-
tions. Again, emphasizing that mathematics needs to be communicated
and that students who present their work to others often find mistakes
is important. This practice mirrors the way professional mathemati-
cians work and make discoveries.
A major component of the Honors Calculus I and Calculus II courses
is an extensive collaborative project culminating in a professionally
written report. The students work in small groups of four, and most of
their work on this project is done outside of class. The groups are
chosen by the instructor to ensure that each group contains students
with different abilities and that the students’ schedules align for at least
two available working hours each week. All the groups work on the
same project. The students have a month and a half to complete the
project, and the final product must demonstrate high mathematical
quality and be well written.
Crucial to the success of these group projects is constructing a time-
line for completion. A minimal timeline should include a date for an
initial meeting with the instructor to discuss the group’s preliminary
ideas, the date by which the first draft is due to be submitted and
reviewed, and the final submission date. Each group submits a single
final paper, which should be mathematically typeset and include appro-
priate diagrams. Students should be encouraged to address their paper
to a reader who is superior to them in position, a supervisor for
instance, but equal to them in knowledge of calculus. In addition, their
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paper should be rich in context, explanation, and prose. Often stu-
dents expect that a mathematical paper should look like the solution to
a homework problem with nothing but numbers and symbols.
Presenting the students with a model project write-up from a previous
semester or a sample of exemplary mathematical writing at the college
level is helpful.
Many sources offer rich calculus project problems.14 A recent
Calculus I group project, for example, was based on designing a sus-
pension bridge to satisfy prescribed dimensions. The students needed
to determine the length of a catenary supporting the bridge, using only
their knowledge of Calculus I. They had not yet encountered the arc
length formula, and through the project, the students developed the
formula. Another Calculus I project involved measuring the volume of
wine in a barrel with a bung rod after finding the optimal barrel dimen-
sions.15 A recent Calculus II project had the groups finding the gener-
ating function of the Fibonacci sequence via Taylor series, and another
revolved around employing power series and clever use of trigonomet-
ric identities to find more efficient ways to compute many digits of pi.
Such group projects reinforce the cooperative atmosphere of the class-
room, requiring the students to work together extensively on their own
time. The final papers the groups produce are often creative and enter-
taining to read, which is always a delight for the instructors.
Anecdotal evidence of the successful creation of an atmosphere of
enjoyable community learning occurred during the final exam period
for the Honors Calculus I class in Fall 2006. Lying in wait to celebrate
their final exam by blowing bubbles, the students surprised their pro-
fessor by decorating a room with streamers and confetti and providing
a buffet of home-baked cupcakes. The students truly feel that the class
is their own and that their peers are their collaborators, defining a true
honors experience in mathematics that will likely remain a highlight
for the students for the rest of their undergraduate careers.
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Chapter 10
STATISTICS IN HONORS: 
TEACHING STUDENTS TO SEPARATE
TRUTH FROM “DAMNED LIES”
LISA W. KAY
Introduction
H. G. Wells reportedly once said, “Statistical thinking will one day be
as necessary for efficient citizenship as the ability to read and write.”1
People need to have a basic understanding of fundamental statistical
concepts because they are constantly bombarded with quantitative
information in the media. In many cases everyday activities like reading
the newspaper require statistical thinking if people are to process the
given information intelligently. Understanding the risks associated with
taking a new medication, for example, requires a rudimentary knowl-
edge of probability.
A few years ago, the author proposed a statistics course as a junior-
level elective for the Eastern Kentucky University (EKU) Honors
Program because statistical thinking is particularly crucial for honors
students. They need to be able to use quantitative information to sup-
port or refute arguments, and honors students often need statistics in
their theses. At times senior thesis presentations contain statistical atroc-
ities: the use of voluntary response samples, which produce biased
results; the inclusion of flawed graphical depictions of data; and the mis-
use of statistical terminology. A statistics course in honors offered at the
junior level should reduce the number of such errors in senior work.
Design of the Course
As an alumna of the program, the author knew that she wanted to
propose a course that features some of the program’s hallmarks: an
interdisciplinary theme, team teaching, and panel presentations. In
addition, the course should include the recommended characteristics
found in the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics
Education (GAISE) <http://www.amstat.org/education/gaise/>:
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• Emphasize statistical literacy and develop statistical thinking;
• Use real data;
• Stress conceptual understanding rather than mere knowledge of
procedures;
• Foster active learning in the classroom;
• Use technology for developing conceptual understanding and ana-
lyzing data;
• Use assessments to improve and evaluate student learning.
The field of statistics is inherently interdisciplinary because real data
always exist in the context of some other field. Many different fields typ-
ically represented on a college campus could be appropriately paired
with statistics in an interdisciplinary honors course. At the beginning of
the course development process, the author contacted a professor from
the Department of Government, and the two agreed to design the
course together. They wanted to incorporate some of the elements of
the Chance course that originated at Dartmouth College and to
emphasize the prominent role that statistics play in people’s lives:
“Governed by Chance” seemed like an appropriate title for the course.2
One of the first decisions the teachers attacked when designing the
course was that of textbook selection. The author knew that David S.
Moore had tagged his Statistics: Concepts and Controversies as a liberal arts
approach to introductory statistics, so it was chosen as the primary sta-
tistics text.3 Moore’s book focuses on concepts, requires little mathe-
matical background to read, emphasizes the need for an understanding
of statistics in everyday life, and includes some specific examples of the
use of statistics in government. Having a textbook that emphasizes con-
cepts over computations is essential in an honors statistics class in which
the primary audience consists of non-majors. The instructors also
wanted a text that would promote discussion about the use and abuse
of statistics in contemporary situations. They examined Tainted Truth:
The Manipulation of Fact in America4 and It Ain’t Necessarily So: How Media
Make and Unmake the Scientific Picture of Reality5 but ultimately settled on
a more recent book, Joel Best’s More Damned Lies and Statistics: How
Numbers Confuse Public Issues.6 Best illuminates many common misper-
ceptions, and he highlights the role that the media play in promulgat-
ing such misperceptions. Since the honors students at EKU have book
scholarships, the instructors added a book that is used sometimes in
Chance classes: Edward Tufte’s The Visual Display of Quantitative
Information.7 Tufte provides views on the ways in which graphical
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displays can be deceptive, and he gives readers advice regarding the
creation of aesthetically pleasing graphics.
While the class covered several chapters of Tufte’s book the first time
the course was offered in the fall of 2005, the instructors decided to use
only one chapter of the book in the second iteration of the course in
2007. Although the material is interesting and is something not typi-
cally seen in a standard statistics course, it did not contribute much to
the government/statistics theme. The teachers continued to use the
Moore and Best books (Moore had released a new edition and added
co-author Notz) and added Quantitative Methods in Practice: Readings
from PS in order to inject more government content in the course.8
(The 2007 syllabus is available in the Appendix.)
The texts introduced statistical topics like data production, describ-
ing data with graphs and with numerical summaries, relationships
among variables, probability, and inference. By the end of the course,
students could collect data in proper ways and recognize flawed data
collection methods; create accurate, uncluttered graphs to describe
data; compute basic numerical summaries; understand that association
does not imply causation; have a sense of the meaning of randomness;
calculate and interpret simple probabilities; and draw conclusions
about a population based on information contained in a sample. One
goal of any statistics course is helping the students to develop a healthy
level of skepticism and a feel for what is reasonable. That students can
read an article that contains statistical information and then ask the
appropriate questions to establish the legitimacy of what is presented is
important.
To promote the development of these skills, the instructors incorpo-
rated one of the aspects of Chance classes: inviting guest speakers. Early
in the fall semester of 2005, a librarian spoke to the class about sources
of statistical information and how to determine whether a source is reli-
able. The Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the time was also
Professor of Geography, and he gave a presentation to the class about
the inclusion of statistical information in maps, including a discussion
of the famous map of Napoleon’s March by Charles Joseph Minard.9
The dean’s lecture dovetailed nicely with the course material from
Tufte’s book. Also in the fall of 2005, Dr. Boyd Haley,10 a controversial
figure and Professor of Chemistry from the University of Kentucky,
spoke to the class about his research that suggests a link between mer-
cury and certain disorders such as autism. This presentation gave the
students the opportunity to make judgments about quantitative infor-
mation that conflicts with standard evidence reported by government
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entities. In the 2007 version of the course, Trey Grayson, Kentucky’s
Secretary of State, addressed students regarding the use of statistics in
government.11 Although efforts to spend more time on government
examples resulted in the inclusion of fewer speakers in 2007, the pre-
sentations by guest speakers seemed to be a positive facet of the course,
exposing students to a variety of viewpoints and reminding them of the
responsible citizen’s need for quantitative literacy.
The inclusion of active learning and real-life examples in an honors
statistics course keeps the students engaged, provides students with
greater insight into challenging concepts, and emphasizes the need for
quantitative literacy. For both iterations of Governed by Chance, the
instructors devoted some time to hands-on activities. These activities
included “Random Rectangles”;12 creation of a human histogram to
describe the height distribution in the class; and a regression activity
involving Slinky® toys, baskets, and candy. The instructors also regularly
brought recent articles to class to demonstrate the relevance of statisti-
cal knowledge in today’s society and particularly in the field of political
science. Activities and discussions surrounding timely topics contribute
to a lively atmosphere in which the exchange of ideas is not only wel-
come but expected.
Another important aspect of any statistics course is the utilization of
technology. The teachers employed Minitab® <http://www.minitab.
com/> and, to a lesser extent, Excel. (Excel is not ideal for statistical
analysis, but it may be the only package with statistical features to which
some alumni will have access in their future jobs.) There are other sta-
tistical software packages available for use in the classroom, such as
SPSS® <http://www.spss.com/>, JMP® <http://www.jmp.com/>, and
the freeware package R <http://www.r-project.org/>. The instructors
also expected all students to have scientific calculators, preferably with
two-variable statistical functions. For an honors statistics class com-
prised of non-majors, a menu-driven package like Minitab would work
better than a command-driven package like R.
Challenges and Opportunities for Improvement
When Governed by Chance was first offered as an honors course, it
was cross-listed as both a statistics course (with the STA prefix) and a
political science course (with the POL prefix). No one enrolled in the
course with the STA prefix, but many students signed up for the POL
version—they comprised the majority of the class. In fact, only a few
honors students were enrolled. The political science students had little
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interest in statistics and, not surprisingly, wanted more government
content. The instructors decided not to cross-list the course when it was
offered a second time. The honors students had a better understand-
ing of the interdisciplinary nature of the class at the beginning of the
semester and, hence, more realistic expectations about what they would
encounter. While the author would not rule out cross-listing the course
in the future, she thinks it would be more successful if the depart-
ment(s) in question used a new course number and a course descrip-
tion that captures the spirit of the course rather than a generic seminar
course description.
Dealing with the variability in the students’ statistical backgrounds
was also challenging. Many students enrolled in Governed by Chance
had taken no more than the most basic mathematics course offered at
EKU while some students had taken or were enrolled concurrently in
introductory statistics courses. Some students felt that the material was
challenging, whereas others were bored when the instructors intro-
duced concepts they had already seen. This variation is not surprising,
but it is not an issue that an instructor typically faces while teaching an
introductory statistics course. Inclusion of more writing and interdisci-
plinary discussions in the course might help to bridge this gap that
exists between mathematically inclined students and students whose
majors do not require quantitative courses.
Some of the students who took Governed by Chance made some
negative comments on the teaching evaluation forms regarding the
team teaching. Evidently, they were uncomfortable whenever the
instructors expressed differing views or used different terminology.
This team-teaching issue is not unique to this particular course; natu-
rally, an educator from the mathematical sciences and one from the
social sciences would have different perspectives and use different jar-
gon. While it is acceptable, and maybe even desirable, for the students
to be uncomfortable at times, students should, nevertheless, emerge
from their undergraduate years with the understanding that two oppos-
ing viewpoints do not necessarily have to be labeled as “right” and
“wrong.” Perhaps addressing this issue at the beginning of the semester
would encourage students to view the instructors’ differing perspectives
in a positive light.
The instructors required group projects and presentations in both
iterations of Governed by Chance. Of course, they encountered some
of the typical challenges that come with assigning group work: some
groups have inequities in workload among group members; it can be a
race against time to complete the projects by the end of the semester;
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and the instructors must spend a significant amount of time providing
the groups with guidance. One surprising element of the group pro-
jects was how much guidance some of the students wanted, especially
since they were free to choose any topic that combined statistics and
government/political science. Having that much creative freedom was
disconcerting to some students; they wanted the teachers to select their
topics for them. Reminding the students that this project could con-
tribute to preparing them for other honors courses and senior theses
might elicit more positive responses.
EKU requires that all courses approved for General Education be
assessed at least once every two years. Information about EKU’s assess-
ment process and rubrics can be found at <http://www.gened.eku.
edu/course-assessment-information>. The instructors assessed the
course in the fall of 2007, using several questions on the final exam.
The results indicated that the students were prepared to approach
problems or questions with logical strategies and to perform necessary
mathematical operations. The assessment results also suggested that
the instructors needed to adjust their syllabus to spend more time on
the interpretation of inferential procedures.
The Future
The author would like to find ways to inject more government con-
tent into the course without sacrificing the statistical content or the
group work. She thinks that one way to accomplish this goal would be
to replace some of the examples used in class with examples that are
based upon government or political science data sets. In future itera-
tions of the course, the instructor would also like to find fresh activities
and examples that will hold the attention of students who have some
prior statistical knowledge.
While not willing to give up the interactive team teaching or the
group projects, the instructors would, however, like to identify avenues
for helping students to understand the justifications behind and bene-
fits of these processes. Recently, the author worked with a professor
from Family and Consumer Sciences to develop another course. The
author hopes to offer the class as a seminar in which the instructors will
teach students how to use statistics for advocacy in the community, and
the honors program has acquired service-learning status for the course.
The author is considering using a book from the Workshop Statistics
series as one of the texts.13
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Resources
An abundance of resources can aid faculty in the development of
courses that promote statistical thinking. As noted previously, all
courses with statistical content should adhere to the GAISE guidelines.
The full GAISE College Report can be found at <http://www.amstat.
org/education/gaise/>, and it provides specific suggestions about how
to incorporate the guidelines in college courses.
The American Statistical Association enumerates resources for
instructors of undergraduate statistics courses at <http://www.amstat.
org/education/index.cfm?fuseaction=undergrad>. The Mathematical
Association of America Special Interest Group on Statistics Education
also presents resources for statistics teachers at <http://www07.home
page.villanova.edu/michael.posner/sigmaastated/>. Both the Joint
Statistical Meetings and the Joint Mathematics Meetings provide oppor-
tunities for statistics instructors to exchange ideas.
Information about Chance classes, including sample syllabi and lec-
tures, can be found at <http://www.dartmouth.edu/~chance/>. The
Science Education for New Civic Engagements and Responsibilities
(SENCER) provides detailed information on several model courses that
involve statistics at <http://www.sencer.net/Resources/models.cfm>.
SENCER also offers Summer Institutes for teachers, administrators,
and students. (See Chapter 4 in this monograph.) The website for the
Consortium for the Advancement of Undergraduate Statistics
Education (CAUSE) <http://www.causeweb.org/> has a vast array of
resources for statistics educators. This site also gives information about
the United States Conference on Teaching Statistics (USCOTS), the
Electronic Conference On Teaching Statistics (eCOTS), and upcoming
webinars. Held in odd-numbered years, USCOTS is a fantastic confer-
ence for statistics educators, and eCOTS is a new virtual conference
that will occur during even-numbered years. The Assessment Resource
Tools for Improving Statistical Thinking (ARTIST) site at <https://
apps3.cehd.umn.edu/artist/> provides instructors with assessment
resources for introductory statistics courses.
Conclusion
Honors statistics educators want to produce honors graduates who
are quantitatively literate consumers and producers of data. Honors
students need statistical skills for completion of coursework and theses
as well as for responsible citizenship. The honors program can provide
students with some of these skills through elective courses that offer a
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more thought-provoking survey of important statistical issues than stan-
dard introductory courses in statistics.
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APPENDIX:
Section I. Syllabus
HONORS PROGRAM
SYLLABUS
HON 304/HON 312 3 credit hours
Description
Florence Nightingale once said, “To understand God’s thoughts we
must study statistics, for these are the measure of his purpose.” In this
course, we will examine ways of summarizing and analyzing data, and
we will discuss how statistical information influences our society and
the way we function in it. We will study descriptive statistics, including
numerical and graphical summaries of data; sampling; experiments;
data ethics; assessment of statistics in the media; political polls; linear
correlation and regression; government statistics; introduction to ele-
mentary concepts of probability; and an introduction to confidence
intervals and hypothesis testing.
This course will present statistical concepts to students through current
events, personal experiences, real-life applications, activities, and possi-
bly guest lectures. There will be an emphasis on government statistics.
Concepts will be emphasized over mathematical formulas, and software
packages will be used.
General Education Goals and the Course
Students will be able to
• Use appropriate methods of critical thinking and quantitative rea-
soning to examine issues and to identify solutions (General
Education Goal 2).
• Analyze the social and behavioral influences that explain how people
relate to each other, to institutions, and to communities (General
Education Goal 4).
• Distinguish the methods that underlie the search for knowledge in
the arts, humanities, natural sciences, history, and social and behav-
ioral sciences (General Education Goal 7).
• Integrate statistical knowledge that will deepen their understanding
of, and will inform their own choices about, issues of personal and
public importance (General Education Goal 8).
In particular, the General Education Objectives for achieving Goal 2
include the following:
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1. Using mathematical methods to state and solve quantitative prob-
lems, including those stated in verbal form.
2. Using numerical and graphical data to make reasonable and valid
conclusions.
3. Applying mathematical methods to real-life problems.
Course-Specific Student Learning Objectives
1. Students will demonstrate their ability to gather, synthesize, and crit-
ically analyze information in a well-written format. This will be veri-
fied through course assignments, quizzes, projects, and exams.
2. Students will demonstrate their understanding of statistics and its
relationship to other areas of human concern. This will be verified
through course assignments, quizzes, projects, exams, and a group
presentation.
3. Students will demonstrate their understanding of government and
its relationship to other areas of human concern. This will be veri-
fied through course participation, exams, projects, and a group 
presentation.
4. Students will verbally articulate complex information in an interest-
ing presentation. This will be verified through class participation and
a final group oral presentation.
Course Supplies
1. Texts
Statistics: Concepts and Controversies, 6th Edition, by David S. Moore &
William I. Notz, 2006.
More Damned Lies and Statistics: How Numbers Confuse Public Issues, by
Joel Best, 2004.
Quantitative Methods in Practice: Readings from PS, Edited by David A.
Rochefort, 2006.
2. Other sources of information
Daily newspapers
Magazines
Websites
Visual Display of Quantitative Information, 2nd Edition, by Edward R.
Tufte, 2001.
3. Calculator
A scientific calculator with statistical functions
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Course Requirements and Grading Procedure
Activities/Participation 100 points
Quizzes (3) 150 points
Projects (Approx. 4) 200 points
Exams (3) 300 points
Group Project/Panel Presentation 100 points
Final Exam 150 points
Total 1000 points
Section II. Suggested Readings
Best, Joel. More Damned Lies and Statistics: How Numbers Confuse Public
Issues. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2004.
Moore, David S., and William I. Notz. Statistics: Concepts and
Controversies. Sixth Edition. NY: W. H. Freeman and Company, 2006.
Rochefort, David A., editor. Quantitative Methods in Practice: Readings
from PS. Washington, D.C.: CQ Press, 2006.
Tufte, Edward R. Visual Display of Quantitative Information. Second
Edition. Cheshire, Connecticut: Graphics Press, 2001.
Some of the best discussions may focus on current articles taken from
The New York Times or your local newspapers.
To find graphs that students can critique, see <http://www.usatoday.
com/news/snapshot.htm>.
Section III. Discussion Questions
(Based on Suggested Readings)
Rochefort Chapter 10 (Questions written by Joseph Gershtenson)
Clinton, Joshua D., Simon Jackman, and Doug Rivers. “‘The Most
Liberal Senator’? Analyzing and Interpreting Congressional Roll Calls”
Concepts and Operationalization (Measurement)
In the afterword, Joshua Clinton says: “Measurement is central to polit-
ical science” and that “quantifying political concepts is an extremely
useful and informative endeavor.”
What is the political concept that the authors are examining quantita-
tively in this article?
How is this concept quantified (operationalized)?
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Can you think of other ways to measure the concept? Is there any ideal
way to measure it?
Authoritative Numbers
Who is responsible for producing the (original) measure of ideology
used in this article?
Would you regard the data produced as examples of authoritative num-
bers? Explain.
What types of potential problems with the numbers does Clinton iden-
tify in the afterword and how (if at all) do these relate to questions
raised by Best in chapter 4 of his book?
Point Estimates and Confidence Intervals
What are point estimates? Give an example of a point estimate for a
population parameter in a political science application unrelated to the
ideology of members of Congress.
Why do the authors say that point estimates of senators’ ideologies
using the National Journal scores may be misleading (in terms of uncer-
tainty associated with the scores)?
What can/should be done according to the authors to deal with this
uncertainty?
What two factors affect the width of the confidence intervals for sena-
tors’ ideologies?
Confidence Intervals and Interpretation
In what way does the use of confidence intervals change interpretations
about which senators are more liberal/conservative?
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IS HONORS GENERAL CHEMISTRY
SIMPLY MORE 
QUANTUM MECHANICS?
JOE L. MARCH
Introduction
Honors courses in the sciences present many challenges. Some of
these challenges are the same as those that educators in the liberal arts
face, but science courses, especially introductory-level courses, often
have curricula that are well defined by external professional societies.
Of the many introductory science courses, the general chemistry cur-
riculum is fairly well defined by standardized exams, prerequisite
knowledge for subsequent courses, and a relatively homogeneous set of
available textbooks.
The increased emphasis on accountability to the public and accred-
iting agencies has led many institutions to use standardized exams as a
simple assessment tool. In this context, standardized exams provided
by the Division of Chemical Education of the American Chemical
Society define the breadth of introductory topics that should be pre-
sented in first-year chemistry courses. Honors students are potential
graduate or professional students, so they have a need for the content
from the perspective of having standardized exams in their future
(GRE, MCAT, DAT, or OAT). Additionally, a quick survey of the avail-
able general chemistry textbooks indicates that the curriculum has
become homogenized, nearly all texts include the same set of topics in
nearly the same order.
A homogenous set of topics is not entirely surprising. Chemistry is
complex and students need to be introduced to the subject in some log-
ical manner. As educators progress through the curriculum, the facts,
equations, and concepts that come early in the term are integral to
more advanced material as it is introduced. Students must be fluent in
fundamentals before mastering the new, more complex principles
introduced in upper-division courses.
Obviously honors courses are obligated to cover the fundamentals.
Failing to present the fundamentals to highly motivated and highly
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prepared honors students would be unfair and unreasonable. These
students, by selecting honors tracks, have essentially asked educators to
present a course that allows them to expand their own personal hori-
zons. But if educators are bound by this obligation for coverage, they
must ask themselves what honors general chemistry is. More funda-
mentals? More content that others do not get? Would that be fair to the
other students? Many more questions arise.
Educators must, of course, consider how others define honors.
Friedman and Jenkins-Friedman provide a broad definition of honors
education that crosses many institutions in many different disciplines.
Honors is a commitment to an educational ideal. Key features often
include academic experiences that are not met in traditional programs,
the establishment of an environment that encourages aspirations and
fosters achievement, and focused attention on academic excellence
across the entire university community and not just in the honors pro-
gram. By themselves, these ideals provide little concrete advice to those
developing courses. Educators are still left to ponder if they should
introduce more laboratory experiences and more topics. The Journal of
Chemical Education has only offered minimal discussion of honors, but
what has been written should provide some perspective on the types of
activities included and the potential available.
Honors in Chemistry
One of the first publications on honors chemistry in the Journal of
Chemical Education in 1928 describes a class where all chemistry students
at Mount Union take the chemistry course together. At the end of the
term, those students who have achieved above the class average are
offered the opportunity to substitute a self-proposed laboratory assign-
ment for the score on the final exam. The student is expected to pro-
pose a series of experiments, carry them out to fruition, and then pro-
vide a written report with analysis. This approach is not unlike many
current inquiry or guided-inquiry approaches used across the country
in many different settings.
Similarly, Newman, Atkinson, Fillinger and others describe special
laboratory experiments for honors students. These experiments require
more time and are potentially more complicated than many traditional
verification laboratory assignments. While not entirely guided inquiry,
these experiments model the research experience for honors students.
As part of the approach, problems were presented to students in a man-
ner that implied that the outcome was unknown and was sophisticated
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enough that the answer was not easily determined a priori. Again, con-
temporary educators might recognize these approaches as guided
inquiry or problem-based laboratories. These modern approaches have
been used in honors and non-honors classes with success.
Around 1960, Guenther surveyed chemistry departments in fifty lib-
eral arts colleges. Nearly all (forty-eight out of fifty) indicated that stu-
dent research was desirable as part of the honors program. The belief
that research is an essential component of undergraduate science edu-
cation is held in many departments, and calls for involving students in
authentic scientific pursuits have been made by the National
Academies of Science, the Council on Undergraduate Research
(Boyd), and the Boyer Commission (Boyer 1998, 2002). Efforts to
incorporate research in the first year have been made at many institu-
tions,1 but it is not clear that research has been the primary focus of the
general chemistry laboratory sequence at any institution.
McHale and Porile have separately described the use of current
events as a way to challenge honors students. Instructors expect stu-
dents in these courses to integrate the general chemistry topics
through writing assignments or exam questions that are based on top-
ics that have likely appeared in the popular press. Students may be
required to go to the primary literature, but more often instructors
expect them to identify how chemical principles are applied to these
current events. One of the desired outcomes is to help students recog-
nize that general chemistry topics are not compartmentalized in the
real world as they are in textbooks. This approach can manifest itself as
either an extra writing assignment or as an attempt to have students
develop their own personal concept map to see how a current event is
related to the standard curriculum.
Maybe the most ambitious approach was described by Moore in
1972. He required students to learn the traditional material through
independent study and then modified the lecture component to
address the interests of his students. He provided students with an inde-
pendent study syllabus and handouts that could be used to prepare for
hourly exams. Students needed to master the material and pass a stan-
dard hourly exam at an eighty percent level. Voluntary study sessions
with a faculty member were available, but class time was devoted to dis-
cussing “relevant complex compounds,” “provocative humorous prob-
lems,” and connecting general chemistry topics to current publica-
tions. Moore noted that the approach has merit in many settings and
provides a set of diverse topics for discussion; however, Moore noted
that this approach was most effective in small classes.
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Parry and Willeford wrote about chemistry honors programs for the
Journal of Chemical Education in 1962 as part of that journal’s ChemEd
Symposium series. The discussion chemistry educators are having today
was just as difficult in 1962, and it appears that educators must, to a cer-
tain extent, pursue their own path. Parry and Willeford reviewed pro-
grams from many different types of institutions. Willeford’s perspective
is that chemistry honors students should be selected in the junior and
senior years after students have gained a little experience on campus.
Even in the 1960s, however, that perspective was changing with the
addition of honors colleges and as some departments were adding
courses in the freshman and sophomore years.
Parry looked at eleven prominent chemistry honors programs and
described three key features common to all. First, successful honors
programs selected their most effective teachers. Those departments
that could identify their best instructors were often most successful.
Second, honors involved some measure of selectivity. Students had to
be ready and able to participate. Third, all eleven programs empha-
sized training students to do research. These descriptions provide guid-
ance about honors programs in general, and they suggest that the
process of research is an important aspect of training. They do not pro-
vide insight, however, for instruction in the general chemistry class-
room where students may not have mastered content knowledge yet,
and they do not really address the idea of whether or not honors gen-
eral chemistry is for chemistry majors or for all honors students.
For a practical discussion on the topic, honors chemistry educators
must return to Friedman and Jenkins-Friedman’s conclusion: honors is
a commitment to an educational ideal. Educators should agree that
general chemistry contains a set of facts that students must know or
understand. This set of facts is one basis for educators to measure suc-
cess. The content mastery found in the traditional classroom is a good
baseline for comparison, but honors education should be more than
just the acceptance of facts.
Principles of Instruction for a General 
Chemistry Laboratory
Performing laboratory techniques is a learned skill, and many of
these skills necessitate the development of fine motor skills that require
repetition and patience. Students enrolled in general chemistry enter
the laboratory with a wide range of previous laboratory experience.
Some have had extensive experience, but for others this will be the first
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opportunity to handle common laboratory equipment. Thus, assigning
the grade for a laboratory directly on the basis of how well students can
perform a laboratory technique during the first laboratory period in
which the technique is introduced is unfair to those students who do
not yet have the skills to collect highly accurate data yet. This inequity
can be rectified in two ways. The first method for responding to the
lack of experience is for students to repeat the data collection process
until they collect an acceptable set of data. By repeating the technique
until an acceptable set of data is collected, students have the opportu-
nity to correct gross errors in technique. Because of time-constraints on
laboratories, this response is not always possible. To offset this time
restriction, instructors can ask students to compare their own data to
the data collected by other groups in the laboratory and to discuss the
validity of the different sets of data. In this manner, students gain some
experience with the equipment, although without the opportunity to
perfect their technique, while drawing the anticipated conclusions
from better data.
Chemistry instructors continue to struggle with balancing between
technical skills and understanding. Instructors demand that students
do their absolute best to collect an acceptable set of data, but they must
also realize that their students’ laboratory skills are still developing. At
the freshman level, educators are shifting the emphasis of their chem-
istry courses to having students understand the concepts.
Understanding the concepts is more valuable to the majority of stu-
dents since those who will continue in a science-related subject will be
required to practice and master laboratory skills throughout a four-year
program and those who do not continue in a science-related subject
will at least have a basic understanding of the concepts and practices
used in science.
Having analytical skills will benefit students for many years to come.
The ability to assess a situation and express the validity of the conclu-
sions is important for all majors. With this in mind, chemistry instruc-
tors require that when a result or conclusion is made, the report or con-
clusion must be supported by data or accepted chemical principles.
Students will have different levels of success at this point in their acad-
emic career; however, writing arguments that are based on real data col-
lected under the supervision of an instructor is good practice.
Students analyze their data in two fundamental ways: they consider
precision or they compare their results to other groups’ results or an
accepted result. Precision is determined by calculating the standard
deviation or considering a simple linear regression analysis. Students
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are expected to use these numerical values to form the basis of their
argument. Comparing results with other groups or an accepted answer
should reveal the existence of gross errors and stimulate discussion. For
example, when all of the students are determining the concentration of
the same solution, the results for all of the groups should be similar.
Students can discuss their own results and those of all of the other
groups in the class. Thus, they often will have to discuss a gross error
even when that error is made by someone else.
Once students graduate, they will quickly recognize that to be pro-
ductive in the workplace, they will have to be able to express their
knowledge to customers and co-workers. Obviously, expressing knowl-
edge can take the form of oral presentations or writing. These com-
munication skills are developed in the laboratory by requiring short
laboratory reports and providing opportunities for student-student and
student-instructor interactions. Laboratory reports are required for
each experiment, and the instructions for these individual and group
reports are specific. Each report includes an introduction, a results sec-
tion, and an appendices section; some reports may also require an
experimental section and an exercise section. Brevity is recommended
because the report should be between one and two pages in length;
they must also be grammatically correct and avoid wordiness. Of
course, enough information must be included to indicate understand-
ing. Students may discuss the data with classmates, but the report must
represent their own understanding.
Student-instructor interactions are necessary for the success of the
laboratory program. These interactions are stimulated by phrasing
some of the report sections in an open-ended manner and by adding
“Things to Think About” side-bars. Open-ended sections require the
instructor to assess how well the experiment was performed before
guidance is given to the students about how to proceed with the report.
The discussions that occur because of the open-ended nature of the
report allow the instructor the opportunity to probe the students’
understanding and guide the students to a deeper understanding. The
‘Things to Think About” side-bars prompt students to ask questions
that will provide a better understanding of the material.
Honors General Chemistry Laboratory at UAB
With the knowledge of what others have done before and a commit-
ment to an ideal, instructors at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham (UAB) designed a general chemistry course. In designing
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the course, instructors thought about a research experience that
requires writing and presenting on a chemistry topic connected to cur-
rent events. The designers wanted to select students who were prepared
to be successful and to offer outstanding instructors. Honors credit is
only offered as part of the laboratory experience, which is a separate
course from the lecture. This arrangement answers the content cover-
age question. All students in the lecture sequence see the same content
and are tested in the same manner. The laboratory experience is
founded on guided-inquiry experiments that all students complete, but
more opportunities for using research-grade instrumentation, writing,
presenting, and thinking are offered in the honors sections. The sup-
plemental activities are described within this section.
The course starts with the traditional orientation about being safe
and careful, handling glassware and other equipment, and adhering to
common procedures. Honors students are asked to stay a little longer
for two exercises. First, a drop of dye is placed in a beaker of water.
Students are asked what observations they can make that would support
the idea that molecules are moving and what observations would make
the idea of molecules in motion difficult for others to believe. This dis-
cussion is relatively brief, yet it allows students to consider the power of
a simple observation and the difficulty that others may have with the
conclusions.
Then the class discusses the requirement of additional writing assign-
ments. The traditional way to present laboratory reports is to have the
instructor outline the parts of the report, indicating how to present
numbers, tables, and figures. With honors students, however, instruc-
tors examine current research papers. These papers are not simply
photocopied. Rather, the paragraphs and figures are cut out of the
paper, and the pieces are put in a plastic bag. Each group is tasked with
re-constructing the paper in some logical order. The subject matter of
these papers is often beyond the student’s knowledge base. Yet, most
groups can identify paragraphs that go at the beginning, in the middle,
and at the end. Having students simply piece the paper back together
is not sufficient. They must explain how they knew how to order their
paragraphs. For longer term retention, they are asked how they will use
their observations to structure their first laboratory reports. In this way,
the instructors have taken the idea of introducing the current literature
to freshmen and provided an activity that they appear to be prepared
to complete. They see how professionals write for journals that demand
data and conclusions about the significance and meaning of that data.
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In about week five, instructors provide the students with a sampling
of the Concentrates section found in each issue of C&E News. These
concentrates are short abstracts of recent work, but they are written for
a general population of chemists. The content may be a little technical
perhaps, but the articles are at a level where students can recognize the
importance of the work. Each group then selects one research paper to
present to the laboratory section during the last two weeks of the term,
typically during the pre-laboratory part of the hour. Their presenta-
tions are brief, represent the students’ understanding of the research,
and speak to the level and understanding of the audience. Students
present the big ideas and a chemical structure if it is relevant, and they
briefly describe how the experiments are related to experiments they
have performed as part of the general chemistry program. Because stu-
dents have four to five weeks to work on this presentation, they have
ample time to talk with their peers, teaching assistants, and instructors
about how to make these connections.
Presentations are common experiences in the laboratories. One
example involves the Milk Analysis laboratory. In this laboratory, stu-
dents determine the amount of fat and calcium found in milk. They
also observe qualitative tests for sugars. At the end of the period, each
group is assigned a “current events” topic on milk. Examples include:
What are the positive nutritional effects of drinking milk? What are the
deleterious effects? What is the chemical structure of fats? Using no
more than two slides, they present their findings during the next labo-
ratory period.
Students also create their own research question related to water
chemistry, propose an experimental design, and complete the mea-
surements during the last month of the second-semester course. This
project is discussed prior to spring break week so that students can col-
lect water samples at locations away from campus. They are not limited
to techniques performed during the year, but are supplied with a list of
protocols that are most commonly proposed (i.e., water hardness, phos-
phate concentration, dissolved oxygen). Projects have ranged from
complex (water quality in a lake) to simplistic (water hardness from dif-
ferent drinking fountains). Students are responsible for defending
their sampling techniques, sample storage and handling, and any con-
clusions they reach.
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Conclusion
Developing a general chemistry laboratory course for honors stu-
dents requires balancing the need for content mastery and laboratory
skills. Making honors general chemistry accessible to students who will
not become chemistry majors requires considering these students’
interests and expectations. The decision to offer honors only in the lab-
oratory ensures content coverage and provides opportunities for stu-
dents to develop important skills that are broader than just a chemistry
course. The literature has described honors experiences largely tar-
geted at the junior or senior level, but there is national interest in pro-
viding first-year students with an authentic research experience. The
program developed for use at UAB incorporates best practices from
prior reported approaches including inquiry, writing, presenting, and
open-ended research-type activities. The general chemistry laboratory
at UAB presents students with exercises that prepare them for future
coursework in chemistry or other disciplines.
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Chapter 12
COMMUNICATING SCIENCE: 
AN APPROACH TO TEACHING
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION IN A
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
HONORS PROGRAM
CYNTHIA RYAN, MICHELE GOULD, AND DIANE C. TUCKER
Many students of science and engineering struggle with the rele-
vance of core writing courses and approach an English composition
sequence with some mixture of trepidation and disinterest.
Researchers, scientists, and engineers working in the academy and in
the private sector, however, emphasize that written and oral communi-
cation skills are essential to success. The University of Alabama at
Birmingham (UAB) responded to this apparent disconnect by design-
ing a technical communication class within the context of a required
introductory English course; this course has become a foundational
course in UAB’s Science and Technology Honors Program. Virtually all
students acknowledge that the course is extremely valuable and view it
as a key component of their preparation for upper-level courses and
research involvement.
A Thematic Honors Program in Science 
and Technology
In fall 2005, UAB launched a thematic honors program in science
and technology. The Science and Technology Honors (STH) Program
capitalizes on UAB’s strength as a major biomedical research universi-
ty and attracts students preparing for careers involving research and
development. An overarching goal of the STH Program at UAB is
preparing students to become scientific leaders. To accomplish this, the
STH Program involves students in interdisciplinary coursework along-
side intensive mentored research. As Appendix A illustrates, each com-
ponent makes a unique contribution to the students’ training but also
overlaps with the other components. For example, during the men-
tored research component, students draw on their backgrounds in
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scientific communication, information from their interdisciplinary
seminars, and experiences in laboratory methods. This model assumes
that the confluence of an interdisciplinary perspective, experience in
research, and scientific communication skills will prepare students to
pursue careers as the generators of new knowledge in their fields, set-
ting the stage for their emergence as scientific leaders.
Given that the overall objective of the program is preparing students
for creative and original scientific thinking, the curriculum must offer
students more than content in their particular scientific disciplines. For
example, STH courses examine the relationship between the questions
scientists pursue and the methods they select. To pursue questions of
this type, students must be equipped to analyze scientists’ arguments
and to critique their conclusions. In addition, students identify the
assumptions and limitations of each approach to a problem. The
Scientific and Technical Communication course provides an important
foundation for the rigorous critical thinking that characterizes an
emerging scientific leader.
The Role of Writing in the STH Program Curriculum
In each STH course, students are required to communicate orally
and in writing. Reading and interpreting scientific journal articles is the
focus of the Introductory Seminar. Writing assignments in the
Introductory Seminar include both analysis of the journal article and
preparation of a poster that explicates the key figure. As the students
progress through the STH curriculum, they apply the skills learned in
their Scientific and Technical Writing class to prepare formal research
proposals and to write the journal article that presents their honors the-
sis research.
Creating a Writing Course for Science and Technology
Honors Students
While the authors knew from the start that they wanted students to
learn the basics of good scientific writing, which are clarity, conciseness,
coherence, and the conventions of scientific argument, they also want-
ed to offer a sophisticated and realistic perspective on how communi-
cation in all its forms influences scientific thought. Before designing
the Scientific Communication Course, the authors considered three
issues that may apply in varying degrees to other academic institutions
and honors programs:
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• compliance with the requirements for second-semester freshman
composition, as outlined in the Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) in
place at UAB. (See <http://main.uab.edu/sites/DOE/QEP>.)
• consistency between the approach to analyzing and producing sci-
entific discourse in this course and other courses that incorporate
writing in the STH curriculum.
• instruction in basic principles that govern all communication as well
as discipline-specific considerations in fields ranging from engineer-
ing and chemistry to psychology.
Recognizing the centrality of scientific communication in the success
of aspiring scientists, the authors developed the Scientific and
Technical Communication course described here. They discussed the
structure and the content of the course to increase its coherence with
the goals of the STH Program and to ensure that the principles
described below were followed. Echoing their working model that sci-
entific thinking and scientific writing are interrelated, complementary
processes, the authors found themselves revising the course as they
learned more about students’ responses to the course and to the theory
and practice of scientific inquiry across the curriculum.
Principle I: Communication is Context-Specific
While the authors agreed on certain characteristics of effective com-
munication, they also recognized that getting the point across depends
on the situation. To convey their ideas convincingly throughout their
academic careers and into their professional lives, students and scien-
tists must understand that all forms of communication, whether writ-
ten, oral, or visual, are shaped according to context-specific factors:
• audiences = the intended readers or receivers of a message. (In sci-
entific communication, the level of expertise required to understand
the information is particularly important; students must acknowl-
edge the differences between expert, lay, technical, or managerial
audiences and consider the various disciplinary perspectives that
influence individuals within each category.)
• purposes = the intended aims of the communicator (to inform, to
persuade, to motivate, or to entertain).
• textual features = the conventions for content and format of partic-
ular types of communication (IMRAD organization for a journal arti-
cle and stylistic features such as syntax, tense, and voice).
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Principle II: Communication is a Problem-Solving Process
Rather than adopting the perspective that scientific inquiry is active
and that writing up the results is a passive afterthought, the authors
convey the message to students that communication is a dynamic and
strategic problem-solving process. To reinforce this model, they intro-
duce the following parts of the communication process and offer fre-
quent practice for honing problem-solving skills:
• exigency = the problem that writers identify and that makes com-
munication necessary in the first place.
• What is the gap/question/issue driving communication?
• How urgent and/or significant is this gap/question/issue?
• Is the gap/question/issue narrow enough to address adequately?
• resources = the sources of data that address the identified gap/ques-
tion/issue.
• What evidence has been identified for locating answers?
• Is the range of data types, such as primary or secondary research,
sufficient?
• Which audiences might contribute needed perspectives on the
gap/question/issue?
• organization = the determination of which ideas and evidence to
include or exclude from the planned communication.
• Which data are most effective in addressing the exigency?
• What kinds of information will the audiences for the message
expect or value?
• What sequence of ideas will best build the argument?
• How will these audiences use the data? Is the information accessi-
ble to audiences for this use?
• style = the presentation of ideas.
• What kinds of words and sentences work best for reaching the tar-
geted audience?
• What purposes need to be achieved?
• How can the ideas on the page be made more accessible: easier to
locate, understand, and apply?
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• assessment = evaluation of the problem-solving process.
• What criteria can be used to evaluate how thoroughly the prob-
lems in this context have been examined, how the information
has been collected and arranged to answer the existing questions,
and how receptive the audience is to the communication?
• What could have been done differently to produce better results?
One distinction between this problem-solving approach to commu-
nication and traditional approaches to teaching introductory composi-
tion courses is the emphasis on student-centered inquiry in connection
to the writing process, a necessary focus for students who aspire to be
scientific leaders in their chosen fields. The questions within each cat-
egory stem from each student thinking actively about the source and
form of a particular message. In traditional composition courses, stu-
dents are frequently provided the answers to these questions as guide-
lines for composing a document. STH students are engaged in the
problem-solving aspect of communication throughout the semester.
Principle III: Scientific Writing and Scientific Thinking Work in Tandem
Scholars have long written about the inseparability of thought 
and language,1 and the work of scientists is no exception.2 The ability 
to develop appropriate terminology, formulate concise hypotheses, 
and produce detailed descriptions is central to making sense of scien-
tific work.
This course encourages students to consider thinking and writing as
overlapping processes. As each of the three principles outlined above
suggests, the writing course developed specifically for the STH Program
challenges students to reconsider any preconceptions they might have
about thinking and communicating as linear processes. The authors
seek to introduce students to the “web” model of communication advo-
cated by Lewenstein3 in which ideas and messages from a variety of
sources (some technical, some organizational, and some popular)
merge to make meaning in a particular disciplinary field.
The influence of human and social factors in the framing of scien-
tific questions is an aspect of scientific inquiry’s dependence on context
that is often overlooked. The scientific method is generally viewed as an
objective means of inquiry that is assessed through the lenses of relia-
bility and validity; however, decisions about which questions to ask,
about the investigational methods used, and about how to interpret the
results occur within a social, cultural, and historical context that intro-
duces an element of subjectivity. The authors believe that it is crucial
that students who are pursuing careers in science and technology
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understand that scientific inquiry and communication are influenced
by the broader social and historical context.
The assignments described in the following section illustrate some of
the ways the authors teach students to examine science and communi-
cation as complex and interlocking processes while helping them to
identify specific, focused strategies for participating productively in this
web of information.
From Principles to Pedagogy
While the course that emerged from these principles is multi-lay-
ered, two sample assignments illustrate how the authors’ approach
plays out in the classroom. The first is a case writing assignment that
requires students to apply problem-solving skills to a scenario posing a
range of ethical issues. The second is a sampling of prompts for a
semester-long journal assignment that involves a focused consideration
of the connections between scientific thinking and scientific writing.
Collaborative Case Writing
Students begin the semester with an assignment that introduces
them to communication as a problem-solving process. Although this
assignment can be pursued individually, a group approach is preferable
for a number of reasons. First, cases are intended to place students in
realistic settings in which communicators must take into account both
the complementary and conflicting interests of different parties.
Secondly, students are better able to analyze the range of parties and
interests involved in a specific scenario by discussing the case from dif-
ferent perspectives. One characteristic of effective writers is their abil-
ity to consider the needs of multiple readers. Opportunities for
exchanging ideas allow students to develop strategies for thinking
through the complexity of representing multiple points of view in a
writing task. Lastly, collaborative assignments prepare students to work
as teams in the workplace and complement the group assignments
being completed in other courses in the STH program.
The sample case writing assignment included here focuses on the
topic of tissue donation. (See Appendix B). The instructions for the
assignment require the students to work through a series of steps and
receive feedback from other groups and from the instructor. At each
stage, groups simultaneously expand their understanding of the com-
plexity of the case while selectively narrowing their approach to a spe-
cific aspect of the case to which they can respond through writing. By
considering the many layers and dimensions of parties, issues, and
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implications before committing to a specific written document, stu-
dents respond to the case from an informed position. Extensive analy-
sis leads to more thoughtful communication: thinking precedes and
coincides directly with writing since composing is a process of advanc-
ing knowledge by determining what needs to be communicated, to
whom, and for what purpose. Collaboratively, students brainstorm
ideas relating to the complexities of the case scenario both face to face
and electronically, produce multiple drafts of the documents required
for completion of the assignment, and provide written feedback to one
another within their case groups as well as to other teams working on
the same assignment in the class.
In brief, the case assignment provided more extensively in Appendix
B presents students with the varied interests at stake in a scenario
involving collection of tissue samples from patients undergoing surgery
in a hospital setting (Duke University Medical Center) and the subse-
quent banking of these samples at a biotechnology company called
Arias Corporation. A plethora of procedural and ethical issues are sug-
gested in the case description, and students are placed in the position
of negotiating the rights of patients who may be vulnerable decision-
makers, the commercial interests at play in the partnership between
Duke and Ardais (there is no legal restriction on selling human tissue),
and the benefits and potential risks of human tissue research for indi-
vidual patients and their families as well as for the general good.
Throughout the case assignment, students engage in strategic com-
munication. For instance, discussions guide students through the many
communication steps that might be needed to address a particular
problem. Since most of these problems are too complex to solve
through a single written document, the students brainstorm the impli-
cations of choices about what to communicate and how these choices
fit into their larger plan for responding to the issue. In the tissue dona-
tion case, for example, a group might develop the following seven-step
strategy for addressing Duke University Medical Center’s public posi-
tion on tissue donation. Although the letter to patients (step 4) is the
only document that each group must compose in its entirety, the inclu-
sion of accompanying steps reflects students’ understanding of the mul-
tiple, intertwined processes involved in problem-solving of this caliber:
from research to written communication to oral exchanges. Here are
the seven steps:
1. review existing promotional material from Duke University Medical
Center.
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2. identify key values Duke stresses in this material.
3. schedule several meetings with hospital staff, ethical review boards,
and public relations personnel to discuss and develop continuity
between Duke’s public image and the relationship it has established
with Ardais.
4. compose a letter to patients of Duke University Medical Center that
expresses the facility’s image and the ways in which the work it con-
ducts with Ardais is consistent with this image.
5. follow through with a carefully planned procedure for requesting tis-
sue donations from patients.
6. periodically conduct training sessions to review with hospital per-
sonnel the proper procedures for requesting tissue donations from
patients.
7. annually review the policy and procedures regarding tissue donation
to ensure compatibility with Duke University Medical Center’s
mission.
While each group is required to think through a multi-layered strat-
egy for responding to the narrowed problem they have selected, they
must also compose one of the documents identified in this strategy. In
the previous seven-step strategy, the group might compose a letter to
patients (step four), keeping in mind the concerns of other parties
mentioned in the overall analysis. For instance, the group must con-
sider what kinds of persuasive appeals might be most appropriate for
the patient audience that also coincide with the facility’s reputation.
Also, students must adopt a particular role for the letter writer, such as
that of an administrative or health care provider, and think about the
parties who should receive a copy of the letter. The group takes into
account further questions such as who else might eventually read the
letter (e.g., a patient’s insurance company, a lawyer, or a family mem-
ber), and what strategies in content and format should be applied to
ensure the most favorable response from these readers.
The strategy statement that students submit with the document they
have composed, in this instance, a letter to patients, is as important to
the assignment as the letter itself. This statement demonstrates a
group’s broader understanding of the numerous interests that must be
considered when communicating and highlights specific choices in the
text including word choices, organization, and strategic rhetorical
appeals that accommodate this complexity.
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Scientific Discourse Journal
A second key assignment is an individual journal to which students
contribute throughout the semester. One of the central goals of the
journal is to collect several different kinds of writing into a single text:
• an informal analysis of an abstract.
• a revision of an existing abstract alongside a commentary of the
changes made and why.
• analysis of a letter to the editor of a science journal and a response
to this letter with consideration of the forum (listed and implied
guidelines for contributors to the journal) for the conversation.
• an annotated bibliography for an upcoming research project that
includes three possible criteria for clustering the sources.
• notes from an on-campus seminar that STH students attend for a
Research Approaches course as well as a summary of the speaker’s
main ideas and an assessment of the speaker’s presentation style.
• a list of ideas resulting from brainstorming begun collaboratively in
class and completed individually at home.
• analysis of a science-based article written for a public audience with
suggestions for rewriting the piece to incorporate sounder science
without losing audience interest.
The purpose of encouraging students to create a montage of types of
writing, some traditionally classified as scientific and some viewed as
less conventional, is to disrupt students’ notions of scientific thinking
and scientific writing as separate processes. Instead, they are encour-
aged to view all kinds of communication written for an audience of
themselves, their classmates, a teacher, a professional scientist, and so
on as part of a larger process of thinking through language about
science.
At the end of the semester, students hand in the journal along with
a written analysis of what they think the journal reflects about their
thinking and writing skills in a particular scientific discipline. This
reflective activity is an effective way to tie up the course from a more
personal perspective because students are using their own ideas and
words to situate themselves as students of science and future profes-
sionals. The critical stance students develop through these and other
exercises is a key component of their preparation for future success in
research and development.
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Critical Thinking in the Classroom
As students in STH approach scientific material, whether contem-
plating a current study published in a professional journal, reviewing
their lab notebooks regarding a recent experiment, responding to a
conference presentation given by an expert in their field, or sharing
news about a scientific discovery announced on the front page of The
New York Times, the authors have learned to embrace the opportunity to
encourage critical thinking. The questions that follow require students
to think about why and how science is communicated in particular ways,
whatever the circumstances.
1. Who is the specific audience for a given text, and for what purpose
is the audience being presented with this message? How do the audi-
ence and purpose vary from those of other texts on a similar topic?
2. How does the author or presenter situate the message about science
in a broader conversation? What previous scientific knowledge is
mentioned? What gap in existing knowledge is offered? In what ways
is new knowledge, or the need for new knowledge, made significant
to the audience? What makes the message timely and relevant?
3. Focusing primarily on the author’s argument (and less so on the sci-
entific facts included in a particular message), assess the strength of
the claim. Is it logical, backed by sufficient evidence, adequately
framed by existing studies, etc.?
4. Why might a published or presented article have been selected for a
specific journal, conference, or other forum? Which criteria estab-
lished for members participating in this particular community have
been met? Which criteria are less effectively met?
5. How might a researcher’s central research question be shifted
slightly, worded differently, investigated alternatively? In what ways
might the outcome of the research change as a result?
Conclusion
Student response to the Scientific and Technical Communication
course has been extremely positive: students acknowledge that they are
“working very hard” but realize that they are learning skills and princi-
ples that they “will actually use” as they move forward. Because the abil-
ity to communicate effectively is essential for success in scientific or
technical arenas, Scientific and Technical Communication is a core
course in the STH Program curriculum. Three foundational principles
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are woven through the course: communication is context-specific; com-
munication is a problem-solving process; and scientific writing and sci-
entific thinking work in tandem. Students emerge from this course with
a strong foundation in scientific writing and presentation, but they are
also beginning to appreciate the importance of rigor in thinking and of
the validity of multiple perspectives applied to complex problems.
Additional courses and research experiences build upon this founda-
tion as the students move through the program and into their graduate
studies.
Suggested Readings
In addition to the cited references, the following theoretical and
pedagogical texts are helpful for designing a scientific and technical
writing course for honors students:
Gregory, Jane, and Steve Miller. Science in Public: Communication, Culture,
and Credibility. Cambridge, MA: Basic Books, 1998.
Harris, Randy Allen, ed. Landmark Essays on Rhetoric of Science: Case
Studies. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc., 1997.
Pauwels, Luc, ed. Visual Cultures of Science: Rethinking Representational
Practices in Knowledge Building and Science Communication. Hanover,
NH: Dartmouth College Press, 2006.
Penrose, Ann M., and Steven B. Katz. Writing in the Sciences: Exploring
Conventions of Scientific Discourse. 3rd ed. New York: Pearson, 2010.
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and the Discourse on Language (New York: Pantheon-Random, 1972).
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Technology. New York: W.H. Freeman, 1995.
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APPENDIX A:
Figure 1: Preparing Students as Leaders: Science and Technology
Honors Program
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APPENDIX B:
Collaborative Case Assignment: 
“Tissue Donation”
For the first major assignment, you will respond in small groups to a
scenario involving a range of parties, communication issues, and ethi-
cal questions. (See Attachment: Collaborative Case Scenario that fol-
lows the assignment requirements.) The goals of this assignment are to
analyze thoroughly the problems and questions suggested by the
scenario:
• identify and describe the parties invested in these issues while
addressing the particular “stake” each has in the scenario;
• agree on a particular response to one or more of these parties;
• strategize and compose a written document aimed toward select
audiences for specific purposes;
• create a strategy statement that outlines these choices and justifies
your approach to the document.
Additionally, you’ll have the opportunity to work as a team with your
classmates, and we will discuss some of the approaches to collaborative
decision-making and writing that you might adopt.
Step I: Invention
The first task to be completed when addressing a case is to analyze
extensively the many factors presented in the case, both explicitly and
implicitly. Each member of the group should brainstorm responses to
the following questions, and then groups will share their responses to
create a “master list” of considerations.
• What are the problems/gaps/issues/questions suggested by the case?
• What “categories” can be devised for grouping these questions? For
instance, are some financial issues, some biomedical issues, some
procedural issues? You may see overlaps between the categories, but
grouping them will help you to sort out the many possibilities.
• Who are the parties involved or invested in these categories of issues?
Include parties that are named directly (e.g., the medical centers,
the name of the tissue donation organization, and particular roles
such as doctors, patients, hospital nurses, etc.).
• How would you characterize each party? What might be the party’s
interests, level of expertise, values, concerns, and so on?
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• What organizational factors might be relevant to your response?
What might be the concerns of the hospital or Ardais in terms of eco-
nomics, public image or reputation, logistics of working out the tis-
sue donation plan, etc.?
• What values and trends in the larger culture might influence the
issues you’ve outlined? How?
Your responses to these questions can be handwritten in list form, 
but they should be extensive (several pages in length). Thinking
through the complexity of the case will help you to develop better doc-
uments later.
Step II: Decision-Making
Once your group has shared individual responses to the questions,
discuss how you would like to proceed. You have a number of decisions
to make:
• Which “type” of issue do you want to pursue (e.g., financial, bio-
medical, public relations, patient rights, etc.)?
• What role will you assume as the writer?
• What kind of message do you want to convey, and to whom?
• What other kinds of communication might precede or follow this
message?
• What approach to this message will you take? Will the document be
a letter, memo, survey? What kinds of features will the document
have? What will you need to pay particular attention to (e.g., word-
ing, organization, tone, etc.)?
• What do you anticipate will be the response to this document(s)?
Step III: Compose a Document(s)
As a group, compose the document(s) you have planned. We will dis-
cuss in class some of the “logistical” ways of writing as a team, and you
will have several opportunities to share your drafts with one another
and with other groups in the class before handing in the final portfolio.
Step IV: Write a Strategy Statement
The last step in the assignment is to produce a strategy statement
explaining your group’s approach to the assignment. This document
will be in memo format, include headed sections to mark off various
parts of your strategy, and be approximately 1-11⁄2 single-spaced pages in
length.
We will discuss the proper format for memos, letters, and other possible
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documents you might be working with as we progress through the
assignment.
Make sure you keep all notes, drafts, and responses to your team’s work.
In the final portfolio for the assignment, all of these materials will need
to be labeled and included.
Attachment: Collaborative Case Scenario: Tissue Donations
(Case prepared by Robert F. Ladenson, Department of Philosophy,
Illinois Institute of Technology, 2001)
In early Fall 2000, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (Boston) and
Duke University Medical Center were the first of several health care
facilities to enter into a partnership with Ardais Corporation, a biotech-
nology company. Ardais Corporation’s stated goal is to accelerate
understanding of the links between certain genetic patterns and dis-
ease, and so improve clinical applications by facilitating better diagno-
sis, drug development, and treatment. Ardais will create a tissue bank
to provide genetic researchers with disease-specific tissue and detailed
patient information to enable researchers to link specific genetic
sequences with diseases such as cancer, heart disease, and neurological
disorders. Ardais plans to “systematize and standardize the collection
and processing of high quality clinical materials and associated infor-
mation.” Ardais will then provide biological materials that would oth-
erwise be discarded as medical waste, process them into usable samples,
and make them available to researchers.
Prior to surgery, patients will be asked by a hospital nurse if they would
be willing to donate tissue samples left over from their surgery to the
tissue bank. To prevent the possibility that additional tissue will be
removed for the purpose of providing samples, surgeons will not know
which patients have consented. All patient information will be anony-
mous, protected by a rigorous coding system. The hospitals will sell this
tissue to Ardais. Ardais in turn will sell the patient information to bio-
medical researchers. Ardais will also receive license fees.
Although sale of human organs is illegal in the United States, no simi-
lar legal restriction applies currently to the sale of human tissue. The
medical community, at this time, has not discussed extensively either
the morality of selling human tissue, or, assuming that such sales are
morally permissible, the question of who might share in the profits.
Before our next class meeting, jot down your thoughts on the follow-
ing. We’ll start our discussion of the case with your ideas.
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• Who are the parties affected, either directly or indirectly, by this
scenario?
• What are the ethical issues suggested in the scenario?
• What part does communication play in this scenario?
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Chapter 13
DESIGNING INDEPENDENT HONORS
PROJECTS IN MATHEMATICS
MINERVA CORDERO, THERESA JORGENSEN, AND BARBARA A. SHIPMAN
Mathematics in the Honors Curriculum
According to the National Collegiate Honors Council, the curricu-
lum of a fully developed honors college should offer significant course
opportunities across all four years of study, constitute at least twenty
percent of a student’s degree program, and require an honors thesis or
project.1 At the University of Texas at Arlington (UT Arlington), the
most commonly offered courses for satisfying mathematics require-
ments are Honors Calculus I, Honors Calculus II, and an honors math-
ematics course for non-mathematics majors. Because of the minimum
requirements for enrollment set by the university, offering stand-alone
upper-level honors mathematics courses is often unfeasible. Honors
students majoring in mathematics and those interested in higher math-
ematics satisfy the honors credit requirements by “contracting” several
of their upper-division mathematics classes and by completing an hon-
ors thesis project. This paper addresses the design and implementation
of these upper-level honors mathematics experiences at UT Arlington,
including providing guidance for constructing honors mathematics
contracts and for mentoring a student in writing an honors thesis in
mathematics.
Expectations of an Upper-Division Honors Experience
in Mathematics
The following components comprise the core of the upper-division
honors experience in mathematics at UT Arlington: Individualized
Learning: An honors contract or research experience in mathematics
should provide opportunities for one-on-one collaboration between
the mentor and the student. Research Practice: The honors experience
should provide guidance on formulating a problem that can be investi-
gated in the given time frame and on searching for research literature
related to the problem. Professional Communication Skills: The honors
experience should provide direction on preparing a professionally
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written mathematical document, designing explanations appropriate
for given audiences, and using technology to attain these goals.
Professional Development: The honors experience should include interac-
tions with the faculty mentor about graduate studies in mathematics,
applying for jobs, and what to expect in either an academic or applied
career.
Honors Contracts in Mathematics Courses
At UT Arlington, the process of creating an honors contract in a
non-honors course starts at the beginning of the semester when the
instructor and student meet to discuss the student’s interests and goals.
A formal contract detailing the requirements and timeline of the pro-
ject is signed by the instructor and the student and filed in the honors
college. Another option, a group contract, can offer unique opportu-
nities for honors students to engage in a collaborative mathematical
experience that results in a final project incorporating various view-
points. Two sample honors contracts are included in the Appendix.
Example A is designed for a group of students while Example B is a con-
tract of a different flavor for one or more honors students.
At UT Arlington the process of creating an honors contract is imple-
mented through an online system managed by the honors college.2 The
student has the option at any time to back out of the project and com-
plete the class as a non-honors course. At the end of the semester, the
instructor evaluates the student’s work and signs off on the honors
credit, contingent upon a grade of B or higher in the course.
Honors contracts come in many varieties. One type of contract
requires the student to produce a paper that delves more deeply into a
topic in the class that has sparked the student’s interest. For example,
an honors student in a recent section of Analysis I at UT Arlington
investigated the formal development of the real number system, start-
ing with the formal definition of an integer, leading to the definition of
a rational number and then to Dedekind cuts, which yield the real
number system. Such a paper can also mention or discuss problems in
the subject that are not yet solved.
Another type of honors contract that expands students’ views of the
mathematical world is structured around exposure to the mathematics
literature. Journals that are suitable for honors mathematics majors to
tackle include the American Mathematical Monthly, The Mathematics
Magazine, The College Mathematics Journal, and the Notices or the Bulletin
of the American Mathematical Society. The instructor may ask the honors
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students to read articles from one or more journals of this type that are
related to the course and write a synopsis of each article, explaining
what its purpose is and how the mathematics and concepts tie in with
and expand upon what was done in class. Examples of articles include
“The Historical Development of Infinitesimal Mathematics,”3 which is
appropriate for a course in calculus or analysis; “Pythagorean Triples
and Inner Products,”4 which is suited for a course in modern algebra or
linear algebra; “Lifting the Curtain: Using Topology to Probe the
Hidden Action of Enzymes”;5 “Do Dogs Know Calculus of Variations?”6
and “Do Dogs Know Related Rates Rather than Optimization?”7 The lat-
ter two work well together for a differential equations course.
In a course such as linear algebra or differential equations taught
without a computer lab component, course assignments and examples
are restricted to problems with simple numbers and small enough
dimension so that calculations can be done reasonably by hand. This
arrangement precludes many real-world applications, such as those
with large number parameters where the coefficients are experimen-
tally measured quantities that may not be nice integers. An honors con-
tract can be designed around two or three applications, perhaps taken
from problems in industry, biology, or computer science, whose solu-
tions rely heavily on computer implementations of techniques learned
in the course. The honors students write a synopsis of each application,
explaining the problem to be solved, how the mathematics is used to
model the problem, and how the computer helps in obtaining the solu-
tion. Ideally, this project will include an explanation of the underlying
mathematical strategy behind how the software was programmed to
obtain the results.
A more traditional approach for an honors contract in mathematics
is to have the honors students work each week on problems that are
carefully selected by the instructor to broaden or deepen their under-
standing of the course material. To prevent this type of honors contract
from becoming just more of the same, these problems can be taken
from sources in which the course material is applied to other fields of
mathematics or other disciplines, thus extending the student’s under-
standing of the interconnectivity of disciplines. The honors students
will present their solutions orally each week to the instructor. The
instructor may also select some of these problems for the students to
present to the class two or three times during the term. If the project is
an effort by a group of honors students, then all of the students in the
group should be present at each meeting in which oral presentations
are given.
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Finally, the fact that the course is not itself an honors course can be
used positively. In almost every mathematics course, some students
struggle to learn the material and keep up with the homework. Here
the honors students have a unique opportunity to communicate math-
ematics by leading several working sessions during the semester, possi-
bly before course exams. Thinking about how to explain mathematics
to others is both challenging and mathematically enlightening for hon-
ors students. In consultation with the instructor, honors students pre-
pare sessions in which they guide the students as they work with each
other in solving selected problems. For example, at UT Arlington, a
contract honors student conducted a study session each week in
Analysis I, which the UT Arlington Chapter of the Mathematical
Association of America sponsored. Both the students in the class and
the honors student mentor matured mathematically from this experi-
ence and enjoyed working together. Another example of a clever way to
utilize upper-class mathematics honors students as mentors for other
students can be found in Crans and Rovetti.8
Because an honors contract entails work that spans a semester-long
course, the process should not be compromised by starting late.
Requests for honors contracts after the first week of classes should be
rejected. To keep students on task throughout the semester, instructors
should plan and hold meetings at least biweekly. At each meeting, the
assignment for the next meeting should be explicit. Like all students,
honors students procrastinate on serious projects if not guided prop-
erly. Keeping the honors students on a schedule with regard to writing
the paper is important. Approximate dates for final presentations of
the project to the class, the instructor, or any other audience should be
set at the beginning of the semester. Having a schedule will help stu-
dents to keep the goal in sight and will promote a sense of urgency
about completing the project on time.
Developing an Honors Thesis
The culminating experience of the UT Arlington Honors Program is
the preparation of an honors thesis, usually during the final two semes-
ters of the degree. The penultimate semester features a course on
research methods, in which students select an area of interest, pose
potential questions to be investigated, and collect and study back-
ground material with a view toward seeking strategies that may aid in
answering some of the questions. During the final semester, students
continue their work toward a professionally written document and an
oral presentation.
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The research course leading to the honors thesis is perhaps the most
difficult part of the project. Mentors should not dictate a direction to
students since this tactic can stifle creativity and cause students to lose
interest in their project. During this stage students will find that talking
to other faculty, in mathematics or outside the department if the paper
involves other disciplines, is helpful. Communicating with several fac-
ulty members is one of the best ways for students to encounter view-
points related to their work that they may not have considered before.
The best strides during this phase of the work occur when the students
have an insight of their own and excitedly want to tell others about what
they have discovered. Here is where the thesis problem emerges and
becomes the true work of honors students.
To facilitate the shaping of ideas during the research course, men-
tors should hold regularly scheduled meetings with students, ideally on
a weekly basis. The work to be completed by the next meeting should
be clearly stated. During this stage, mentors should provide guidance
on how to proceed with a literature review, including finding journal
articles using electronic searches such as MathSciNet. Often the students
may be interested in a general topic but may have no specific question
or problem in mind. To extract a tractable project from these studies,
mentors should suggest two or three possible directions for students to
consider, the goal, of course, being the selection of a specific direction
for the work of the final semester.
An honors thesis can come in different flavors and forms. For exam-
ple, a thesis may be an analysis of existing research literature to support
a hypothesis of the student regarding a particular problem in mathe-
matics or mathematics education. A recent honors graduate whose goal
is to teach mathematics in the secondary schools had, through his own
experiences in learning mathematics, put much thought into how to
motivate students to overcome mathematics anxiety and approach
mathematics with an eagerness to learn. In his honors thesis, the stu-
dent structured his ideas into a systematic method that teachers can use
in the classroom to motivate students in high school algebra. The plan
was informed by and supported by research-based teaching techniques
through a careful literature review.
A thesis may also investigate the relationship between a mathemati-
cal model and the physical situation it describes. One paper by a recent
honors student at UT Arlington examined the role of Lie theory in the
development of the standard model of particle physics. Here, the math-
ematical structure of representations, developed independently of any
physical application, led physicists to predict the existence of further
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elementary particles that were later found experimentally. The thesis
traced the historical beginnings of particle physics and the indepen-
dent development of Lie theory and explained how the mathematics
guided the discovery of the underlying organization of elementary par-
ticles and their properties.
Another type of honors thesis is the practical implementation of a
known theorem. For example, a recent honors graduate with an inter-
est in algebra and a talent for programming worked with a faculty mem-
ber in commutative algebra to implement a theorem, recently proved
by that faculty member, regarding the support sets of certain modules.
The theorem was constructive in its proof. The honors student learned
the mathematics underlying the theorem and then learned the com-
puter algebra system Macaulay 2. Utilizing Macaulay 2, the student
wrote a program that takes in a support set and puts out a module with
that prescribed support set.
Alternatively, a thesis could provide original examples or proofs of
known concepts or theorems in mathematics. For instance, in
“Equivalence of the Ext-Algebra Structures of an R-module,” the hon-
ors student considered two distinct definitions of the Ext-Algebra struc-
ture. One description was through the co-homology of a projective res-
olution, and the other through equivalence classes of exact sequences
of finite lengths (extensions). No readable treatment of the equiva-
lence of these two algebraic constructs was available in the modern lit-
erature. The thesis gave a detailed proof of the equivalence. In the
process, the honors student uncovered an as-yet-undetected error in
the second edition of a standard textbook used in graduate courses on
this topic. The mentor asked the honors student to take the initiative to
contact the author of the book, who was most grateful and formally
thanked the student in print. In another project, entitled “Quadric
Systems in Projective Three-Space,” the student constructed new exam-
ples of four-dimensional, base-point free quadric systems in P3 whose
projectivization contains a pre-specified finite number of elements of
rank at most two and explained the methods used to construct these
systems.
An honors thesis may also take current mathematical results and
extend them. In a project entitled “Characterizing Wavelet Sets under
Varying Dilation Factors,” the honors student took part in a Research
Experience for Undergraduates, where she spent a summer studying
wavelet sets. A dilation d wavelet set is a set that tiles R via translations
by 2pi and tiles R/{0} by dilations by powers of d. During that summer,
the student learned that wavelet sets with a dilation factor of two have
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been studied in detail. For her thesis project, she extended these
known results to include different dilation factors and also considered
the concept of a dual dilation factor in which two different dilation fac-
tors are used simultaneously.
Whatever the form of the project may be, each honors thesis should
display the unique signature of an honors student, offering readers the
carefully organized and original work of a creative thinker.
The Written Thesis
Throughout their honors courses and contracts in mathematics, stu-
dents should have received training on how to write mathematics with
precision and clarity. Now the mentor’s role is to guide the writing of
the paper so that its meaning and content are clear and complete.
While there is flexibility in the structure of the paper, any thesis should
include the following components: Introduction: The introduction
should state the context of the thesis. What is the question or issue that
will be addressed? From whence does it arise? What are the broader
implications of this investigation? Background and Definitions: This com-
ponent should review the essential literature required for a full appre-
ciation of the thesis. Necessary definitions should be given explicitly,
with accompanying examples where appropriate. The Heart of the Thesis:
This section is where the meat goes. Conclusions: This section should
not be simply a summary of the thesis. Rather, it should offer a per-
spective on what comes after the thesis, including any ideas for future
investigations. References: This component should contain a complete
list of all the resources cited in the thesis and should not include refer-
ences that are not cited.
The Oral Presentation
Mentors should spend time helping students with good presentation
techniques. This will include discussions on the appropriateness of the
amount of material to be presented, what the audience may or may not
already know, how to make slides clean and readable, and talking
directly to the audience rather than reading a prepared speech.
Mentors should also discuss how to handle questions from the audi-
ence, including those to which presenters may not have an immediate
answer. The students should do a practice run of the presentation to an
audience who is friendly and not intimidating.
Giving a good presentation on mathematics is a significant chal-
lenge. The students’ presentations are not modeled after those given in
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typical mathematics conferences, where the speaker loses most of the
audience in the first few minutes. For any given audience, the entire
talk, except for the last few minutes, should relate to what the audience
knows, building the concepts and ideas up in their minds so that they
can appreciate what is being done. At these presentations the first third
of the talk develops the context of the problem, giving concrete exam-
ples to illustrate what is being investigated. The second third describes
the approach to solving the problem or addressing the question, with-
out giving the solution or final conclusions. The last portion of the pre-
sentation will provide the big picture, including solutions, without
much focus on technicalities. (For some practical advice on giving a
good talk on mathematics, refer to McCarthy’s “How to Give a Good
Colloquium.”9)
Conclusion
An upper-division honors education in mathematics begins with stu-
dents who have learned creative and disciplined ways of understanding
and communicating mathematics and who are ready to enter a setting
closely akin to that of professional mathematicians. Through a variety
of honors contracts and the completion of an honors thesis, students
gain valuable hands-on and heads-on experience in collaborating with
peers and professional mathematicians, investigating research-level
mathematical questions, and preparing and giving high-quality presen-
tations to a variety of audiences. These steps are necessary to prepare
students for the options they may choose after graduation, whether it
be in the applied work force, academics, or teaching.
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APPENDIX:
Sample Honors Contracts
Example A
An honors contract in real analysis for a group of two to four students.
Purpose: To investigate and explain the rigorous foundations of the
real number system with a view toward its historical development.
Project Description: Students will prepare a collaborative report.
Students will find and study literature on the foundations of the real
number system to address this sequence of questions:
• How are the positive integers rigorously defined?
• What algebraic structure does the set N of positive integers have?
• How are these algebraic operations defined?
• How is N extended to the set Z of all integers?
• What properties (axioms) does Z, together with its algebraic struc-
ture, satisfy?
• How is the set of rational numbers, Q, defined as an extension of Z?
• What algebraic structure does Q have, and how are the operations
defined?
• What is the system of axioms satisfied by Q and its algebraic
structure?
• Explain the structure of Q as an ordered field.
How is a real number defined? There are different ways in which this
can be done. Be sure to investigate Dedekind cuts, as well as other ways
of extending Q to R. How are the different methods of extending Q to
R related historically? How can one see that they are equivalent?
Resources: At least five different reliable texts and/or articles should
be used in an integral way. The following will be helpful:
Electronic databases and searches: Electronic resources, such as MathSciNet
and Academic Search Complete, host a wide spectrum of literature, includ-
ing journals, books, and theses, for specified key words, topics, or
authors. They can be found in the research resources on university
library’s website.
Science and Engineering Library: Librarians who specialize in searching
for mathematics literature can help you locate resources.
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Inter-library Loan (ILL): If a resource that you have identified is not avail-
able in the university’s library, you may borrow from another library
through ILL.
The Report: The honors group will write a report, at least 15 pages
typed and single-spaced. The report must be written in good English
and should have well-organized sections. The explanations should be
carefully written to be understood by an audience of typical students of
Analysis I, and the mathematics must be correct and explained well.
The ideas should be supported by relevant and instructive examples
crafted by the honors students writing the paper. The report should
include a bibliography of references that includes at least five sources
used significantly in the paper. The references should be cited within
the body of the text where they are used.
Timeline: Student schedule for a 14-week course.
Week 3: Have at least five good references selected. Present to the
instructor a brief summary of how each of these references will be used
in the paper.
Week 5: Have a vision of the overall structure of the paper. Have a gen-
eral understanding of each of the selected references. Present to the
instructor a preliminary outline of the paper and indicate where each
reference will be used.
Week 7: Explain the details of the paper through the algebraic struc-
ture of Z. Include instructive examples. Focus on presenting the mate-
rial in a way that exhibits a working understanding of the material, stat-
ed in your own words, with your own examples.
Week 9: Present the details of the paper through the structure of Q as
an ordered field.
Week 11: By the eleventh week, you will have found different ways of
constructing R as a complete ordered field. Give a careful chalk pre-
sentation of these constructions to the instructor and be prepared to
explain their equivalence.
Week 12: Present a preliminary final written report to the instructor for
comments and suggestions, which will be incorporated into your final
paper. The instructor will discuss the basics of good presentation style
with you in preparation for the oral presentation to the class.
Week 14: The final report is due the last week of classes, before the 
final exam.
During this week, your group will give a presentation of the project to
the class.
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Example B
An honors contract in abstract algebra.
(Note to the reader: This contract is written for an honors student in an
undergraduate abstract algebra course that covers rings and fields.)
Goal: Through this project, the student will appreciate the ongoing
nature of abstract algebra as a dynamic and developing field of mathe-
matics.
Project Description: The student will read biographies of mathemati-
cians from Contemporary Abstract Algebra by Joseph Gallian and choose
three mathematicians whom they find interesting. The chosen biogra-
phies should be associated with the beginning, the middle, and the end
of the course (for example, one from ring theory, one from vector
spaces, and one from field theory), and they should not all be from the
same generation; in particular, at least one should be a contemporary
mathematician.
For each chosen mathematician, the students will read an original
research paper by the mathematician and an article about their math-
ematics. The second article may be a review article in a journal or a
chapter in a book. Students will have about four weeks to study each
pair of papers. Reading the review article first may be most helpful.
For each of the three original research papers, students will write a
careful synopsis that addresses the following questions:
• What is the problem being studied?
• What is the context of the problem?
• What is the author’s strategy for solving the problem?
• How does this paper fit into the big picture of abstract algebra?
The review article about this author’s mathematics will help to answer
the last question. Students will meet each week with the instructor to
discuss the content of their papers.
The Presentation: At the end of the semester, the honors students will
give a mathematical presentation on their project to the class. The stu-
dents may focus on one mathematician or incorporate all three into a
coherent whole. Rather than presenting a formal talk, the students
should lead a series of activities to engage the class in the mathematics.
For example, the students may present to the class a simple-looking
question and give their classmates a few minutes to think about how to
solve it. Such an activity can lead into the problem being investigated in
one of the research papers.
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HONORS SENIOR THESES ARE 
ABET FRIENDLY:
DEVELOPING A PROCESS TO MEET
ACCREDITATION REQUIREMENTS
MICHAEL DORAN
Introduction to ABET
ABET1 is currently the main accreditation agency for programs in sci-
ence, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). ABET traces
its origin to the 1930’s and has undergone mergers and revisions dur-
ing its history. In the past, ABET stood for Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology, but recently the organization’s name has
been changed to ABET without a specific meaning for the letters. Also,
in the past, a subdivision of ABET, CSAB, would focus on issues of com-
puting accreditation. CSAB ceased to exist when ABET was renamed
and restructured, and all computing accreditation now falls under the
supervision of ABET.
Introduction to University of South Alabama
Since its inception, the University of South Alabama (USA) Honors
Program has included students of all majors across the university stu-
dent population. A central focus of the program is to foster an envi-
ronment of undergraduate research. One clear and visible way to
accomplish this research objective is by the successful completion of an
honors senior thesis by all students in the honors program. Since any
qualified students, regardless of their major, can be part of the honors
program, the question of discipline capstone projects quickly became
an issue. This requirement was especially problematic when the disci-
plines were subject to ABET accreditation reviews and evaluations. The
main programs falling under ABET criteria are those in Engineering
and Computing.
The USA academic programs in computing are housed in the School
of Computing (SoC). This distinct academic unit, with a dean report-
ing to the Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs, provides a rather
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unique environment for computing. Most universities will distribute
computing across several academic units on campus, such as
Engineering, Business, or Arts and Sciences. Being housed in one aca-
demic unit not only provides a visible computing identity but also pro-
vides many advantages regarding accreditation process and proce-
dures. At USA, the College of Engineering (CoE) is a separate acade-
mic unit that administers a variety of traditional Engineering degrees.
I currently serve as the Director of the USA Honors Program. Before
assuming this role, I served as the Coordinator (Chair) of Computer
Science for fourteen years with the rank of Professor of Computer
Science. The USA Honors Program was created in 1999 with 30 stu-
dents and included a Computing major. At the time the honors pro-
gram was being formed, the Computer Science (CS) degree had been
ABET accredited (CSAB subdivision at the time) since 1987. The
Information Science (IS) major had been one of the first to be accred-
ited in the 1990s. The newly defined Information Technology (IT)
major was still being formed, and all measures were taken to assure it
would meet future accreditation criteria. Each degree included a cap-
stone senior project experience. In 1999, since the CS major had been
through two additional successful accreditation and review cycles, the
other two computing majors of IS and IT both adopted the existing
senior capstone project experience. As the honors program was being
formed, the academic units were considering how senior thesis credits
would fit within their curriculum.
At the time the SoC had a year-long senior capstone project. These
courses also used to satisfy the Writing Across the Curriculum (W)
requirement for all degrees. This course sequence was numbered
497/498, and the classes were designed to be taken in the last two
semesters of a student’s course of study. Seeking uniformity, the honors
program asked each academic unit and department to add an honors
W course to be numbered 499. In the SoC the faculty agreed to support
this request by substituting the two 499H courses for the 497/498
sequence. SoC had three years to prepare for the initial implementa-
tion of this sequence.
ABET Outcomes
ABET defines various student outcomes that all graduates of a pro-
gram must meet by the time they successfully graduate from an acade-
mic degree program. Each of the computing disciplines has nine com-
mon outcomes labeled A through I. In addition, each specific degree
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of CS, IS, and IT have other specific outcomes that must be met. CS has
two more, J and K; IS has one more, labeled J; and IT has five more,
labeled J through N. The nine shared outcomes, A through I, follow:2
A. “An ability to apply knowledge of computing and mathematics
appropriate to the discipline.”
B. “An ability to analyze a problem and identify and define the com-
puting requirements appropriate to its solution.”
C. “An ability to design, implement, and evaluate a computer-based sys-
tem, process, component, or program to meet desired needs.”
D. “An ability to function effectively on teams to accomplish a com-
mon goal.”
E. “An understanding of professional, ethical, legal, security, and social
issues and responsibilities.”
F. “An ability to communicate effectively with a range of audiences.”
G. “An ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on
individuals, organizations, and society.”
H. “Recognition of the need for an ability to engage in continuing pro-
fessional development.”
I. “An ability to use current techniques, skills, and tools necessary for
computing practice.”
The initial curriculum models used for accreditation were defined
by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). Dating back to
the 1960s, these ACM curriculum models would often focus on specific
courses.3 In 1991, ACM started modifications to the curriculum that
veered from the course-driven model to what were termed knowledge
units.4 The knowledge units, however, were then combined into groups
that looked very much like the traditional courses found in the previ-
ous ACM curriculum models. In some cases the numerical labels (CS1,
CS2, CS3 . . . ) would be present throughout the curriculum, literature,
and accreditation process. Starting around 2000,5 ACM and subse-
quently ABET extended the ideas presented by the knowledge units,
evolving from a course-driven model of evaluation to an outcomes-
based approach. This change necessitated that a wide array of artifacts
be developed to show that students accomplished these outcomes.
Prior models were driven by common courses. Now the expectation was
that these outcomes would be distributed throughout the entire cur-
riculum. Each program was responsible for accomplishing this integra-
tion and distribution. The manner of assessment was likewise left to
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each program although each one was required to provide evidence that
graduates would achieve a target level of mastery by the end of their
degree. To produce this evidence, the SoC at USA adopted a common
senior capstone project experience covering a two-semester sequence.
The activities of the capstone courses and project would focus on A
through I, the shared ABET outcomes.
Honors Senior Thesis
The honors senior thesis is a process that really should start from the
first day the student joins the university. Research is the central focus of
the USA Honors Program, and it is an ongoing process that students
pursue within their discipline. This culture of scholarship starts with
the first course although the actual research in the discipline must cer-
tainly rely on a maturity gained by the completion of the more
advanced courses of study.
To foster this culture of research, the honors program has created
honors seminars that students are required to take each year. Freshmen
and sophomores take HON 101 and 201 as a one-credit hour seminar.
In these courses, students discuss the role and importance of research
and practice various research skills. These courses require students to
become aware of and actually complete an application for undergrad-
uate research or a national scholarship. The process and importance of
research become a clear objective of members in the honors program.
A third seminar, HON 301, is required of the juniors in the honors
program. At this stage of the degree, students should have acquired the
necessary discipline maturity and knowledge to successfully and actively
engage in a research agenda. Also, based on the experiences in HON
101 and 201, students have commonly participated in a research expe-
rience. This research experience often occurs in a funded summer pro-
gram supported by the university. Many students also take advantage of
Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU), extramural funding
and study abroad opportunities to gain this research experience.
HON 301 is also a one-credit-hour seminar in which the students
must complete an approved thesis prospectus. This course can be taken
either fall or spring semester, but scheduling this class in the fall semes-
ter certainly has its advantages. Writing the prospectus during the fall
term allows students to use the spring semester to engage in focused
research and to prepare for the thesis process. It is also a simple fact
that a thesis is not a punch-the-clock experience. Being enrolled in
courses of 1, 2 or 3 credit hours does not necessarily correspond to the
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demands of working on a thesis. Depending on project pacing and
events, students might need to engage in 3 hours of work one week or
12 the next if that is what is required to accomplish the task. When a
student completes HON 301 in the fall, the subsequent spring can be a
valuable momentum-building experience. Once students understand
the time requirements of the research process, they often use that
spring to continue work by participating in a directed study or similar
course options. The thesis is a viable and valuable part of the learning
environment, and students typically view it as an opportunity and not as
a burden. In the case of Computing and Engineering, however, stu-
dents easily and logically integrate these seminars and the 499
sequence into the existing capstone project experience.
SoC Capstone Project
During the past twenty years, many approaches to how this project
course could be implemented have been presented at various CS edu-
cation conference.6 7 8 9 Although various themes have included games,
industry partners, and service learning, a constant aspect was the role
played by teams of students to include this capstone experience to
explore a large-scale project. Now, because the evaluation process must
focus on the student outcomes that specifically address the ABET out-
comes A-I, the SoC modified the existing capstone sequence to feature
these presentations.
The SoC capstone project was a two-semester sequence (497/498)
that also satisfied the W requirement of the university. The usual
approach was for students to take these courses in the final two semes-
ters of their course work. The goal of this capstone project sequence
was to have soon-to-graduate students engage in a large-scale, real-
world project. Working in teams, students would take a problem from
initial conception to full deployment. Students often had to acquire
some degree of domain-specific knowledge to accomplish the tasks of
the project and might involve non-SoC faculty. In some instances, mem-
bers of the local computing industry would propose a project and work
with the students. Obviously, these experiences with industry partners
were particularly meaningful. In some cases these students were then
hired by the industry partner, an added benefit of the course for all
involved. A focus on service learning was also an element in some pro-
jects. These service-oriented projects would often occur within the aca-
demic environment by providing technical service for the SoC as well
as other academic units on campus. These non-SoC tasks would allow
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the students to explore the impact of computing on other disciplines
and required a degree of immersion into those environments. In all
projects, a SoC faculty would serve as a group’s mentor. The role of this
mentor was not only to provide any technical guidance needed but also
to assure that academic component of the project was maintained.
Working with the course instructor, these mentors would provide valu-
able assistance in determining that the necessary ABET outcomes were
being met and the academic artifacts were produced. Even when work-
ing with industry professionals, everyone involved understood that the
academic integrity of the course would be the absolute priority and the
process, not the product, was the ultimate goal.
The courses were structured to provide sufficient observation and
feedback to students so that the proper process was always being
employed. After teams were formed and projects defined, a clear sys-
tem of accountability was established. Regular meetings with instructor
and mentors were central to this process to assure that the academic
objectives were being met, that feedback was being given, and that cor-
rective measures were initiated when necessary. This group experience
and the structured meetings addressed most of the ABET A through I
outcomes. With the creation of the artifacts and the regular observa-
tions by faculty, a rich and accurate array of assessment measures were
gathered for each team and for every student engaged in the projects.
All projects were professionally presented in an open forum attended
by all the students and faculty involved in the courses, and these pre-
sentations were, of course, evaluated. All of the people involved in
these projects participated in an end-of-semester assessment based on
the ABET rubrics.
Because of the mandate to satisfy all the ABET outcomes, including
the non-project-based outcomes, the project was not the only exercise
or activity of the course. The social, historical, career, and leadership
issues were mostly addressed by guest speakers, class readings, class dis-
cussions, and field trips. In most cases, the resulting artifact was a reflec-
tion paper. These papers were evaluated according to writing rubrics,
and each student would collect them into a writing portfolio. Student
often used these portfolios during the interview and graduate applica-
tion process. A practical result of having a portfolio was often that the
students would receive job offers or graduate school admission and
funding.
By the end of the process, a wealth of information was available for
assessment and review by the USA faculty and by the ABET visiting
teams. This data is stored in a data repository for long-term review and
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comparison. Collected and analyzed over many years, the evaluation
data revealed that the ABET outcome targets were being met.
A postscript to this discussion is that the senior capstone project has
now been reduced to a single semester. This change was implemented
for a variety of reasons, some of which were nonacademic. Obviously
the scope and complexity of projects have been modified to fit this
shortened schedule.
Mapping the Honors Thesis to Capstone Project
The honors thesis is a six-credit-hour, two-semester course sequence.
building directly upon a prospectus-preparation course during the
junior year. The thesis is the research effort of a single individual, which
might appear to be at odds with the group experience central to com-
puting and most STEM capstone experiences. Working with a mentor,
honors students would identify an area within the group project that
could be researched by the individual student during a short period of
time, perhaps through a directed study or summer research experi-
ence. This product will form the basis of the honors thesis and at the
same time be integrated into the larger capstone project, thus benefit-
ting the non-honors group members of the capstone project.
Beyond contributing the thesis to the capstone project, honors stu-
dents assume the role of project manager. Of course, a key element of
any large project development is the project management. This role
not only ensures the successful completion of the process leading to the
final project but also encourages honors student to mentor the other
group members. The value of peer mentoring and tutoring cannot be
understated.10 11
The capstone experience developed by USA certainly satisfies the
critical element of having students participate in a large team project
that produces a comprehensive document. The course structure like-
wise includes meeting the requirements of ABET outcomes A-I. The
thesis prepared under the guidance of the mentor and committee con-
tributes to the capstone experience while fulfilling the research
requirement that is essential to the work done by students in the USA
Honors Program.
One Size Now Fits All—Engineering Agrees
After the successful use of this approach by the SoC, discussion
ensued with the College of Engineering. Some Engineering
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departments and the previous dean would require students in honors
to complete an honors thesis as well as their Engineering capstone
team project. The current dean was very open to the dual use of the
honors thesis to also satisfy the capstone projects. Using the successful
ABET reviews of the SoC, the dean was now able to convince the
Engineering faculty that this approach was in compliance with ABET
guidelines. Over the years there have been few honors students in both
Engineering and Computing. Previous ones in Engineering have done
both a thesis and capstone project. In the academic year 2011–2012,
with the complete support of the dean and the various department
chairs, an engineering honors student used this combined model for
his capstone project sequence as well as his honors thesis. He success-
fully used EE 499 (6 credit hours) to substitute for his 2 credit hours of
EE 401 and 3 credit hours of EE 404. There was an unused hour, but
this option was viewed as better than the alternative of doing two pro-
jects and having an unused 6-credit-hour thesis sequence. By proper
project management and task activities, he was able to contribute to his
team effort as well as satisfy the individual components required by the
honors thesis.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE
CURRICULA IN HONORS
DAIL W. MULLINS, JR.
Introduction
The University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB), like most four-
year institutions, requires all undergraduate students to satisfy a set of
general studies or core curriculum requirements. According to the uni-
versity’s most recent catalog of undergraduate programs, these core
academic requirements serve two essential purposes: (1) to provide stu-
dents with an “intellectual foundation for the focused and detailed aca-
demic work that they are expected to perform” in their major fields of
study; and (2) to “provide a wide exposure to ideas, perspectives, issues,
and knowledge that lie beyond the narrow parameters of any individual
major” and to enable “students to gain perspective on the complexity,
diversity, and the beauty of the world we all inhabit.”1 Not unlike the
core curricula at many, if not most, colleges and universities, the major
curricular areas of the UAB Core include: written composition (six
semester hours); humanities and the fine arts (twelve semester hours);
natural sciences and mathematics (eleven semester hours); and history,
social, and behavioral sciences (twelve semester hours).
Since its inception in 1983, the University Honors Program has pro-
vided an educational experience that satisfies these core curriculum
requirements with an individualized and interdisciplinary course of
study. The course of study is individualized each year because the stu-
dents choose from a unique array of special three-semester-hour semi-
nars taught by faculty from a wide variety of disciplines and professions.
It is interdisciplinary because students are also required to select from
among an ongoing series of nine-semester-hour interdisciplinary
courses that bring together in one classroom five to six faculty from as
many disciplines who address a single topic or theme from each of their
respective fields. One such course is taught yearly, in the fall semester,
and no course is ever repeated.
Students in the honors program satisfy the university’s core by taking
thirty-three semester hours of honors coursework, and, depending on
a placement exam, zero to six semester hours of math and computer
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skills within appropriate departments outside the honors environment.
The following options are available for the honors coursework, depend-
ing on an individual student’s interests, time constraints, and require-
ments in a specific major:
• two nine-semester-hour fall-term interdisciplinary courses and five
three-semester-hour honors seminars (only two of which can be
related to the student’s major or minor);
• two nine-semester-hour fall-term interdisciplinary courses, two three-
semester-hour honors seminars unrelated to the student’s major or
minor, and up to nine semester hours of honors coursework within
the student’s major;2 or
• three nine-semester-hour interdisciplinary honors courses and two
three-semester-hour honors seminars.
It should be emphasized that the nine-semester-hour fall-term offer-
ings are true interdisciplinary (i.e., multi-disciplinary) ventures, not
courses taught by several faculty from a single academic department,
school, or college. For example, one such course offered was
“Restructuring Old Age: Perspectives on Aging” and involved faculty
members from psychology, English, general science, sociology, busi-
ness, and biology; another was titled “Five Immoral Acts: Lying,
Stealing, Blaspheming, Killing and Fornicating” and was taught by fac-
ulty members from the departments of anthropology, philosophy, epi-
demiology, and English with a visiting professor of theology. Each inter-
disciplinary course also relies on frequent guest speakers from the com-
munity and other academic departments. Occasional class sessions are
given over to open discussion of issues raised during the course, and a
number of extracurricular activities, such as an evening film series or
field trips, are included, which may or may not have required atten-
dance. Unlike many such interdisciplinary ventures, moreover, the fac-
ulty participating in the interdisciplinary courses are required to attend
all lectures and class discussions and to participate in at least some of
the extracurricular workload if at all possible.
Interdisciplinary Courses and the 
UAB Core Curriculum
The UAB core curriculum’s natural science and mathematics
requirement stipulates that graduates, through an emphasis on the sci-
entific method and an application of quantitative and inductive reason-
ing, “will understand the scientific process and the influence of science
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and technology on society.”1 As indicated above, this curricular goal is
satisfied by students taking at least eight semester hours in the natural
sciences (i.e., two courses, each with an associated laboratory experi-
ence) and at least three semester hours in mathematics at the pre-cal-
culus-algebra level (when required). A brief, informal survey of general
studies or core curriculum requirements at a variety of state and private
educational institutions around the country reveals considerable simi-
larity in these offerings, including those in mathematics and the natural
sciences. Most colleges and universities require two or three introducto-
ry science courses, at least one or two of which must have an associated
laboratory experience. Some schools—but not all—require students to
choose courses from at least two different natural science fields.
The author has previously discussed his blanket dissatisfaction with
these commonplace curricular programs, arguing that the natural sci-
ence requirements at most four-year institutions cannot possibly rectify
the failings of elementary and secondary schools in these disciplines.3
In their book Science Matters: Achieving Scientific Literacy, Robert Hazen
and James Trefil state: “Every university in the country has the same
dirty little secret; we are all turning out scientific illiterates, students
incapable of understanding many of the important newspaper items
published on the very day of their graduation.”4 Thus, the major task
facing the nascent honors program was to explore ways in which this sit-
uation might be ameliorated through the unique format of UAB’s
largely interdisciplinary curriculum. As outlined in two previous publi-
cations in the National Honors Report,5 there were several issues and con-
cerns to be addressed at the outset.
First, the ongoing laboratory or field-based research programs of
many faculty in the natural sciences often preclude their being
recruited for the time commitment required of interdisciplinary
courses—currently nine contact hours per week, as well as conferences
with individual students, course readings, and extracurricular events
related to the course—even though the honors program budget, start-
ing about a decade ago, allowed a $2,500 release-time honorarium for
all visiting interdisciplinary faculty. This ongoing problem has been
handled fairly successfully by relying on the generosity and goodwill of
individual science faculty members, adjunct faculty in the sciences,
and a few retired members of the faculty. Until the author retired,
three full-time honors program faculty members/administrators—the
director (English), associate director (biochemistry and general sci-
ence), and assistant director (English)—taught in the fall interdisci-
plinary course each year.
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Second, the lack of available laboratory facilities within the pro-
gram’s infrastructure presented another challenge that obviously had
to be addressed in some fashion. While the author has never seen the
value of requiring students, especially non-science majors, to spend
time in an instructional lab setting carrying out cookbook demonstra-
tions of simple biological, chemical, or physical principles, neither was
it feasible that students be allowed to avoid altogether both the excite-
ment and frustrations of an experimental setting of some kind. The
best way to understand the scientific method is to employ it to solve a
true problem rather than to duplicate recipes. The honors program
solved this problem by dividing the approximately one hundred stu-
dents in each interdisciplinary class into about twenty groups of three
to six students each and assigning each group a research project to be
completed on their own time—and with their own resources—during
the fall term.6 Thanks to the Internet, non-specialty journals that cater
to amateur scientists, and material provided by several scientific pro-
fessional organizations, developing twenty or more interesting and
often thought-provoking research projects that challenged the students
and yet were feasible within the time frame of the course was not diffi-
cult. The main difficulty, which was not overcome in all cases, was devis-
ing that many projects of approximately equivalent difficulty. In cases
where this equivalency was not possible, the instructors adjusted their
grading. The students presented the results of these various research
projects as poster displays on the last day of class.
Finally, the cumulative nature of science courses, especially their
unique dependence on a foundation of specialized terms and con-
cepts, was difficult to fit comfortably into a true multi-disciplinary for-
mat since many of the class periods were dedicated to other, albeit relat-
ed, topics such as literature, art, philosophy, and even theology.7 It was
decided instead that instructors would strive to achieve some measure
of what Hazen and Trefil refer to as “science literacy”—the facts, vocab-
ulary, concepts, history, and philosophy of science that constitute the
knowledge people need to understand public issues and to participate
in political discourse as opposed to the more specialized knowledge of
the experts. To be sure, a large majority of the students enrolled in the
honors program are science majors—many of them pre-meds—who
will one day be doing science as opposed to simply using science to
understand the world around them. But what these students might pick
up in the way of philosophical, historical, or literary contexts of their
more formal scientific training can only be viewed as beneficial. 
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This approach to college-level science education, especially for non-
science majors, has received support from the work of Jon Miller, head
of Northwestern University’s International Center for the
Advancement of Scientific Literacy. Miller’s research during the past
two decades has provided strong survey evidence that science literacy
courses for non-science university students have made a surprising dif-
ference in the nation’s overall level of scientific literacy. Like Hazen
and Trefil, Miller defines “science literacy” as a mixture of basic science
concepts plus an understanding of the nature and process of scientific
inquiry, including the ability to discriminate between “scientific sense
and pseudoscientific nonsense”; in short, students would demonstrate
a level of knowledge required to read and comprehend the science sec-
tion of a major newspaper.8 Virtually all of Miller’s statistical indicators
give significant weight to science literacy courses in facilitating the
development of these characteristics in the non-science public.
Table I is a list of all the science-focused fall-term interdisciplinary
courses that have been taught in the UAB Honors Program since 1984
as well as the academic disciplines that were incorporated into each
course. (Note that the disciplines of guest lecturers or seminar speak-
ers are not listed.) Prior to 1996—the year when the Alabama
Articulation and General Studies Committee adopted a statewide gen-
eral studies curriculum at all public colleges and universities in the
state, and the university went onto a true semester system instead of a
quarter system—students in the honors program were required to take
three fall-term interdisciplinary courses and three three-semester-hour
honors seminars. The new system necessitated a reshuffling of the
schedule to reflect the description of the program requirements given
earlier. Thus, the honors program began offering a predominantly sci-
ence-focused course every other year with intervening courses devoted
primarily to the social and behavioral sciences or the arts and humani-
ties. It is important to stress that even these latter courses always con-
tained scientific topics just as the science courses incorporated mater-
ial from the social sciences, literature, and the arts. Below are descrip-
tions of two of these science-oriented courses.
Fall 1993—The Mythology of Western 
Scientific Materialism
The last course taught in the original format of the program, in
1993, was titled “The Mythology of Western Scientific Materialism: The
Evolutionary Epic.” This title was derived from the author’s interest in
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the ideas and writings of E. O. Wilson, whose contention is that scien-
tific materialism is not inappropriately viewed as a mythological narra-
tive that deals with existential meaning and the so-called “human expe-
rience” through an explanatory format.9 “By ‘mythology,’ of course,
Wilson means simply to refer to any grand narrative by which we . . .
attempt to explain ourselves and our place in the scheme of things.”10
Wilson argues that the explanatory format of scientific materialism is
equal to—if not now superior because of its immense predictive
power—both religious and socioeconomic (e.g., Marxist) mythologies.
Wilson referred to this scientific mythological narrative as the
“Evolutionary Epic.” That this view could occasionally be shown to
cause scientific and religious mythological narratives to be in genuine
conflict with one another was, not surprisingly, unnerving to some stu-
dents and prompted the instructors to incorporate a visiting theologian
in all future science-based courses.
Table II gives a general overview of the major scientific content of
the 1993 course. Virtually all lecture and classroom topics devoted to
philosophy and English have been omitted from this list despite the fact
that they provided a strong intellectual matrix for many of the students,
especially the arts and humanities majors. As science teachers will rec-
ognize, this course, except for the earth science section, reversed the
traditional sequence of science subject matter (i.e., biology¨
 
chem-
istry¨physics) as it is traditionally presented in American secondary
and post-secondary educational venues. While perhaps impractical in
high school or college because of the mathematical ill-preparedness of
most students, UAB instructors believed that the more logical progres-
sion of the disciplines presented in the course could be accommodated
because of its less quantitative, interdisciplinary approach.
Eight texts were assigned for the course, including: Frankenstein by
Mary Shelley; Jurassic Park by Michael Crichton; Perfect Symmetry: The
Search for the Beginning of Time by Heinz Pagels; Science Matters: Achieving
Scientific Literacy by Robert Hazen and James Trefil; Ice Ages: Solving the
Mystery by John and Katherine Imbrie; Elements of General and Biological
Chemistry by John Holum; The Cartoon Guide to Physics by Larry Gonick
and Art Huffman; and Origins Reconsidered by Richard Leakey. In addi-
tion, students were required to purchase a book of photocopied articles
and essays that contained supplementary readings for the various lec-
tures. During the course, students were given individual written assign-
ments in each of the following disciplines: English, physics/astro-
physics, philosophy, geology, and biology. Each assignment had a spe-
cific due date, and these were scattered throughout the term.
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As mentioned previously, all students in the course were divided into
about twenty groups of three to six students each and assigned research
projects to be completed on their own time and with their own
resources. On the first day of class, each group was given a detailed
handout that outlined the purpose and rationale of their project and
described their project requirements, including: (1) a research log; (2)
two interim progress reports; (3) the final project report; and (4) the
poster session display. In addition, each group was given a one- to three-
page description of their assigned research activity, including a list of
starter references and/or the name of a contact person for outside
help. Table III lists the 1993 Research Projects.
Fall 2000—The Environment: 
Earth, Air, Fire, and Water
This interdisciplinary course on the topic of the environment was
one of the most ambitious attempted. Table IV is an overview of the
environmental course curriculum and shows the major scientific topics
covered in the almost ten-week-long term. Not shown are some of the
contributions in the arts, humanities, and social sciences as well as
evening public lectures and films included.
Eight texts were assigned for the course: Vital Signs 2000: The
Environmental Trends That Are Shaping Our Future by L. Brown, M.
Renner, and B. Halweil; Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad; Global
Warming: The Complete Briefing by John Houghton; The Storyteller by
Mario Vargas Llosa; Environmental Science: Systems and Solutions by M. L.
McKinney and R. M. Schoch; Ishmael by Daniel Quinn; Wind, Sand and
Stars by Antoine de Saint Exupery; and The Temple of My Familiar by
Alice Walker. The major term paper for the course was a literary analy-
sis treating any two, or all three, of the following: Ishmael, Heart of
Darkness, and The Storyteller. As with all of the program’s interdiscipli-
nary courses, each student was also required to purchase a bound vol-
ume of supplementary readings.
Extra funds made available for the course allowed the program to
contract with five full-time and part-time faculty in the fields of chem-
istry, environmental science, environmental engineering, urban affairs,
and theology, thus bringing the total number of full-time instructors to
eight. This extended the approach beyond a simple treatment of envi-
ronmental science to include political, engineering, aesthetic, and the-
ological dimensions of the topic. Moreover, thirteen individuals from
both the public and private sectors were invited to lead class discussions
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on the political, social, economic, and racial dimensions of environ-
mental policies. Environmental science is not without its controversies,
and these topics allowed the class to explore some of these controver-
sies from a variety of perspectives.
In addition, all but a few members of the entire class, about ninety
students, participated in a week-long stay at the Dauphin Island Sea
Lab, the state of Alabama’s Marine Science Institution just off the coast
of Mobile, Alabama.11 This proved to be one of the more interesting,
profitable, and enlightening components of the course. In addition to
a dramatic change of environment from the classroom to a barrier
island in the Gulf of Mexico, the students got to spend a week with
working research scientists, in the field, trawling for biological samples
and examining them in a laboratory setting. It was also interesting and
educational, both for the students and the faculty, to see the students
struggle with a real disconnect between their professed reverence and
concern for the “out-of-doors” while within the safe confines of the
classroom and their immediate need upon arrival on the island for the
familiar comforts of air conditioning, electrical outlets for their groom-
ing and entertainment devices, ice, food, and drinks.
Finally, much more sophisticated and elaborate research and engi-
neering group projects were developed. In cooperation with UAB’s
School of Education, which had established one of several Professional
Development Sites at the Richard Arrington, Jr. Middle School in
Birmingham, the honors program agreed to assist the school in the
design, construction, and long-term maintenance of an outdoor envi-
ronmental education center on the school’s grounds. The initial plan-
ning and development phase of this project, termed “Urban Oasis,” was
coordinated with the fall 2000 course as indicated in the list of research
projects (Table V). Each research group of UAB Honors Program stu-
dents was also responsible for involving a small cadre, four to six, of
Arrington Middle School students in as many of the group’s activities
on the Arrington campus as possible. In addition to the group research
projects, the students in the honors course were also required to main-
tain a month-long inventory of their water usage, energy usage, and
solid waste generation.
Science Literacy and Interdisciplinary Science Courses
In Science Matters: Achieving Scientific Literacy, Hazen and Trefil con-
tend that there are at least three strong arguments for the teaching and
acquisition of scientific literacy: (1) the argument from civics; (2) the
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argument from aesthetics; and (3) the argument from intellectual
coherence.
The argument from civics is the most persistently voiced by profes-
sional scientific societies, governmental science agencies, and the edu-
cational establishment and asserts that a national discussion of the
many problems facing society and, indeed, the entire planet now
demands at the very least a rudimentary knowledge of scientific and
technological matters. “The threats to our system from a scientifically
illiterate electorate are many,” write Hazen and Trefil, “ranging from
the danger of political demagoguery to the decay of the entire democ-
ratic process as vital decisions that effect everyone have to be made by
an educated (but probably unelected) elite.”12 Alas, although Jon
Miller’s data have indicated increasing scientific literacy among the
American public over the previous decade, these levels are still less than
twenty percent13 and very much lower, three to five percent, than
among European, Canadian, and Japanese adults.14
The argument from aesthetics is similar to that made in support of a
liberal arts education in general and contends that “the scientifically
illiterate person has been cut off from an enriching part of life, just as
surely as a person who cannot read.”15 Whereas the argument from
civics tries to make the case that science is too politically important
today to be slighted in the curriculum, I contend that the argument
from aesthetics suggests that it is also simply too fascinating not to be
made an integral part of one’s education.
As noted in a previous publication,16 philosophical and theological
issues make their most conspicuous appearance as part of the argu-
ment from intellectual coherence. Hazen and Trefil write in Science
Matters:
It has become a commonplace to note that scientific findings
often play a crucial role in setting the intellectual climate of an
era. Copernicus’s discovery of the heliocentric universe played
an important role in sweeping away the old thinking of the
Middle Ages and ushering in the Age of Enlightenment.
Darwin’s discovery of the principle of natural selection made
the world seem less planned, less directed than it had been
before; and in this century the work of Freud and the develop-
ment of quantum mechanics have made it seem (at least super-
ficially) less rational. In all of these cases, the general intellec-
tual tenor of the times—what the Germans call the Zeitgeist—
was influenced by developments in science. How, the argument
goes, can anyone hope to appreciate the deep underlying
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threads of intellectual life in his or her own time without under-
standing the science that goes with it?
If one examines the various science-focused interdisciplinary courses
that have been offered during the past twenty years by the University
Honors Program at UAB (Table I), it should be apparent that broad,
over-arching themes—origins, nature-nurture, the environment, and
the evolutionary epic—were employed more often than not in an effort
to address at least the arguments from aesthetics and intellectual coher-
ence, perhaps with the hope that a “scientifically literate electorate”
might somehow emerge from this mix. The author’s view17 is that many
people, and perhaps especially those students who may have come to
dislike science because of the often sterile quality of secondary and
post-secondary introductory science curricula, nevertheless have an
almost innate fascination for what Victor Weisskopf termed the “cosmic
sciences,” those that deal with some of humankind’s greatest questions
and which, because of this, necessarily impinge on philosophical, theo-
logical, and even eschatological matters.18
There is precedent for a new and different approach to science edu-
cation that takes advantage of the fascination most people have for the
so-called “cosmic sciences.” The American Association for the
Advancement of Science was perhaps at the forefront of such curricu-
lar redesign efforts with the publication of Project 2061: Science for All
Americans, in 1989, and The Liberal Art of Science, in 1990. The latter doc-
ument contains a lengthy set of appendices that give detailed course
descriptions of various innovative curricula at colleges and universities
around the country.19
Jill Tartar and her colleagues at the SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence) Institute in Mountain View, California, together with fac-
ulty and scientists from NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL), Evergreen
State College, the Lawrence Hall of Science, the Orion School, and San
Francisco State University, have developed a remarkable and innovative
elementary and middle-school science curriculum (grades three
through nine) that focuses on life on earth and the possible existence
of life elsewhere in the universe.20 While perhaps not of great interest
to most post-secondary science faculty, it should be noted that the fun-
damental underlying principle of this curriculum was used to develop
a series of three-hour honors seminars on the topic of SETI in the UAB
Honors Program, which proved to be quite popular with students.
All of these issues and concerns underscore my deeply held con-
viction that many honors programs, because of their often broad inter-
disciplinary curricular mandates and flexibilities, have a unique
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opportunity to address the natural sciences in ways that are not often
possible in departments of science. By interweaving the facts and prin-
ciples of science with larger issues and themes of interest and impor-
tance to students, honors programs can impart something to both sci-
ence and non-science majors that is often lacking or hidden in more
formal science courses: larger meaning and purpose.
Table I
Science-Based Interdisciplinary Courses (1984–2008)
1984 The Cosmic Quest: Perspectives on Determinism and Free Will
History, Psychology, English, Biochemistry
1987 Mysteries of Mind, Brain and Humanity
Linguistics, English, General Science, Psychology, Philosophy, Biology
1990 The Environment: Earth in Our Shadow
Theology, Biology, General Science, Urban Affairs, English,
Environmental Engineering
1993 The Mythology of Western Scientific Materialism: The
Evolutionary Epic
Physics, Biology, Philosophy, English, General Science, Geology
1996 Science and Religion on a Pale Blue Dot
Theology, Chemistry, English, Psychology, General Science
1998 Galileo, Newton, Darwin and Einstein
Theology, Science History, English, Art History, General Science
2000 The Environment: Earth, Air, Fire and Water
Chemistry, Environmental Science, English, Theology, Literature,
Environmental Engineering, Urban Affairs, General Science
2002 Origins
English, Literature, Biochemistry, Geology, Theology, Science Education
2004 The Nature-Nurture Controversy
Psychology, Biology, Linguistics, Literature, Theology
2006 Minds and Realities
Psychiatry, Art & Art History, Psychology, English, Literature, 
Urban Affairs
2008 The Anatomy of Desire
Art & Art History, Literature, Psychology, Economics, Cognitive
Science, English, Urban Affairs
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Table II
The Mythology of Western Scientific Materialism (1993)
Introduction (1 week)
• An Overview of Mythological Narratives, Religion and the
Evolutionary Epic
• Science Illiteracy and the Science Education Crisis
• Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and Michael Crichton’s Jurassic Park
• The Origin and Evolution of Science and the Scientific Method
In the Beginning (3 weeks)
• Creation Mythologies
• The Large-Scale Structure of the Universe
• The Origin, Evolution and Fate of the Universe
• The Motion of Waves
• Light and the Electromagnetic Spectrum
• Stars and Galaxies
• Eureka: the Cosmology of Edgar Allan Poe
• Atomic Theory and the Periodic Table
• The Subatomic Structure of Matter
• The Conservation of Momentum
• The Calculus
• The Conservation of Matter and Energy
• 1895–1925: Thirty Years that Shook Physics
• Albert Einstein and the Theory of Relativity
• Fundamentals of Quantum Theory
• The Copernican Revolution
Terra Firma (2 weeks)
• The Origin of the Earth and Solar System
• The Grand Tour
• The Earth Inside and Out: Igneous, Sedimentary, and
Metamorphic Rocks
• The Age of the Earth
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• Continental Drift and Plate Tectonics
• Earthquakes and Volcanoes
• Meteorology
• Climatology
A Small, Warm Pond . . . (4 weeks)
• Chemical Bonding
• Stoichiometry and the Concept of the Mole
• Chemical Reactions
• Acids, Bases and Salts: All About pH
• The Chemistry of Carbon
• The Origin of Life on Earth
• The Living Cell
• Charles Darwin: The Man, His Time, and His Theory
• The Evolution of Life on Earth
• Biological Taxonomy
• Energy and Food Chains
• Poetry, Science, and Inter-connectedness
• Mendelian Genetics
• 1900–1953: The Half-Century that Shook Biology
• DNA, RNA and the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology
• The KT Event: The Return of Catastrophism
• The Evolution of the Human Species
Table III
Group Research Projects (1993)
• Construction and Calibration of a Moondial
• Survey of Heritable Traits among Students in the Honors Program
and Their Relatives
• Construction of a 2-Dimensional SETI Message Using Only 
Binary Digits
• Zoo Observations of Living Primate Behavior and Morphology
• Effect of Acid Precipitation on the Germination and Growth 
of Plants
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• Effects of Cigarettes and Physical Exertion on Heart Rate and
Blood Pressure
• The Honors House Graffiti Wall: an Anthropological Study
• Physiological Responses to Viewing Violence
• A Statistical Test of Astrology
• Cell-Cell Communication and Interaction
• The Efficacy of Various Brands of Paper Towels: Absorbency and
Wet Strength
• Effect of Lecithin on Thermal Proteinoid Microsphere Formation
in Artificial Seawater
• Survey of Easily Obtainable Acid-Base Indicators for Use in the
Classroom
• Effects of Touch, Wind, and Mode of Watering on Plant Growth
and Size
• Efficacy of Activated Carbon Filters in Removing Organic
Contaminants from Water
• Effect of UV Radiation on the Stability of Humic Material
• Asteroid Deflection Simulation
• Saliva pH, Chewing Gum and Dental Caries
• Effect of Electromagnetic Fields on Plant Growth and Fruit
Production
• Effect of UV Light on the Germination of Seeds
• The Fertility of Various Compost Types
• Can Microwave Radiation Be Used to Inhibit Microbial Growth?
• Fibonacci’s Sequence, the Golden Rectangle, and Human
Psychology
• The Effect of Magnetic Fields on the Embryonic Development of
Drosophila melanogaster
Table IV
The Environment: Earth, Air, Fire, and Water (2000)
Part I—Overview (1 week)
• Water, Air, Earth, and Fire
• Ecocultures and Ethnoconflicts
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• Myth of the Natural Man
• The Drake Equation: Some Thoughts on “L”
• A Sparkling Blue and White Jewel
Part II—Dauphin Island, Alabama: a Microcosm (1 week)
• Coastal Geomorphology
• Coastal Ecology
• “Island as Text” Explorations
• Biological Overview of Dauphin Island
• Political and Cultural Overview of Dauphin Island
• Alabama Coastal Area Management Plan
• Coastal Water Resources
Part III—The Driving Forces (1 week)
• Eden: How Did We Get It?
• The Peopling of the Earth
• Creation Myths and Their Environmental Implications
• Sun and Sky: How the Atmosphere Works
• Why Climates Change
Part IV—The Elements: Fire (1 week)
• Household Energy and Local Politics
• Energy: What is It? Modeling Its Impact on Climate
• Traditional Energy Resources: How Much Do We Have Left?
• The Nuclear Option
• Alternative Energy Resources
Part V—The Elements: Air (1 week)
• Ozone Good and Bad
• The Pollution Cycle and Risk Assessment
• Local Trends and Issues in Air Pollution
Part VI—The Elements: Water (1 week)
• Water: Where Does It Come From and Where Does It Go
• Water Wars: Local and Global
• Field Activity: Water Sampling
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Part VII—The Elements: Earth (1 week)
• Land and Water Interactions
• The Make-Up of the Earth: The Periodic Table
• Geological Processes that Shape the Earth’s Surface
• The Great Extinctions: Past, Present, and Future
• Waste Disposal
Part VIII—The Local Picture, Big Picture, and Really Big Picture (2 weeks)
• The Politics of the Environment, Alabama Style
• Alabama in the Late 21st Century: Will We Make It?
• Is Religion Hazardous or Helpful to Nature?
• International Environmental Disasters
• The Spirituality of Sacred Space & the Ambivalence of Classical
Science
Table V
Group Research Projects (2000)
• Design and Construction of a Keyed Nature Trail—Phase I
(Brownfield Area, Arrington Middle School)
• Design and Construction of a Keyed Nature Trail—Phase II
(Drainage Creek Area, Arrington Middle School)
• Research on the Behavior of Bats and Construction of a Bat
Habitat
• Investigation of the Structure, Chemical Nature, and Infiltration
Qualities of Soil Surrounding the Arrington Middle School
• The Modification of Soils Surrounding the Arrington 
Middle School
• Design and Construction of a Composting Facility on the
Arrington Middle School Grounds
• Design and Construction of Demonstration Wildflower Gardens as
Wildlife Attractants on the Arrington Middle School Property
• Design and Construction of a Recycling Center Drop-Off Point at
Arrington Middle School
• A Thorough Evaluation of the Watershed Area Surrounding the
Arrington Middle School Property
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• A Watershed Modeling Project, Including an Analysis of the 
Quality and Quantity of Water Runoff Conditions at the 
Arrington Middle School
• Design and Construction of a Computerized Rooftop Weather
Monitoring Station at the Arrington Middle School
• Construction of a 30’ x 14’ x 8’ Greenhouse at the Arrington 
Middle School
• Major Stream Survey, Analysis of Stream Bank Stability, and 
Habitat Survey of the Neighborhood Surrounding Arrington
Middle School
• Analysis of the School and Neighborhood Water Supply, Including
Detection of Possible Envirotoxicants (Pb, PCBs, etc.) at Arrington
Middle School
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Chapter 16
THE SCIENCE OF HUMOR: 
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY 
HONORS COURSE
MICHAEL K. CUNDALL, JR.
Honors Interdisciplinary Science Teaching
In honors education one of the expressed and commonly accepted
goals is to create a student who has a broad range of educational expe-
rience and interests. The oft-thought perspective that breadth covers
only the traditional humanities or liberal arts is a rather myopic view of
honors education. Educators need to accept and promote a broader
interpretation that includes science education as a critical part of hon-
ors education.
Two main reasons support approaching honors education in this
broader and more inclusive fashion. The first reason is that the goal of
honors education is to produce people who are able to make informed
decisions about a variety of topics that will confront them in their lives.
With the ongoing debate about the proper place of evolution in science
teaching in grade schools and the difficult decisions regarding stem
cell research and the state and federal funding of such initiatives, stu-
dents must be in a position to understand not only the humanistic con-
cerns such issues raise, but also understand the basic science upon
which various claims are based if they are to make informed decisions.
The oft-cited culture wars have become increasingly important in
national politics and policy; thus students must develop the skills to
evaluate issues. The second reason that students need this sort of edu-
cation is that they will have to make decisions about such research: the
propriety of it and whether of not it should be funded. The skills they
develop in learning about new research, concepts, and approaches will
help them as they encounter more and varied scientific discoveries and
theories. Much of the stem cell debate could be done away with if peo-
ple understood what stem cells are and how they are obtained.
Science’s influence on an increasingly technological society cannot be
overemphasized, and students need every opportunity to begin to
understand the issues that they will confront after they matriculate.
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The interdisciplinary science course detailed below, Humor:
Interdisciplinary Perspectives, provides methods for educators in hon-
ors or elsewhere to create courses that give students science content
that is not restricted to a single discipline. Interdisciplinary science
courses offer students a chance to see how various disciplines, from the
traditional sciences to humanities, might focus upon a specific topic.
Such interaction can lead to new research that is a direct result of col-
laborative work and may suggest how new disciplines might arise from
such interaction. The recent rise of cognitive science and neuroscience
departments in academia illustrates how collaborative effort bears fruit.
A further goal of the course is not simply to introduce the students to
the findings and discoveries of the disciplines but to also give the stu-
dents a substantial insight into the methods the disciplines employ in
the development of their research programs.
Such courses provide a number of immediate benefits. Inter-
disciplinary science courses give students in honors an avenue by which
they can supplement their major or minor course of studies while meet-
ing their honors course requirements. These courses can also provide
students with opportunities to develop research projects with profes-
sors on topics related to the course that could become senior thesis or
capstone projects. Finally, the students can realize that the university is
not simply a grouping of independent colleges and disciplines: a com-
monality exists across the campus and that commonality is particularly
vibrant when students participate in an interdisciplinary course.
Since one of the main goals of an interdisciplinary course, especial-
ly when it is team-taught, is not simply to educate the students in the
topic but also to demonstrate the way disciplines can and do interact. A
team-taught course is preferable. As such, the course can be divided
into units where each faculty member presents material from his or her
discipline. Courses could be set up in three-, four-, or five-week seg-
ments relative to a standard fifteen-week semester cycle. The first lec-
tures of each segment would introduce the students to the topic and
the disciplines used to approach it, such as Introduction to Philosophy
of Mind or Biological Perspectives on the Mind. These introductory lec-
tures would be followed by more in-depth lectures, lab sessions if feasi-
ble and relevant, and capped with a summarizing lecture that brings
the research and information into its place relative to the broader
course topic. The final presentation should provide a segue into the
next section of the course, perhaps highlighting questions and issues
that one discipline found difficult to explain that the subsequent disci-
pline might be better suited to investigate. Further, faculty should
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constantly remind the students how the minutiae of the discipline
directly relate to the overall course topic and how findings in one area
might relate to issues in another. Invited lecturers from various disci-
plines or colloquia sponsored by other departments across the univer-
sity should supplement the lectures.
The structure of interdisciplinary course lectures should highlight
and explore the current state of the science in certain relevant disci-
plines and reserve time for the students to attend a lab. This latter com-
ponent allows them to gain firsthand experience of research method-
ology. A lab component adds depth to the course content relative to a
specific discipline. This facet of science education is important because
students often learn certain facts without paying much attention to the
methods used to generate these facts. Many educators often lament this
situation. In addition, such depth might allow the course to satisfy
degree requirements within a science discipline, thereby allowing the
honors course to serve a broad range of students.
Obviously, if one person teaches the interdisciplinary course, then
that individual would present the general views of each discipline and
coordinate course lectures from members of other departments to add
depth about specific topics or disciplines If the course is team taught,
then members typically develop their own sections and then coordinate
their subjects with other members of the team as they prepare the
course. Having multiple instructors is much more in the spirit of inter-
disciplinary work and allows the students to acquire a more accurate
and direct sense of the diversity of work occurring at the university over-
all. Not only would students benefit from such interaction, the primary
instructors might find new avenues of research that would increase the
interdisciplinary nature of the campus and lead to collaborative
research projects. These enterprises might use the students who were
in the course to develop the research or generate projects for students
to pursue.
Because faculty design these interdisciplinary courses around topics
rather than disciplines, they must give the students some method of
understanding the topic more generally, an avenue into the general
topic in such a way that they are introduced to the issues that the class
will address. The wide variety of popular science writing texts currently
available on a range of topics can provide students and faculty alike a
common introductory ground while leaving the more discipline-
specific issues to be addressed later as the course progresses.
The idea behind using popular science texts as a base or supplement
for any given course topic is that they provide the students with sources
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that differ from the typical textbooks or readers that students might
find in a traditional course. The content style of popular science writ-
ers can often inspire generalist readers to learn more about a particu-
lar topic. Thus, these readily digestible tracts can serve as springboards
into more detailed, discipline-specific subject matter.
One benefit of using popular texts is that the students might actual-
ly retain the book after they leave the class. The students might, on
their own, pursue other issues raised in the text, thereby contributing
to the goal that honors education should produce lifelong learners. A
second benefit is that these texts are usually so fecund that the possi-
bilities for pursuing further work in other areas of study are almost lim-
itless. The students and professors would have a source to work from
that opens many more possibilities than it closes.
The interdisciplinary science course on humor relies on a mix of tra-
ditional journal articles and more popular writings. The popular writ-
ings allow the students to wade into the research, ideas, and controver-
sies without being beset by the many technical issues that can be found
in more academic, journal-based articles. As such, the popular text will
give them a reading space where their comprehension can come more
easily and from which they can enter into the more technical issues
without feeling lost in minutiae.
In the humor course detailed below, students explore how people
perceive humor and the cues that are found in humorous situations.
Psychology and philosophy are two disciplines that deal with such
issues. What is laughter, how is it controlled, and what does it signal?
Biology, neuroscience, and other behavioral sciences are disciplines
that could address these questions. The role laughter plays in the work-
place, in political activities, and in the disorders of laughter are other
areas of possible interest, and these sorts of topics can draw on mem-
bers of the business school, the department of political science, and the
medical sciences.
Another topic for an interdisciplinary science course could be inves-
tigating the mind. This course could draw upon disciplines such as phi-
losophy, biology, chemistry, and psychology. Yet another course could
investigate the relations humans have to the environment by drawing
on faculty members in biology, anthropology, chemistry, and philoso-
phy. A final example of an interdisciplinary course is one focusing
upon the evolution versus creationism/intelligent design issues by
incorporating disciplines such as philosophy, biology, and physics. (See
Chapter 7 of this monograph.)
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Honors directors and faculty members must consider some of the
difficulties of this undertaking; they must determine what background
will be required of students in such a course and the possible conse-
quences of using popular science texts. If the students in the course are
generally underclassmen, then lab sections and the assumptions of pro-
fessors as to what they could reasonably cover would be different than
if the students were upperclassmen with some basic science require-
ments under their belt. Underclassmen, honors or otherwise, do not
have a uniform level of science education. Further, if the students are
primarily studying the humanities and would rather avoid the more
technical science issues, the course content and goals might be lost 
on them.
The feasibility of interdisciplinary courses can be an issue. The ben-
efit of directing these courses at upperclassmen is that they likely have
a science background and are in a better position than underclassmen
to work independently or under the tutelage of the professors to fill in
any deficiencies in their background knowledge. Further, particular
course topics will appeal to certain students because of their educa-
tional background. Even upperclassmen who take the course may lack
the background knowledge of the disciplines to engage the material
effectively or may not adequately recall previous course material. To
correct these problems, faculty should make remedial readings and
materials available to students. Even professors involved in the course
might benefit from reviewing resources from other disciplines. The
group teaching the course should reach a consensus about the para-
meters, goals, and texts.
One objection about using popular science writing texts as intro-
ductions to a topic is that these sources water down scientific findings
that often distort, omit, or improperly offer as truth the findings they
report. Obviously, faculty should avoid seriously flawed works, but even
solid, well-written text may have errors. If there are errors in the text or
sections that are contentious, then the instructors should discuss these
issues with the class and submit them for further review by the students.
In this way, the students can develop their critical-thinking skills and
prepare themselves for the scientific and technical texts they will
engage as the course progresses. The challenge of an introductory
course is to ensure that the students maintain an intuitive sense of the
material so that they do not lose perspective on the overarching themes
because of the minutiae of specific disciplines.
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Interdisciplinary Humor Course
Humor and Laughter: Interdisciplinary Perspectives involves philos-
ophy, psychology, biology, neuroscience, medical science, literary stud-
ies, and sociology. A course on humor and laughter easily generates
interest. The very idea of taking a class about what is funny is enough
to lure quite a few students. The texts used in the course are Jokes:
Philosophical Thoughts on Laughing Matters by Ted Cohen and Laughter by
Robert Provine. A host of other supplementary readings augment the
course. The class begins with an introductory lecture that sets out the
overall goals of the course. The students are expected to learn about
the various ways in which humor and laughter have been studied across
disciplines and become familiar with the techniques and findings of
these disciplines. The students give a presentation on a chapter or sec-
tion of the course and on their research papers. The students are
quickly disabused of the notion that this course is a place where they
might practice their own particular brand of comedy or develop a sense
of humor. The class will be about what researchers have uncovered rel-
ative to the phenomenon of laughter and humor and not a course cen-
tered on goofing off.
Early lectures and discussions are devoted to introducing the disci-
plines and aspects of humor and laughter that will be covered in the
class. Once students learn that laughter and humor are not always con-
comitant acts, they begin to develop the analytic skills necessary to dis-
cern the various issues surrounding laughter and humor.
Divorcing laughter and humor introduces the students to an impor-
tant distinction in the subject matter. Noting that laughter does not
always accompany the perception of humor allows for the biological
and ethological study of laughter, the mechanisms of laughter, and the
diseases and disorders of laughter. Articles from biology, neuroscience,
medical research, psychology, and psychiatry explore various aspects of
laughter and humor. During presentations and discussions that focus
on these aspects of laughter and humor, the students are encouraged
to pay particular attention to the ways in which the various cases are
made in the articles under review. For example, the specific case of
laughter’s purported health benefits is closely scrutinized. Early reports
of laughter’s health benefits far outstrip the data. The general folk wis-
dom is that laughter and humor are good for a person’s health; how-
ever, no really strong evidence supports this claim, despite the many
articles that claim humor and laughter are directly related to positive
health. Although recent research seems supportive of the folk wisdom,
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the support is not without issues. Further, the health benefits described
may be vague claims of just feeling healthier or simply expressing the
sensation that when one laughs, one feels better. While this perception
is likely true for many because a feeling of mirth is often associated with
laughter and humor, just claiming people feel better does not prove
they are actually healthier. Because the articles and books reviewed in
this section are not exhaustive, the students have the opportunity to
pursue the issues that interest them in their research papers.
The next section of the course focuses on the nature of humor by
developing a theory of the humorous. This section begins with early
philosophical accounts of the humorous. Students are encouraged to
evaluate the validity of the arguments presented. This section of the
course then leads students into empirical research that attempts to dis-
tinguish between competing theories of the humorous. The journal
articles connected to these discussions develop the students’ ability to
analyze and critique experimental design. This psychological and
philosophical research leads to the final section of the course, which
focuses on the function of humor.
The readings in the final section of the course present sociological
and ethological research on the function of humor. Students attempt
to understand what sorts of use humor has. Is it a coping mechanism?
Is humor appropriate in therapeutic settings? Is humor divisive and
derogatory? What does the prevalence of one sort of humor or joke
type in a culture indicate about the culture where the humor is found?
Is racist and ethnic humor ethically wrong? Answering and researching
these questions require an entirely different approach than doing
research into the neurobiology of laughter. Hence the students can see
how a topic can be looked at and treated by a wide variety of disciplines
within the university. For example, while racist and ethnic jokes may be
funny to some people, this supposed humor does not necessarily make
this type of humor appropriate in therapy, though sometimes it may
very well be.
While the above disciplines and issues relative to humor and laugh-
ter are in no way exhaustive, they provide a sense of how various disci-
plines can be united into a coherent course framework. This course
attempts to give both depth and breadth to the students. The students
are asked to pay careful attention to the claims, evidence, and argu-
ments being made by the various authors. For instance, one researcher
on laughter makes a case for distinguishing between laughter and
humor.1 Too often, Provine claims, people consider the two as inter-
changeable. With an impressive set of studies and statistical figures,
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Provine argues that humor is not any one particular thing. The stu-
dents may take this issue to be settled until the psychologists raise the
question about what gives humor its funniness. Ultimately the students
are required to treat topics, such as the one just reviewed, in an in-
depth fashion in their research papers. By writing three papers in this
course, the students engage in the often difficult process of blending
interesting and divergent views into a manageable presentation.
Conclusion
The goal of the course on humor and laughter is to educate students
in ways that achieve both breadth and depth relative to the disciplines
supporting such a course. The possibilities of materials and themes for
such a course are boundless. The only restraints on such a course are
the willingness of the professors to work in a collaborative spirit, the stu-
dents’ engagement of the material, and the material resources to main-
tain such a course. If the last of these conditions can be rendered unim-
portant, the class should provide students in honors with a course that
shows them just how the variety of disciplines on a campus might inter-
sect to develop new lines of inquiry on various topics.
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The Botany of Desire. M. Pollan, 2001, NY: Random House.
Science Truth and Democracy. P. Kitcher, NY: Oxford University Press.
The Emperor of Scent. C. Burr, NY: Random House Publishers.
Inside Jokes. M. Hurley, D. Dennett, and R. Adams, MA: The MIT Press.
The Primer of Humor Research. V. Raskin eds., NY: Mouton de Gruyter.
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Provine, Robert R. Laughter: A Scientific Investigation. New York: 
Viking, 2000.
Note
1Robert R. Provine, Laughter: A Scientific Investigation (New York:
Viking, 2000).
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APPENDIX:
Sample Syllabus
Title
Historical Theories of Laughter and Humor
Instructor
Dr. Michael K. Cundall, Jr.
Texts
• The Philosophy of Laughter, John Morreal, Editor—Packet
• Laughter by Robert Provine
• Philosophical Thoughts on Joking Matters by Ted Cohen
• Various handouts
Goals
This course is designed to help students become aware of and conver-
sant in issues and topics relative to the interdisciplinary study of humor.
The course will cover material on humor from philosophy, psychology,
biology, sociology, and other disciplines. Students will also see how a
variety of disciplines can focus on and study one general topic of
inquiry. Students will be asked and instructed to see the similarities.
Objectives
A student should be able to evaluate various theories of humor and see
what current research into humor might have to say about these theo-
ries. They should also demonstrate the ability to synthesize new
research about humor to inform theories they have studied and
develop their own views on it. Students will also be able to interact and
engage the material in a thoughtful and critical fashion both in class
and in their writing assignments.
Course Requirements/Grading Method
There will be a number of short comprehension papers due on various
readings throughout the term. There will also be 2 shorter papers that
critically engage some topic or set of issues found in the class material.
There will also be a final paper, which will likely be a substantial research
paper, on one of the topics in the class. The topic will likely be co-opted
from one of the earlier short papers. These short writing assignments
and papers will comprise 90% of your final grade. The other 10% will
come from class participation. In addition, students will have to give a
presentation over some paper or topic in the class readings.
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Classes will be discussion driven rather than lecture oriented. Students
will be expected to come to class prepared to discuss the day’s readings.
And since this is a class about humor, witty anecdotes and some level of
wit would be quite appropriate. We will find that these topics, though
on the lighter side, will have quite interesting things to say about our
cognitive make-up.
Attendance
You are allowed three unexcused absences. Any more than that and you
will be dropped one letter grade off of your final grade. The effect is
cumulative (i.e., 5 absences = 2 letter grades dropped from final grade).
A final grade of B less 5 unexcused absences = D.
Tentative Readings Schedule
Weeks 1–2: The Superiority Theory—Plato, Aristotle, Cicero 
and Hobbes
Do we only laugh at those we deem lower than ourselves?
The Philosophy of Laughter, John Morreal
Weeks 3–6: The Relief Theory—Freud, Spencer and Bergson
Laughter and the release of physical and psychic energy.
The Philosophy of Laughter, John Morreal
Weeks 9–12: The Incongruity Theory—Kant, Hutcheson, McGhee and
Kierkegaard
Why that’s a knick-knack Patti Black give that frog a loan!
The Philosophy of Laughter, John Morreal & Handouts from
McGhee’s Humor
Weeks 12–13: Biological research into humor & laughter: new 
directions
How did laughter develop? What is its function?
Laughter by Robert Provine
Weeks 14–15: Aesthetic and emotional aspects of laughter and humor
When is it appropriate to laugh? Is humor an emotional
response?
The Philosophy of Laughter, John Morreal
Philosophical Thoughts on Joking Matters by Ted Cohen
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Chapter 17
AN INTERDISCIPLINARY
UNDERSTANDING OF A DISEASE: 
PROJECT FOR AN 
HONORS-EMBEDDED 
BIOCHEMISTRY COURSE
KEVIN M. WILLIAMS
Introduction
One of the challenges of undergraduate education is helping stu-
dents to see connections between disciplines. Students occasionally fail
to see connections even between closely related disciplines, such as the
importance of the fundamentals of chemistry to an understanding of
biology at a molecular level. Even among students, however, who see
connections across related science, technology, engineering, and math-
ematics (STEM) disciplines, there may be difficulties understanding
the connections with non-science courses in the curriculum. Giving stu-
dents an opportunity to consider relevant scientific topics from per-
spectives other than the scientific perspective is important.
Honors courses should provide opportunities for students that are
unique from the traditional large lecture format. For example, small
group collaborations can be used to foster teamwork and allow prob-
lems to be considered from different perspectives that may span disci-
plines. Unique learning experiences may provide students opportuni-
ties to present or publish work, which promote professional develop-
ment and give students tangible documentation of their accomplish-
ments. Knowledge learned in honors courses may be directly applied to
real-world problems; thus, students can integrate their educational
experiences with their future career choices. Such innovative opportu-
nities can be an excellent means of engaging students within the
curriculum.
A number of approaches have been utilized in chemistry and bio-
chemistry to supplement or replace the traditional lecture format. A
problem-based approach to biochemistry was described in which
engaging problems were introduced with the major concepts.1 Process-
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oriented guided inquiry learning (POGIL) has been utilized in several
instances, including large classes, as an alternate to traditional lecture.2
Jmol, a freely available Java-based viewer for 3-D chemical structures,
has been utilized in a traditional lecture class as the basis of research
projects on structure-function relationships.3 Wikis have been utilized
as the basis of problem-based assignments,4 for online lab reporting,5
and for student-created websites explaining mechanisms of action of
molecules.6
Group projects can be useful strategies for helping students make
connections between different disciplines. They are also good for pro-
moting teamwork and respect for the ideas and contributions of others;
however, group projects also pose unique challenges. Because assess-
ment of individual contributions to a group project is challenging, fac-
ulty often assign the same grade to everyone in the group. As a result,
students are sometimes frustrated if they feel that other group mem-
bers are not contributing equally to a project, and the students may feel
they have little ownership of the end product. Also, assembly of the
work of several students into a coherent final form may be arduous.
Students may have limited access to other group members’ contribu-
tions while the project is ongoing, making the end product a compila-
tion of individual pieces instead of a coherent and integrated effort.
The assembly process may require one student to collect all of the
pieces and work them into a common style and format.
A group honors project utilizing a wiki for an upper-level biochem-
istry course is described below. While a number of chemistry and biol-
ogy majors at Western Kentucky University are enrolled in the honors
college, their number was originally too small to justify a separate
Honors biochemistry course each semester. Thus, the honors college
has offered on three occasions an honors-embedded section of the bio-
chemistry course in which the described project has been utilized. Five
students enrolled in and completed this honors section in the fall of
2007. In the spring of 2009, ten students enrolled in the section, and
thirteen students enrolled in the fall of 2009. The lectures and four
non-comprehensive tests were identical for the honors and non-honors
students in each semester; however, instead of a comprehensive final
exam, the honors students collaborated throughout the semester on a
group project. The replacement of the group project for the final exam
avoided the perception that the honors assignment was extra work, yet
the honors students’ exposure to the core content of the course was
maintained.
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Assignment Overview
For this project, each group of students chooses a disease to investi-
gate during the course of the semester. To gain a comprehensive under-
standing of the disease and its effects, the students must consider sev-
eral perspectives. In other courses chemistry and biology majors often
concentrate, for example, on only the biochemical or clinical perspec-
tives of diseases; they may be less experienced when it comes to con-
sidering the impact on a patient or on society as a whole. Some of the
potential perspectives for consideration, along with examples of how
those perspectives can be used to understand representative diseases,
are given below.
Barbara Gross Davis has argued that groups of four to five people
generally work well for projects.7 Groups of three would be possible but
difficult for the project described here, whereas four to six students
should be ideal. Group dynamics could start to be problematic above
seven or eight students; thus, larger classes need multiple groups, each
of which can choose a different disease. Groups of four or five students
have been utilized to date.
The students are encouraged to meet weekly to discuss current
progress and future plans; however, the project itself is assembled
online via a wiki, allowing for asynchronous communication as well.
(See below.) Initially, each student chooses a particular area of interest
to investigate, and as they obtain new information, they can develop
new questions. The information-gathering experience is going to be
iterative. Depending on the disease that is chosen, some areas will be
richer in information than others. Thus, students are cautioned against
assuming that they will spend much of the semester focusing on one
perspective.
Examples of Perspectives
A clinical perspective of a disease considers causes and risk factors,
diagnosis, treatment options, and long-term prognosis. Some clinical
information is readily available to the general public for some common
diseases and conditions; for example, the National Parkinson
Foundation’s website has information about the diagnosis and treat-
ment of Parkinson’s disease.8 Parkinson’s disease is difficult to diagnose,
and usually MRI scans are used to rule out conditions with similar symp-
toms. Parkinson’s disease itself cannot be treated directly although the
symptoms can be treated by levodopa. Connecting this type of informa-
tion to the molecular level, for example, by understanding the
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chemistry of dopamine and considering effects on the patient and soci-
ety can be a unique experience for students.
Much of the first-semester biochemistry course focuses on key mole-
cular interactions that are important in normal or abnormal cellular
function. Throughout the course students explore many diseases at the
molecular level. Sickle-cell anemia, for example, is caused by a specific
amino acid mutation in the oxygen transport protein hemoglobin,
which aggregates in the mutant form.9 Type 2 diabetes results when the
body becomes unresponsive to the hormone insulin, which normally
signals the “fed state” and leads to storage of glucose and other fuels.10
Understanding the biochemical mechanism of a disease is important
because this understanding can lead to improvements in treatment and
diagnosis.
In addition to understanding the disease from a clinical and bio-
chemical perspective, students should consider the impact of the dis-
ease on the lives of individuals. Multiple sclerosis is a good example of
a disease that alters the patient’s lifestyle; the majority of people who
have multiple sclerosis report significant fatigue, and approximately
half have cognitive dysfunction.11 As a result, job performance may be
affected, and fatigue is often a primary reason for loss of employment.
In addition, a disease can affect friends and family and not just the
patient; Alzheimer’s disease affects elderly patients, who are often
cared for by a spouse or close relative. These caregivers can experience
stress, loss of intimacy, fatigue, and depression.12
Diseases can have a tremendous impact on society as a whole. One
of the best historical examples of a disastrous social impact from a dis-
ease was the Black Death of the Middle Ages. The plague, which killed
more than a quarter of the population of Europe, caused food prices to
soar in Italy, led to some anti-Semitism in Germany, and altered much
of the existing social structure throughout Europe. Art and literature
after the plague suggested that survivors had an altered view of death.13
As the students gather initial information about their chosen disease
from varying perspectives, they must make connections across perspec-
tives and disciplines. Understanding, for example, that the clinical
causes of the Black Death were unknown in the Middle Ages would
help to explain feelings of fear or depression during the era.14 As anoth-
er example, the resistance to malaria by carriers of the sickle cell ane-
mia gene can explain the prevalence of sickle cell anemia in those of
African descent.15 In order to make such connections, the students
must communicate with one another and have access to each other’s
information throughout the project. Having early versions of the
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project available to all group members is important so that all members
can modify the project easily and regularly.
Assembly of Project via a Wiki
A wiki is a website that can be both viewed and modified by multiple
users. Many students and faculty members are familiar with Wikipedia,
which describes itself as the “free encyclopedia that anyone can edit.”16
Users who access a wiki page will see the most recently modified version
of the page; however, previous versions of the page are retained. The
retention of previous versions provides a convenient way to document
each user’s participation in the construction of the page; it also ensures
that changes are not permanent.
An obvious problem of a public wiki for a class project is that anyone
with access to the Internet could not only view but also modify the web-
site. Thus, Internet users external to the class could add or change con-
tent. Many wikis, however, can be made private, and thus only invited
users, such as the group members, can view or modify the site. Of
course, the wikis can be made public at the end of the semester if
desirable.
Netcipia17 was chosen for the fall 2007 and spring 2009 projects
because students could establish a private wiki free of charge. While the
interface was somewhat primitive, the students did not experience any
major technical problems while using the wiki. A “place” created in
Netcipia contained both a wiki and a blog (weblog). The blog allows
participants to post messages, to which other group members can
respond. Students use the blog to update other group members about
ongoing work or to let one another know about interesting articles or
information that has been found. By adjusting the settings, the instruc-
tor, who creates the wiki, can make the wiki available for public viewing
or modification at a later date.
The Blackboard Academic Suite, which is utilized at Western
Kentucky University, now has blog and wiki features available, and these
were utilized in the fall 2009 semester projects. Because the students
were already familiar with the Blackboard interface, implementation of
the wikis was somewhat more straightforward than with Netcipia.
Making the wikis available for public viewing, however, was somewhat
easier for the Netcipia wikis. New site construction is no longer avail-
able on Netcipia although similar wiki-hosting sites may be available.
As students discovered new information, they were encouraged to
enter the information into the wiki as soon as possible. Once the new
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information was added, the most recent version became immediately
available to the other group members; thus, to get the most recent ver-
sion, a student needed only access to the internet. All previous versions
of the wiki were retained and available to all group members and the
faculty member, thus documenting what information was added by
each student. The versions could be compared to one another to show
changes and additions at a glance, making documentation and assess-
ment of individual contributions relatively straightforward.
Specific Implementations
Five students participated in the group project in the fall semester of
2007; all five were preparing for medical, dental, or veterinary school.
The choice of disease was left to the students although cancer and AIDS
were not recommended because of the magnitude of information avail-
able on those topics. The students chose Alzheimer’s disease, which was
an ambitious but acceptable choice; some students had friends or fam-
ily members with the disease, and the topic was timely and relevant 
for them.
Two students began with the biochemical perspectives of the disease.
A third student focused on risk factors and prevention measures. The
remaining two students began by considering the effects on the patient
and society. During the course of the project, the students considered
other perspectives. For example, a factor affecting Alzheimer’s patients
and families of the patients is that a diagnosis has historically been con-
firmed only through autopsy and hence uncertainty exists in the diag-
nosis while the patient is alive. The student considering the impact on
the patient and family eventually investigated novel methods that are
being used for detection of the disease in living patients. One student
who began by considering the biochemistry of the brain and the mech-
anisms of disease also considered whether lifestyle choices, such as
choice of career or leisure activities involving concentration, could
affect the biochemistry of the brain and hence reduce the likelihood of
or impact from Alzheimer’s disease. Near the end of the project, the
students were communicating regularly to fill in gaps and make con-
nections between the individual components. Since each student had
access to the project’s latest draft via the wiki, students could integrate
ideas seamlessly.
By the end of the semester, most of the students felt that they had
made a distinct contribution by compiling and comparing information
from several different sources and perspectives. The consensus among
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the students was to make their information available to the public on
the internet. Furthermore, the students considered presenting their
investigations as part of the Kentucky Honors Roundtable in the spring
semester, even though that activity was not a part of the grade for the
course. The wiki was made public, with write privileges still restricted to
the group members to preserve the integrity of the final version.
In the spring of 2009, two groups of five students each were formed.
One group selected idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, and the other group
selected Crohn’s disease. Because regular weekly group meetings were
difficult to schedule during this semester, each group held only a few
meetings. One of the groups did not post information promptly, result-
ing in much work for that group during the final portion of the semes-
ter. Even monitoring the progress of two different groups was difficult
because of the scheduling problems. Fortunately, both groups of stu-
dents completed these projects successfully.
For the fall 2009 implementation, regular group meetings were rec-
ommended but not required; some students had busy schedules that
precluded convenient meeting times. Students did, however, have a
strict deadline, which was approximately the midpoint of the semester,
for posting substantive content into the wiki, and students were warned
that they could be removed from the honors section if they did not post
on schedule. The groups chose atherosclerosis, Down syndrome, and
xeroderma pigmentosum for their diseases. They completed their pro-
jects in a timely manner, and the students communicated well despite
the lack of regularly scheduled meeting times with the instructor.
Conclusions
Typically, a significant percentage of honors students in chemistry
and biology are pre-health professional students preparing for medical,
pharmacy, or other professional schools. Other honors students may be
preparing for graduate studies in the biomedical area. The analysis of
a disease is particularly interesting and relevant to these students as well
as a number of other honors students because they or their friends and
family members have had to contend with health issues. Thus the
impact of these diseases resonates for many students.
Overall, the projects have had a number of successes. Several stu-
dents commented that they enjoyed the projects and the requirement
to consider a disease’s impact from a variety of perspectives. Several of
the students engaged perspectives, such as the impact on society, that
were not familiar to them. For the students who focused on the
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molecular and cellular perspective, many of their findings connected
well with topics that had been covered in the biochemistry lecture;
other students had to do additional background research. For example,
most of the students were unfamiliar with the anatomy of the brain, and
understanding this organ was essential for the fall 2007 group that stud-
ied Alzheimer’s.
Students also commented that they felt they had accomplished
something that was useful by the end of the semester. Because they had
focused on a disease, they felt that they had investigated a real problem
and had compiled information from a number of sources. Many of the
students were interested in presenting the results of their project or
making the wiki information publicly available; thus, the students per-
ceived value in the project beyond the grade.
Because it is important that group activities be critical-thinking exer-
cises, the group should discuss the project regularly, especially as a sig-
nificant amount of information is gathered. While the blog and wiki
provide asynchronous communication measures, conversations in per-
son can still be valuable to the project construction. These meetings
help the students avoid the tendency to focus only on their individual
piece of the puzzle. When regular meetings are impractical, however,
because of the number of groups or schedule conflicts, the instructor
can monitor the wikis and provide individual or group feedback to
encourage appropriate progress.
The wiki implementation alleviated several problems that are nor-
mally present in group projects. Assessment of individual contributions
is possible because previous versions of the wiki are retained and can be
compared to discern specific additions and changes made by an indi-
vidual student. Posts and comments in the blog further document each
student’s contributions. This documentation was both motivating and
reassuring for students. One student commented that he typically dis-
liked group projects because all group members earn the same grade
even if one or two students end up doing most of the work; thus, he pre-
ferred a group project like this one in which each member’s contribu-
tion could be documented.
The wiki allows all group members and the instructor to access the
most recent version of the group project. This access reduces the like-
lihood of two or more students gathering redundant information and
helps students to connect their own findings to the information that
others have entered. It also ensures that a copy of the project is avail-
able at any time and from any location with Internet access; thus, the
project can be viewed and edited asynchronously. The instructor can
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monitor the progress of a group and provide feedback via blog post-
ings, e-mails, or group meetings.
The wiki implementation, however, did pose a few challenges.
Because all previous versions of the wiki are retained, some students
were hesitant to post information into the wiki that felt preliminary.
One solution would be incorporating posting deadlines into courses
that utilize wikis to ensure that students enter information as early as
possible. Minor technological glitches also occurred; some students, for
example, accidentally created a new wiki page rather than posting into
the existing wiki. Another problematic issue arose, especially near the
end of the semester when students were scurrying to finish the project,
because students at different computers were attempting to modify the
wiki page simultaneously. Overall, however, the students successfully
utilized both Netcipia and Blackboard wikis to complete the projects in
a timely manner.
Obviously, most students utilize the Internet as their initial source of
information, and many diseases have national societies or foundations
that are rich sources of information. Instructors should, of course,
encourage students to research biochemical and clinical studies, but
they should also urge students to explore resources beyond the written
literature. When working on real-world projects like this one, students
should visit hospitals, research centers, nursing homes, or other loca-
tions that may provide enriching experiences and firsthand accounts of
the effects of a disease. Overall, the inclusion of the project in the bio-
chemistry course was successful, and future biochemistry courses at
Western Kentucky University will likely have an honors-embedded sec-
tion with a similar project design.
Suggested Readings
Henderson, John G. RSS for Educators: Blogs, Newsfeeds, Podcasts, and
Wikis in the Classroom. 1st ed. Eugene: International Society for
Technology in Education, 2008.
Honors biochemistry website (Netcipia). Available online at <http://
honorsbiochem.netcipia.net>.
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Infectious Diseases. Available online at
<http://www.hindawi.com/journals/ipid>.
Richardson, Will. Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts, and Other Powerful Web Tools for
Classrooms. 1st ed. Thousand Oaks: Corwin Press, 2009.
Strayer, Joseph, ed. “Black Death,” in Dictionary of the Middle Ages. New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1982.
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Wiki (Wikipedia entry). Available online at <http://en.wikipedia.org>.
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Chapter 18
REPLACING APPEARANCE 
WITH REALITY:
WHAT SHOULD DISTINGUISH
SCIENCE IN AN HONORS PROGRAM?
LARRY J. CROCKETT
Introduction
In October 2006, a general education task force at Harvard
University proposed, given the growing effect of religion in the con-
temporary world, that all students take a course entitled “Reason &
Faith.” Sharp criticism, however, quickly appeared. As reported in
Newsweek, January 22, 2007, Harvard psychology professor Steven
Pinker observed, “There is an enormous constituency of people who
would hold that faith and reason are two routes to knowledge . . . it’s
like having a requirement in Astronomy & Astrology.” In December
2006, the proposal for “Reason & Faith” was withdrawn and replaced by
a less provocative title: “What It Means to Be a Human Being.”
The controversy over religion at Harvard notwithstanding, honors
students usually understand the impact of religion in contemporary
events since they are generally well read. Even though only one college
student in twenty chooses a science major in the United States, honors
students choose science majors more often and appear to have a keen
interest in scientific issues. These seemingly discordant trends should
not be surprising. The United States, with both more Nobel prizes in
science and more creationists than any other country, has long been
divided with regard to the relationship between science and religion.
With Ronald Reagan, who intoned on behalf of General Electric in the
1950s, “progress is our most important product,” Americans often
mouth an allegiance to science in general terms but balk if specific sci-
entific claims appear to undermine traditional beliefs. In his successful
1980 campaign for the presidency, Reagan observed that evolution “is
a scientific theory only.”
Augsburg College had an unusual opportunity to place science in a
prominent position in its honors program with a grant from the
National Science Foundation in the late 1990s. The honors program
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not only required honors students to do more in science than other stu-
dents, it encouraged the significant number of science majors in the
program to include a philosophy of science course as part of their hon-
ors curriculum. Given that Augsburg has had an exceptional relation-
ship with NASA for many years, this nuance in the curriculum is not
surprising. What may be surprising is that Augsburg is a church-related
institution that emphasizes faith and reason.
The purpose here is not to traverse the well-worn path of the puta-
tive warfare between science and religion. Instead, the goal is to suggest
some ways that science can be given a distinctive emphasis in an honors
curriculum. My perspective is that of a computer scientist and a
philosopher of science, and in the sixteen years that I have directed the
Augsburg College Honors Program, I found that many of my most
beguiling experiences stemmed from this kind of effort. On one hand,
the program challenged some outstanding students’ uncritical rever-
ence for science as an unproblematic method to truth. On the other, it
rekindled in students with marginal interest in science—but consider-
able passion for the humanities—a fascination with scientific questions
by approaching them via the history and philosophy of science.
Deconstructing the “P Word”
The Newsweek article cited above noted that “many are infuriated by
what they see as a widespread erosion of belief in proven scientific the-
ories, such as evolution.” Predictably, many honors students are con-
vinced that what distinguishes science from other academic enterprises
is that, by virtue of its relation to evidence and perhaps its adherence to
the scientific method, a scientific theory is capable, at least in principle,
of being proven. The “p word,” as it is called at Augsburg, is as golden
a pedagogical treasure trove as the gods have ever bestowed: evocative,
widely used, and surprisingly treacherous philosophically.
One objection is that scientists prove countless claims. As chroni-
cled well by Curtis Franks (2010), in 1900 David Hilbert dreamed of a
universal mathematics in which all theorems would be provable.
Newton’s mechanics still held sway, and many believed that all human
problems would fall to a mathematicized scientific method. Hilbert
was famous for saying, “We must know, we will know.” But these words
had scarcely fallen from his lips when Kurt Gödel dashed Hilbert’s
dream in 1931 by proving that it is impossible to prove all true theo-
rems. Thus the method of proof was used to undercut the dreams of
what proof can achieve. Computer scientists agreed that no formal way
to determine whether an arbitrarily chosen program will halt under its
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own control exists. Indeed, it is generally the case that the programs
that direct airplanes cannot be proven correct. The controversial
Stephen Wolfram, of Mathematica fame, has underscored the decaying
trajectory of the word “prove” as people attempt more difficult proofs.
Keith Devlin has observed, “I see a parallel between the uncertainty of
these proofs and developments in physics like string theory, where
we’re developing mathematical theories of matter that may forever
remain elusive to experimental verification” (Seed, Aug. 31, 2012).
Indeed, the traditional distinction between the formal and natural sci-
ences is eroding with the advent of inexpensive but powerful comput-
ing machines (Chaitin, 1993).
Devlin’s comment points to the fact that the problem fully encom-
passes the natural sciences. Since the quantum mechanical revolution
in the 1920s, physicists have understood more than most scholars
Richard Rorty’s caution that people can never justifiably claim to be
“replacing appearance with reality” (2007, 104). People do not have
unmediated access to reality; instead, they must use constructs of their
own devising to describe a reality lying beyond the lens of experience.
Theories cannot be promoted to facts since theories are a behind-the-
lens account of what cannot be observed directly. This limitative result
to empirical science comes from twentieth-century philosophy of sci-
ence, and I use it to awaken my students from their “dogmatic slum-
ber,” as Kant (2011, 7) put it more than two hundred years ago.
Contrary to popular and some academic supposition, then, no science
can prove any empirical claim. I put it just this directly in class, and my
students are either with me or against me. In either case, they are mem-
orably animated by the argument.
When people imagine that evidence, along with some assisting math
or logic, can prove a theory true, they are guilty of the elementary fal-
lacy of affirming the consequent. That is, while it is the case that a the-
ory entails its evidence, no amount of evidence logically entails a spe-
cific theory. I insist that my students “do the math” (the propositional
logic) in full detail, which can be done in less than an hour. Then they
have it in black and white on one sheet of paper: the commonly under-
stood logic of science that is called “confirmationism”—devise a theo-
ry, test an observable consequence of the theory via experiment, then
conclude the theory is confirmed by a successful experiment—is itself
demonstrably fallacious. Students, thus, have a logical proof that there
can be no empirical proof. As Kosso puts it, “the observations of the
world . . . are not sufficiently informative to single out the one true the-
ory of what is going on behind the appearances” (1992, 87).
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Consequently, Sir Karl Popper advocated “falsificationism” instead.
He conceded that evidence can never confirm a theory, but he pro-
posed it can nevertheless falsify a theory. If scientists frame a theory,
then test its empirical consequence in an experiment, and the experi-
ment fails, he argued, then they are entitled to conclude the theory
cannot be right. The logic of falsificationism is unquestionably valid.
Most experimental scientists understand the perils of confirmation-
ism—not often from reading philosophers but more often from the
doggedly hard experience of doing science. Pressed further, many sci-
entists will appeal to Popper’s refrain that scientific theories, in contrast
to other kinds of claims, can at least be falsified. So the falsificationist
program believes it has salvaged a justifiable criterion of demarcation.
Echoing Popper’s argument, creationists take some aid and comfort
from falsificationism; Darwinian evolution is “just a theory,” as Reagan
intoned, because it cannot be “proven” true,
Alas, it turns out that falsificationism fails as well because scientists
can never be sure of the source of untoward experimental results. It
might stem from experimental error or an auxiliary theory, rather than
the theory being tested; all data, as Norwood Russell Hanson (1961)
taught, are theory laden so that all experimental data embody a web of
theoretical claims. There is, therefore, no proving or disproving of
empirical theoretical claims in science since there is no theory-free evi-
dence that can definitively confirm or disconfirm a proposed theory.
Empiricism is dead, and attempts to revive it have failed. The nine-
teenth century may have deposed theology as the queen of the acad-
emy but the twentieth century decapitated empiricism as a philosophi-
cal bedrock for theoretical science.
The general failure to distinguish science from other claims to
knowledge by means of logic and experimental evidence is called
“underdetermination,” a charismatically challenged word that names
the most disconcerting limitative result in the history of academia. I tell
my students that everything else I know pales by comparison and that
the academy has only begun to digest this remarkable development.
At this point, many honors students are either unnerved, incredu-
lous, roundly offended, or all three at the same time. As I remind them
that I have served as the science division chair, I can sense some of
them thinking, “with friends like you, science needs no enemies.” But
of all students, honors students ought not graduate with an oxymor-
onic, naïve faith in scientific method. Underdetermination is no justifi-
cation for a self-refuting relativism: it does not entail the conclusion
that science and Ouija boards are equally good routes to knowledge.
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Instead, it affords an unparalleled opportunity in the honors classroom
to address the larger question of how people justify their beliefs in gen-
eral and how we identify which practices are most likely to lead to the
most productive results. The authority of ancient texts and religious
leaders has been under wide assault in the West for several centuries;
most honors students appear in classes with this dramatic change well
entrenched in their subconscious. Because science also stands in need
of justification and has been challenged just as radically, the honors
seminar door is opened to perhaps the first comprehensive discussion
of the relation of belief to truth that such students have ever had.
Practice Makes Perfect
Rorty’s pragmatist critique of American culture in general and sci-
ence and religion in particular has played a significant role in the hon-
ors program’s attempt to position science constructively in light of
underdetermination. Rorty, it is true, can be read as denigrating sci-
ence since he characterizes it as telling people “how things work”
(2007, 98). And he contends that the idea that science can deliver real-
ity as it is in itself is a forlorn, last-ditch effort to distill “redemptive
truth” (2007, 95) from the manifold of chaotic appearance that people
often mistake for reality. Provocatively, he argues that “the phrase
‘Reality as it is in itself, apart from human needs and interests’ is just
another of the obsequious Names of God . . . the idea that physics
brings humans closer to reality than morals is an updated version of the
priests’ claim to be in closer touch with God than the laity” (2007, 134).
With enemies like Rorty, science needs no friends. Rorty’s contribu-
tions to positioning science wisely remind people that claims to truth
are extraordinarily difficult to sustain philosophically and finally, in any
case, unnecessary in science or any other human activity; people who
claim to know the truth, he observes warily, are more likely to bully and
kill each other. Instead, science deserves its place of distinction in the
honors curriculum because it holds the greatest promise for the
improvement of material circumstance, most notably health and the
kind of leisure time that a free and civilized life presupposes. “Take care
of freedom and truth will take care of itself” (Mendietta , 2006) is the
pragmatist credo. Science’s virtues in these terms are simply the best
yet. Scientists no longer need the “science delivers truth” nostrum and
should abandon it the way health practitioners abandoned ascribing
diseases to demons.
In fact, I have found Rorty’s positioning of science as a prerequisite
to an egalitarian, maximally tolerant society to be a more compelling
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invitation to science than now indefensible claims to truth. “You mean
we should study science because it holds out great promise for helping
us create a more just society?” one student asked without raising a
hand. “Indeed” was all I said in reply. Educators fail as honors instruc-
tors if they fail to make the connection between a just, maximally free
society and a robust scientific community as a necessary condition for
that society.
The chief glory of science and the principal motivation it should
provide honors students for doing science, therefore, is that it enables
cumulative improvement in humankind’s material condition in a way
that no other academic activity does as effectively. Creationism warrants
little time in the science classroom not because it is demonstrably false
or fails to be falsifiable—because no theory is either—and not because
evolution has been proven true—since no empirical theory can be
proven true—but because it has yielded no identifiable improvement
in our material condition. When science convinces people “that there
are no spooks” (Rorty, 2007, 100), it can pursue the business of improv-
ing the human condition without reference to transcendent causes.
Scientific method is less a matter of logic interacting with evidence to
generate truth than the collective, corrigible efforts to improve peo-
ple’s situation with the scientific constructs that are both intellectually
compelling and productive. As a case in point, historians have often
worried about the fact that Newtonian mechanics was so widely
accepted as true when some now take it to be false since it incorrectly
predicts, for example, electron behavior. A pragmatist view of science
will point out that such worries stem from an unnecessary obsequy to a
deified truth. Scientists pay more attention to base two than base three,
not because it is truer but because it maps more productively onto elec-
tronic circuitry. Quantum mechanics may never be intelligible enough
to label as “true,” but given its great utility, this need not exercise sci-
entists as it did Einstein. They need not stake the flag of science to the
outsized claim that science provides a true or nearly true image of the
world. They need not claim, as Newsweek reported, that scientists are in
possession of proven theories. Such claims, I have attempted to argue,
are beyond justification and needlessly erode the credibility of science
at a time when science has never been more important to the future.
A number of years ago, a pre-med honors student came to my office
after class, nearly in tears after a discussion of underdetermination, the
limitative results conditioning the view of science, and the initially
disconcerting conclusion that scientists can never justifiably claim that
they have at last replaced appearance with reality. “Should I still be a
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doctor?” she asked wistfully. Worried that I had done more harm than
good, I gently encouraged her dreams. She eventually became one of
the honors program’s best students and was admitted to a good med-
ical school. Just last week I received a handwritten note from her. “I am
in my third week of residency,” she wrote, and she took self-effacing
delight in emphasizing her medical “practice.” She is at long last a
physician; I suspect she will be a good one.
Questions for Discussion
1. Why does this paper argue that empirical theories in science cannot
be proven true? What argument does the paper provide for con-
cluding that “theories cannot be promoted to facts”?
2. Does the author, in your view, escape the charge that the paper
finally—though perhaps unwittingly—espouses relativism, in this
case the view that science is in no better position to guide our way in
the world than superstition?
3. What is the difference between “confirmationism” and “falsification-
ism” and how, according to the paper, do the failures of both views
of science entail underdetermination, which the author deems “the
most disconcerting limitative result in the history of academia”?
4. Why does the writer believe that honors students, “of all students,”
ought to be conversant with the “limitative” results coming from phi-
losophy of science and computational theory?
5. Why does the paper argue that honors students, who might other-
wise not be interested in science, could be induced to take a renewed
scientific interest, given the paper’s claimed relationship between
science and social justice?
6. What is the relationship between freedom and truth, according to
the pragmatist “credo”? What are the implications for the kinds of
discussions that should be sanctioned in honors classrooms? Are
there any views or topics that should be ruled out of bounds, given
this paper’s claimed relation of freedom to truth?
7. Who would object more forcefully to the stance of this paper, a mate-
rialist evolutionist such as Jerry Coyne (2010), who has written that
we know evolution by natural selection is true, or intelligent design
advocate and biochemist Michael Behe (2008), who argues that
some biological phenomena are so complex they require an intelli-
gent designer? Explain your answer.
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Recommended Reading
Fuller, Steve. Kuhn vs. Popper: The Struggle for the Soul of Science. New York:
Columbia University Press. 2004.
Ward, Keith. The Big Questions in Science and Religion. West
Conshoshocken: Templeton Press. 2008.
Suggestion for Honors Classroom Debate
Set up three teams for a spirited debate over the arguments in this
paper: “Dawkins Darwinists” who maintain “science can deliver us truth
and we now know Darwinian materialism is true”; “Behe Biologists,”
who argue that “people are smart enough to discover truth, including
the truth that we need a Designer to make sense of all the phenomena
we experience”; and “Pusillanimous Pragmatists,” who contend that
“truth as an idea has caused humanity more problems than it has solved
and we should concentrate instead on what turns out to be productive.”
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Chapter 19
CONFRONTING PSEUDOSCIENCE: 
AN HONORS COURSE IN 
CRITICAL THINKING
KEITH GARBUTT
Introduction
One of the challenges facing educators in mathematics and science
is that students who are not in those disciplines are often phobic about
the subject matter covered in these classes. In addition, even those stu-
dents who are not put off by the material are unlikely to value classic
chemistry, biology, or physics classes because they are rarely aimed at
the needs of a non-science major. Even those classes that faculty design
for non-majors are frequently little more than watered-down versions of
the majors classes, which an examination of the textbooks aimed at
such classes readily reveals.1
In thinking about classes that teach science to non-majors, scientists
should ask themselves what type of information will be of most use to
the students. Why do colleges require them to take science classes at
all? The case has been well made that one of the most important parts
of science education is giving students the habits of mind associated
with the scientific process.2 These include reasoning from evidence,
applying logic, tolerating uncertainty, and understanding the concept
of alternative hypotheses. Yet when faculty consider these particular
outcomes, clearly they realize that they could use other material to give
students the same habits of mind. The second reason to require non-
science major students to take science courses is to protect them as con-
sumers and citizens from the vast array of snake-oil merchants who are
selling both commercial and political ideas and claiming that they are
supported by science. A course that explicitly looks at spurious, fraud-
ulent, and misleading science and that gives the students the intellec-
tual tools to analyze and expose such flimflam can fulfill both criteria.
Such a course can not only introduce students to the habits of mind
associated with science but also to the content of science applied to
daily circumstances. Hence, West Virginia University developed just
such a course, Confronting Pseudoscience, for its honors students;
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those students outside the sciences who wish to complete science dis-
tributions for their major but have no specific requirements for a par-
ticular discipline are the target audience.
Even though this course is for non-science majors, that it follows
appropriate pedagogical techniques associated with science courses is
important. The 2004 publication of the forum paper “Scientific
Teaching” in Science lays out clearly the need for the teaching of science
to be as rigorous as the way scientists approach their research.3
“Scientific Teaching” strongly advocates the inclusion of active learning
and appropriate assessment in science courses as one part of the struc-
ture necessary for this course.
Peterson and Jungck present an approach to science education
known as the 3-P’s.4 This methodology breaks down the process of sci-
entific investigation into three stages. The first is problem posing. Many
good science curricula advocate inquiry-based learning, but they tend
to present students with very specific, albeit open-ended questions to
investigate. While this strategy is certainly a significant step forward
from either simple lectures or cookbook laboratories, it perhaps misses
one of the most important elements of the scientific endeavor. Peterson
and Jungck point out that perhaps the single-most creative part of the
scientific endeavor is the initial recognition of the problem that needs
to be addressed. The second step of the 3-P’s, problem solving, is exam-
ining the problem and finding a possible solution. This part of the
process is one that many would, incorrectly, identify with doing science,
that is the physical activity involved in an experiment, which is exem-
plified by the bubbling flasks of the mad scientist conjured by the
media. The actual process, however, which is described here, is an intel-
lectual process that in some cases may not actually involve a physical
experiment. The final part is peer persuasion. One aim of the scientific
enterprise is to produce a published paper. This peer-reviewed paper is
the persuasion piece in which professional scientists communicate
problems and their solution to the problems, or more usually their par-
tial solution to the problem, to their peers for comment.
An important part of any class, assessment should actually measure
the learning objectives of the course. All too often, even when courses
are well designed and include active learning, assessments simply mea-
sure students’ ability to memorize and regurgitate. A well-structured
course should have both formative and summative assessment that
clearly and unambiguously measures the learning objectives.5
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General Overview
West Virginia University’s course Confronting Pseudoscience essen-
tially has three components that are necessarily intermixed throughout
the course. The first component provides students with their tools.
Through a mix of lectures, case studies, and active-learning exercises,
all with associated formative assessments, students are introduced to
the basic concepts of critical thinking, evidentiary reasoning, and judg-
ing authority. They are then shown how these skills can be brought
together to investigate topics that claim to have a scientific basis.
Students learn how to build web pages and how to prepare effective
PowerPoint presentations that support oral presentations to hone their
ability to persuade others. The second component of the course, which
overlaps in time with the first, is when the students pose the problems
they will try to solve. During this phase students identify topics, usually
from the web, that are scientific or make claims that are backed by sci-
ence and research. They work in groups and then as individuals, using
the tools and skills previously acquired and the instructor as a resource
and mentor, to investigate the claims. The final component of the
course is the persuasion component: students build web pages that
debunk pseudoscientific ideas, give presentations to their peers con-
cerning these pseudoscientific concepts, and write a final paper. This
final stage is also the summative assessment stage: the quality of the
arguments in these papers and presentations allows the instructor to
evaluate to what extent the students have mastered the tools of critical
thinking.
Through this procedure students gain basic skills in critical thinking
and reasoning and apply them to real problems, and while they address
each of the problems, they find that they acquire basic science content.
In order to evaluate claims, they must understand the underlying sci-
ence and identify inappropriate applications.
Giving Students the Tools for Critical Thinking
As indicated above, the first part of this course is devoted to having
students acquire the tools they need to analyze and assess the wide array
of ideas and products that are supported by purported scientific evi-
dence but which, in fact, are nothing more than pseudoscience.
Initially the class looks at the difference between misconceptions and
irrational thinking. As an example of common misconceptions, even
amongst educated individuals, the students preview a modified version
of the questions posed to Harvard University and MIT graduates in the
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Minds of Our Own video.6 Not surprisingly, many members of the class
hold misconceptions about the workings of the natural world similar to
those of the Harvard and MIT graduates. The class looks briefly at the
source of these misconceptions and then moves to the topic of rational
beliefs. Recent work in the cognitive sciences suggests that humans are
evolutionarily predisposed to believing in irrational things.7 The task
becomes understanding the difference between rational and irrational
beliefs. For example, after polling the class members on common pho-
bias, such as the fear of spiders or flying, students investigate the actual
risk associated with these activities. Statistics from the National Safety
Council suggest that the probability of dying in a car accident is many
thousands of times greater than the probability of dying in a plane
crash, yet many people prefer to drive long distances rather than take
a plane even when they are aware of these statistics.8 This initial self-
examination of the class and the assignment to read “Teaching Pigs to
Sing” help students to understand why people may believe things that
they perceive to be clearly ridiculous when they encounter mispercep-
tions later in the semester.9
The next section of the course establishes the basic rules of critical
thinking and evidential reasoning; this section is supported heavily by
four papers: three papers from Skeptical Inquirer and a chapter from
Carl Sagan’s The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark.10
After discussing the basic tenets of critical thinking and evidential rea-
soning, which include the ability to ask questions, the ability to define
a problem, an understanding of the nature of assumptions, and the
ability to tolerate temporary or provisional hypotheses, the class then
explores different cases of pseudoscience that may violate one or more
of the basic rules laid down in these papers.
Examples include the examination of ESP through the use of Zener
cards, which were developed as a way of measuring purported extrasen-
sory perception. It is not unusual, however, for the practitioners study-
ing extrasensory perception to be willing to accept results which, when
carefully analyzed, prove not to be statistically significant. The class
undergoes three rounds of trials for ESP using Zener cards. Students
then tabulate the results of the class. For at least one member of the
class to have an outlying score that is relatively high is not unusual. The
class then reviews the distribution of scores based on chance to deter-
mine whether this outlier can be attributed to ESP or whether assuming
that it is nothing more than one lucky event appears more reasonable.
Five classes have carried out this activity. On one occasion a student
scored exceptionally high marks, in fact significantly beyond what one
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would expect from chance. Of course, this result caused some conster-
nation within the class. After talking about it for some time, the class
eventually decided to test the individual again to determine if that per-
son really did have ESP. If an unknown scientific principle was at work,
the results would be repeatable. Near the end of the first round of the
second series of tests, the individual was still achieving exceptionally
high scores. At this point I realized that this individual was sitting in a
position in the classroom where it might be possible to see the reflec-
tion of the Zener Cards in my spectacles. I removed my spectacles and
proceeded with the trial. The individual’s score dropped to below aver-
age at the end of the trial. In trying to explain the results, most students
remained mystified; some wonder if some trick had been played. At
that point, the individual confessed to reading the cards from my spec-
tacles. This revelation provided an exceptionally good lesson for the
class because it significantly increased the tendency of the class to look
for mundane reasons for apparently startling results.
Another element of the course is looking at a series of case studies.
Students review the information behind a pseudoscientific topic such
as creationism. They analyze the underlying fallacies and non sequiturs
within the pseudoscience, investigating the contradictions and deliber-
ate misquotations that bolster the claims of creationism. This topic pro-
vides an excellent opportunity to discuss how to assess the level of
authority that can be assigned to different sources and also the concept
that facts always trump authority.11 The group also looks at the contro-
versies within the different branches of creationism and the arguments
concerning intelligent design. (See Table 1 for readings.)
The class also views video clips of other practitioners of the art of
debunking, such as Penn and Teller’s Bullshit.12 One particularly useful
segment from their show is a piece on Feng Shui. Feng Shui purports to
be the scientific method of manipulating energy, called “qi,” to increase
the prosperity of the individuals in the household. Penn and Teller
arrange what is essentially a scientific test of Feng Shui. They hypothe-
size that if Feng Shui is a science, the outcome of an analysis of a house
should be the same irrespective of the practitioner. They ask three Feng
Shui specialists to analyze the same house. Perhaps not unexpectedly,
the result is that all three specialists provide completely different solu-
tions, thus causing Penn and Teller to reject the hypothesis. This exam-
ple is particularly useful because Penn and Teller are actually applying
the principles of scientific reasoning to a pseudoscience.
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Posing the Problem
At this point the students begin to think about the issues that they
might be interested in assessing. They are required to look at three dif-
ferent topics. For two of these topics, they work as part of a group and
for the third they work as individuals. They are provided with a wide
range of resources to help them understand the different aspects of
pseudoscientific claims and to help them understand how pseudo-
science can be presented to the public to make it appear scientific and
reasonable. (See Table 1 for a reading list about pseudoscience.) The
first of these pseudoscientific topics is always based on a large, overar-
ching concept, which is chosen by the class. Starting this way promotes
significant interactions among the individuals and their groups.
Students learn from one another as they move through the process of
analyzing their own particular section of the larger topic, and they
build the necessary skills to work on the next project as a group and
then on their final project as individuals.
Some topics have been investigated previously by classes; others may
be new. The basic guidelines are that the topic must be broad enough
for there to be subtopics for each of the groups and that the practi-
tioners of the topic must claim that what they are doing has a scientific
basis. Some of the most successful of these topics have involved crypto-
biology, where students investigate the evidence for the existence of
exotic organisms like Big Foot or the Loch Ness monster. UFOs also
offer an almost unlimited array of subtopics, including one wonderful
local example in the Flatwoods monster, the local legend of a supposed
UFO and extraterrestrial encounter at Flatwoods, West Virginia, in
1952.13 As with UFO’s, alternative medicines, particularly applied to the
treatment of AIDS, offer a remarkably wide array of subtopics, which
typically pose an intellectual as well as an emotional challenge to the
students. For example, the students became quite angry when they real-
ized how practitioners of various alternative therapies were cynically
exploiting the very real fears of people with AIDS to make large
amounts of money from worthless treatments.
Problem Solving and Persuasion
As the semester proceeds, the class metamorphoses from a lecture
experience to a laboratory experience. The students begin by working
in groups on the overall class project and then work on individual
group projects and individual projects. The role of the instructor
migrates to that of a mentor and resource who moves from group to
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group or individual to individual, helping them to become indepen-
dent researchers.
Intermingled with these activities is a practical part of the course: stu-
dents learn how to build web pages. With the advent of modern tools
for visual web-page construction, students need not learn to code in
HTML. Simple and effective web pages can be made quite easily even
by the most technophobic student. One of the most important parts of
this learning experience is using the web as an effective communicat-
ing tool. Initially students are inclined to make garish and active web
pages; however, after they review web pages that they personally use and
feel are effective, they recognize that effective ones share certain traits.
They tend to be relatively plain and have significant content that is
thoughtfully distributed between graphics and carefully controlled text.
The students also notice that using hyperlinks adds depth to these
pages. On the basis of these analyses, the students will typically redesign
their own pages to make them more appealing and to ensure that they
contain significant content.
Students also make oral presentations on their topics. Since they are
accustomed to seeing PowerPoint presentations, they usually choose
this format. On occasion, students have effectively deconstructed prod-
ucts or advertisements by using the Socratic Method with the class; in
effect, they are exploring some of the pedagogical models presented
earlier in the course. Class time is spent looking at effective uses of
PowerPoint since so many groups use PowerPoint. Once again students
use their own experience to create lists of the good and bad presenta-
tions they have seen to analyze what they find appealing in a good
PowerPoint presentation. In class students quickly realize that different
people are responding to different aspects within a PowerPoint pre-
sentation and that a PowerPoint presentation should offer at least a
50/50 mix of graphics and text and use sound or video. During the
final weeks of the class, the students make their presentations to the
class on the topics they have been researching and post their web pages
to the Internet.
Outcomes
In general, the research assignments for this course are excellent, as
one might expect from honors students. Students with little or no back-
ground in science are motivated to learn significant amounts of chem-
istry, biology, and physics in order to understand the background
needed to analyze their topics. Some of the most successful projects
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have included a group project on anti-aging creams and a study of mag-
netic therapy. None of the students who conducted the anti-aging
cream study were science majors, yet they presented an outstanding dis-
cussion of these cosmetic products and their claims, and they bolstered
their critique of the products, the vast majority of which have no effect
upon the wrinkles, with information from chemistry and physiology.
Similarly, another group working on magnetic therapy mastered con-
cepts in physics and biology to debunk the claims of the manufacturers.
One of the most interesting outcomes of this course is the apprecia-
tion that the students develop for the processes of science. The final
papers produced by the students provide a substantive assessment of
the students’ understanding of the scientific method, critical thinking,
evidential reasoning, and their application to real-world problems. In
these papers students demonstrate that they understand the basic prin-
ciples of the scientific method and how these principles can be applied
to a range of ideas. They show creativity and remarkably sophisticated
analysis in their treatment of their chosen pseudoscience. Students are
applying complex scientific principles to the assessment of the claims
of their particular topic. In the final analysis, students who take this
course leave it with a set of tools that will allow them to approach the
claims of others logically and critically.
Table 1
Reading List for Confronting Pseudoscience (Spring 2007)
Required Texts
Ben-Ari, Moti. Just a Theory: Exploring the Nature of Science. Amherst, NY:
Prometheus Books, 2005.
Park, Robert L. Voodoo Science: The Road from Foolishness to Fraud. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2000.
Sagan, Carl. The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark. NY:
Random House, 1996.
Shermer, Michael. Science Friction: Where the Known Meets the Unknown.
NY: Times Books, 2005.
Set Readings (Articles are posted or linked from on a secure e-learning website
as appropriate.)
Ben-Ari, Moti. “Just a Theory: What Scientists Do.” In Just a Theory:
Exploring the Nature of Science, by Moti Ben-Ari, 23–41. Amherst, NY:
Prometheus Books, 2005.
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Ben-Ari, Moti. “Science and Religion: Scientists Just Do Science.” In Just
a Theory: Exploring the Nature of Science, by Moti Ben-Ari, 131–138.
Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2005.
Gabennesch, Howard. “Critical Thinking: What is it good for? (In fact,
what is it?).” Skeptical Inquirer 30, no. 2 (March/April 2006): 36–41.
Hall, Harriet. “Teaching Pigs to Sing: An Experiment in Bringing
Critical Thinking to the Masses.” Skeptical Inquirer 30, no. 3
(May/June 2006): 36–39.
Krieg, Eric. “Examining the Amazing Free-Energy Claims of Dennis
Lee.” Skeptical Inquirer 21, no. 4 (July/August 1997): 34–36.
Lett, James. “A field guide to critical thinking.” Skeptical Inquirer 14, no.
2 (Winter 1990): 153–160.
Lipps, Jere H. “Judging Authority.” Skeptical Inquirer 28, no. 1
(January/February 2004): 35–37.
Loftus, Elizabeth F., and Melvin J. Guyer. “Who Abused Jane Doe? The
hazards of the single case history. Part 1.” Skeptical Inquirer 26, no. 3
(May/June 2002): 24–32.
Loftus, Elizabeth F., and Melvin J. Guyer. “Who Abused Jane Doe? The
hazards of the single case history. Part 2.” Skeptical Inquirer 26, no. 4
(July/August 2002): 37–44.
Park, Robert L. “It’s Not News It’s Entertainment: In which the Media
Covers Voodoo Science.” In Voodoo Science: The Road from Foolishness 
to Fraud, by Robert L. Park. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2000: 3–27.
Park, Robert L. “There Ought to be a Law: In which Congress seeks to
repeal the Laws of Thermodynamics.” In Voodoo Science: The Road from
Foolishness to Fraud, by Robert L. Park. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000: 92–110.
Pigliucci, Massimo. “Design Yes, Intelligent No: A Critique of
Intelligent Design Theory and Neocreationism.” Skeptical Inquirer 25,
no. 5 (September/October 2001): 34–39.
Radford, Benjamin. “Bigfoot at 50: Evaluating a Half-Century of Bigfoot
Evidence.” Skeptical Inquirer 26, no. 2 (March/April 2002): 29–34.
Rosa, Linda, Emily Rosa, Larry Sarner, and Stephen Barrett. “A Closer
Look at Theraputic Touch.” Journal of the American Medical Association
279, no. 13 (1998): 1005–1010.
Sagan, Carl. “The Fine Art of Baloney Detection.” In The Demon-
Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark. New York, NY: Random
House, 1996: 201–218.
Shermer, Michael. “The New New Creationism: Intelligent Design
Theory and its Discontents.” In Science Friction: Where the Known Meets
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the Unknown, by Michael Shermer. New York, NY: Times Books, 2005:
173–199. 
Wade, Carole, and Carol Tavris. “Thinking Critically and Creatively.”
Skeptical Inquirer 14, no. 4 (Summer 1990): 372–377.
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Chapter 20
SCIENCE EDUCATION: 
THE PERILS OF SCIENCE ILLITERACY,
THE PROMISE OF 
SCIENCE EDUCATION
GLENN M. SANFORD
The media in America often report on the state of public schools
and the quality of the educational system in general. Coupled with a
resurgence of evangelical Christianity, this attention has vaulted the
politics of public school science curricula debates to the front pages.
Although intelligent design and other “alternative approaches” have
failed to gain ground within the mainstream scientific community, they
have captured the popular imagination and garnered political support
in a variety of areas. Questions of demarcation arise in a number of
areas when one considers the hearings held by the Kansas Board of
Education,1 the federal court decision in Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School
District,2 global warming,3 or disclaimers in biology textbooks.4
Although people discuss these debates under the guise of science vs.
religion, local vs. national control of education, real science vs. junk sci-
ence, and open vs. closed mindedness, at their heart, these debates rep-
resent attempts to apply the philosophy of science to the practical issue
of establishing the appropriate presentation of science in educational
settings. 5
These debates notwithstanding, teachers bemoan teaching to the
test, and students complain about boring science courses. These factors
should lead scientists to ask how the conception of science affects not
only the decisions about what to teach but also how to teach science.
The response to these issues will affect students’ perspectives on science.
The question about what should be included within the scientific rubric
has taken center stage in these debates. Two prominent features of these
debates have been practicing scientists expressing frustration at their
opponents’ misrepresentation of science and scientific practices and
opponents of evolution and global warming stressing critical thinking,
critical inquiry, and academic freedom.6 A third and more troubling fea-
ture is the public attitudes concerning these debates: “I don’t see what
all this fuss is about.” “Just teach the alternatives and let students make
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up their own minds.” “I don’t see why I need to take science classes; it’s
not like I will ever use it.”7 Such comments reveal an insidious problem.
Education has failed to connect science practice and science education.
If this failure is present in honors science courses, the situation is even
more tragic and disheartening.
An essential feature of science is the revision of its theories in the face
of new evidence. That scientists have dismissed as wrongheaded theories
previously accepted as scientific is well established. For example, the the-
ory that stress caused the majority of peptic ulcers has been replaced by
the theory that they are caused by the bacterium Heliobacter pylori. If the
goal is to provide a science curriculum that will be useful throughout
students’ lives, the education must transcend teaching currently
accepted theories and lists of facts. Students must understand the meth-
ods and practices of science in a manner that allows them to compre-
hend that theories will change and to apply the principles of science to
decision making in their own lives. The key, then, is not defining science
or establishing specific criteria for determining whether or not a partic-
ular theory is scientific. What is critical is that students comprehend the
nature of scientific literacy and recognize the advantages of developing
their literacy to merely accumulating more theories and facts.
One easy way to define scientific literacy is by referring to the char-
acteristics of a scientifically literate person; they include 1) a broad
acquaintance with current theories, including knowledge of how these
can be applied; 2) an understanding of how science proceeds, espe-
cially its methods, practices, and evidence evaluation; and 3) the abili-
ty to apply #1 and #2 to solving individual and social problems. This list
is not exhaustive; however, the three components provide the central
core of the concept. The broad acquaintance with current theories pro-
vides fodder for discussion of scientific practices and a starting point
for discussions of how scientific principles can be used in problem solv-
ing. In regard to lifelong learning, the second component is the most
important. It provides the tools for evaluating evidence and addressing
future changes in theory. Finally, the third component stresses the
need to ensure the relevance of science education within society. A sci-
entifically literate person need not know any particular theory and may,
in fact, be ignorant with respect to many areas of science; however,
those people who meet the above requirements should be in a position
to evaluate the relative merits of theories and predictions in areas
beyond their specific knowledge.
The essential feature of literacy is people’s ability to use current
knowledge of science to investigate new areas as the need arises. For
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example, a scientifically literate individual may be ignorant of human
metabolism; however, when diagnosed with a metabolic disorder, this
individual would possess the skills to research the condition and ask
questions of medical providers. Thus, the focus is shifting from pre-
senting specific theories and facts to establishing a basis for ongoing
learning. Student apathy and complaints about general education
requirements are nothing new; however, within current science educa-
tion, the students may have a point. In defense of the countless students
who have complained about being forced to take general education sci-
ence courses, their questioning the value of studying the anatomy of an
earth worm or even a human, the atomic weight of elements, or a laun-
dry list of physical laws is fair. When students face a Scantron-graded
course that stresses memorization, the foregoing examples are of little
or no practical value, and student frustration is warranted. Such
courses and tests do little to promote scientific literacy; however, they
do shape students’ attitudes toward science. Because the focus is on
memorizing facts, students rarely encounter opportunities to appreci-
ate the methods of science or evaluate evidence to improve their own
decision-making skills.
My high school earth science teacher taught global cooling, plate
tectonics, the hydrological cycle, and a range of other topics by pre-
senting a list of equations or facts to memorize. This pedagogical
approach continued in college; as a freshman chemistry major, I was
told by my professor: “Don’t ask questions like that, just learn the mate-
rial.” Looking back on these experiences, I recall how at odds those
classes were with my experience in a high school anatomy and physiol-
ogy class where the instructors encouraged students to ask questions
about the interrelationships among chemistry, biology, and physics in
the context of overall bodily organization and function. This sense of
science as an enterprise centered on questions and data as opposed to
facts only returned when I began taking graduate biology classes while
pursuing my PhD in the philosophy of biology. I stopped taking science
classes after my freshman year to double major in math and philosophy
because both areas offered more opportunity for asking questions than
the science education I had been exposed to in my freshman year. I
relate my experience here because it parallels what I have heard from
countless students during advising sessions in which talented and curi-
ous students seek an escape from science classes that promise to bore
them into submission.
As an example, during the past fifty years of climate science since J.
Murray Mitchell’s publication of “On the World-wide Pattern of Secular
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Temperature Change,” which reported a global cooling trend that had
begun in the 1940’s, scientists widely accepted and taught global cool-
ing to many students in the 1970s.8 Yet, in a single generation, scientif-
ic consensus has shifted; scientists now believe that global temperature
is trending in the opposite direction.9 For those whose science educa-
tion focused on facts and theories, this inconsistency points toward
junk science or worse, a hoax by powerful political interests. Many peo-
ple take this change in emphasis and shifting nature of the so-called
facts as clear evidence that this research is not real science.
Unfortunately this analysis, although simple and direct, fails to account
for the tentativeness of scientific findings and the role of new data in
producing theory change. For those whose science education solely
consisted of learning the facts and theories, however, this analysis is the
only type available.
A similar situation exists with respect to evolutionary biology. Despite
the federal courts having decided that biblical creation, creation sci-
ence, and intelligent design are not sufficiently scientific for inclusion
in public school classrooms,10 Michael Berkman, Julianna Pacheco, and
Eric Plutzer found that, as of the 2006–2007 school year, 25% of high
school biology teachers still included creationism or intelligent design
in their classes.11 A constant refrain from opponents of teaching evolu-
tionary theory is that educators should teach the controversy.12 After all,
opponents of teaching evolution claim that numerous biological phe-
nomena cannot be explained by evolutionary theory; thus students
should be presented alternative explanations and allowed to make up
their own minds. This approach can work, but only if students are given
the tools to judge scientific theories according to the standards of
science.
Without doubt, evolutionary biologists cannot fully explain numer-
ous biological phenomena; moreover, innumerable controversies exist
within evolutionary biology. This situation is the case for all sciences.
Physics, chemistry, geology, and every other science face phenomena
that cannot be explained at present and may never be explained.
Scientifically literate people expect and accept that this characteristic is
a fundamental aspect of science; they realize science has only partial
(or even no) explanations for certain phenomena. Additionally, within
the understanding of how science proceeds, students would be
expected to appreciate the principle of parsimony—scientists should
prefer simpler explanations. Occam’s razor, the principle that one
should not postulate physical or metaphysical entities beyond necessity,
stresses the need to promote simple and direct explanations over those
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that involve the insertion of supernatural powers or actors. With an
understanding of the workings of science, students can easily address
the creation/evolution debate within science.
In this context, people must consider the merits of the mainstream
biological community stating that scientists do not know how the first
cells were organized, but they have some hypotheses relative to the
claims of intelligent design proponents who contend that these cells
were organized by an intelligent designer. The scientific answer is obvi-
ously less complex. The intelligent design proponents fail to acknowl-
edge that science need not have an explanation for everything.
Additionally, their proposal violates the principle of parsimony with no
concomitant explanatory return. The admission that scientists do not
know everything does not satisfy the desire to find an explanation.
When intelligent design proponents assert that they can better explain
many of the intricacies of life, they offer little more than window dress-
ing on the fact that much is unknown. Claiming that the cells were
organized by an intelligence that cannot be described and via a process
or processes that they know nothing about while offering no account of
how they would learn about the processes or mechanisms is not an
explanation of the intricacies of life. In essence, the insight that intelli-
gent design offers is that phenomena exist that mainstream biologists
have yet to explain, and this revelation does nothing to advance under-
standing. Inserting an additional physical or metaphysical entity as a
placeholder for what mainstream biology has not yet explained is insuf-
ficient to establish the scientific bona fides of intelligent design’s pur-
ported explanation.13
At this point, noting once again that scientifically literate people will
also recognize the limits of science is important. Science by its nature is
limited to the study of natural phenomena. When I consider my
father’s death, I know that he died of heart failure caused by the extra
load created as his lungs failed because of interstitial pneumonitis, a
degenerative lung condition marked by scarring the lining of the lungs.
I also know that my stepfather died of cancer most directly attributable
to forty years of heavy smoking and an employment history that
included industrial solvents and paints. Nonetheless, I have spent
countless hours wondering why they contracted those diseases and why
I did not have the chance to share countless experiences as I complet-
ed my education, achieved goals, got married, suffered setbacks, and
traveled. Science cannot provide answers to the latter questions at the
level that I, and many others in similar situations, have sought. The
questions I lose sleep over are not the type that science is designed to
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answer. Conversely, in 1837, William Buckland, an avid defender of the
idea that science and revelation elucidate each other, provided an elo-
quent statement of the need for science within a religious worldview:
“The disappointment of those who look for a detailed account of geo-
logical phenomena in the Bible, rests on a gratuitous expectation of
finding therein historical information, respecting all the operations of
the Creator in times and places with which the human race has no con-
cern . . . the details of which may be a fit matter for an encyclopedia of
science, but are foreign to the objects of a volume intended only to be
a guide of religious belief and moral conduct” [sic].14 It is essential that
honors programs educate students concerning the ways in which sci-
ence and religion can inform our decision making. Neither offers a
one-size-fits-all solution to the problems people will face throughout
their lives.
Upon hearing the story of a man who allowed his wife to die rather
than permit a transfusion, many students express dismay and anger.
Casting this scenario as an instance in which science and religion come
into conflict is easy; however, to do so oversimplifies the issue and actu-
ally introduces a conflict where none exists. The conflict is not about
the facts of the case: it is about the appropriate way to value process and
outcomes. The husband understands that a blood transfusion would
have saved his wife. He does not dispute that fact. He has expressed
nearly continuous remorse concerning her passing. Yet, he stands by
his decision as the only choice he had that would respect his wife’s
beliefs and protect her soul and spiritual wellbeing. He and his wife did
not have beliefs that conflicted with science. Science provided the tech-
niques for saving her life. Her husband, acting in accord with her reli-
gious beliefs, acknowledges the techniques but chose not to use them.
Thus, this case involves the relative value of outcomes rather than a
conflict between science and religion. Science can explain that mixing
ammonia and bleach is a simple and effective way to produce chlorine
gas, but understanding this process does not imply that people should
be making chlorine gas.
Many people can respect the decision of an adult to forego a poten-
tially life-saving treatment for personal reasons. When they read about
children who died from untreated diabetes because their parents chose
to rely upon prayer rather than seek medical care for them, many peo-
ple are troubled and cannot understand how parents could allow their
child to die in this fashion.15 This situation presents a much more diffi-
cult scenario. In the former case, all parties involved acknowledge that
all the evidence points to a blood transfusion as the most effective
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treatment for a patient who is bleeding out. Additionally, the choice to
forego the transfusion was made respecting the well-established wishes
of a competent adult. The case for children is different. If parents
choose not to use insulin because such a choice violates a religious
tenet, the case is not about the conflict between science and religion but
rather between value systems. If parents claim that prayer healing is
more effective than an insulin regime for a diabetic, the conflict would
be between science and religion because such claims can be tested and
decided based upon evidence from observed outcomes. Given the
wealth of controlled studies supporting insulin therapy and the lack of
such studies supporting prayer, the only scientific conclusion available is
that insulin would have been an effective treatment. In a recent court
case that follows this paradigm, the mother of a deceased girl testified in
court that she believed in the power of prayer and that she felt seeking
help from medical doctors would have represented “disobedience by
demonstrating a lack of trust in God.”16 Discussing felony homicide
charges against the parents, District Attorney Jill Falstad stated, “The
failure to seek medical intervention created an unreasonable and sub-
stantial risk of death or great bodily harm.”17 The criminal charges in
this case represent a clear position by the State that parents may not sim-
ply choose to follow their belief when clear evidence exists, pointing to
an alternative course of treatment that would have saved a child’s life.
Recognition of the strengths and limitations of science is essential
for a quality education in science. Helping students achieve scientific
literacy provides them with the basis for lifelong learning and contin-
ued growth within an increasingly technological society. Additionally, as
issues such as global warming, cloning, and stem cell research continue
to develop, producing citizens who can apply what they have learned to
competently evaluate the promise and perils of these issues, opportu-
nities, and crises is important. Budgetary pressures, fear of controversy,
and calls for accountability, however, have promoted the development
of bland introductory science courses, particularly for non-majors, that
focus on having students memorize the facts. Unfortunately, such
courses become boring and pedagogically unsound history of science
courses. If the goal of science courses is to teach students about science,
then the content must go well beyond memorizing facts to include
aspects of scientific reasoning, scientific methodologies, and the appli-
cation of this work to the problems facing students and the world they
inhabit. Rather than teaching students to dread or mistrust science, sci-
ence classes should emphasize scientific literacy.
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